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Abstract 

Complex fragment emission has been studied in the 60 MeV/A 1 9 7 Au + 1 2 C, 2 7A1, 
5 , V , n a lCu, and 1 9 7Au reactions. Velocity spectra, angular distributions and cross 

sections have been constructed for each target from the inclusive data. Coincidence 

data including 2-, 3-, 4-, and 5-fold events have also been examined. Furthermore 

neutron multiplicity distributions have been obtained for the above reactions by 

utilizing a novel neutron calorimetric approach. 

In the 60 MeV/A 1 9 7 Au + 1 2 C reactions, the complex fragments are produced 

mainly in highly equilibrated binary processes; in particular, they arise from the 

compound binary decay of Au-like nuclei. The relaxed nature of the decay process has 

been determined by the angular distributions and emission velocities of the fragments. 

The binary nature of the decay process has been illustrated by the well defined 

Coulomb rings and by the 2-fold coincidence events. Higher n-fold events (n=3, and 4) 

have also been observed but are less than 2% of the total coincidence events. 

In the 60 MeV/A 1 9 7Au + 2 7 Al, 5 l V, 6 3 Cu, and 1 9 7Au reactions the flat angular 

distributions of the fragments along with their Coulomb like emission velocities suggest 

the presence of a strong compound binary component in the inclusive data. This 

component is associated with the compound nucleus decay of Au-like projectiles 

generated in peripheral collisions and dominates the singles cross-sections. However, 

in these reactions a significant yield of fragments arises also from multifragmentation. 

Charge distributions, velocity distributions, Z1-Z2 plots, where "L\ and Z2 are the 

charges of the fragments in the binary events, and Zioiai - Vsomce plots, where Ztoial and 

V source are the total charge and velocity of the source, have been constructed from the 



coincidence events; these plots suggest that multifragmem emission processes become 

increasingly important for the more symmetric entrance channels. Furthermore the 

relative probabilities for the multifold events have been found to increase substantially 

with excitation energy E*. The excitation energy E* is determined, within the 

incomplete-fusion model, from the source velocity VSOUrce. These probabilities are 

independent of the target-projectile combination, indicating that the dynamics of the 

reaction may be limited to the formation of a source through a mechanism similar to 

incomplete fusion. 

The neutron multiplicity is utilized in the present experiment as an independent 

measure of the deposited excitation energy; in peripheral reactions one observes low 

neutron multiplicities associated with low excitation energies, while the more central 

collisions are associated with high neutron multiplicities and high excitation energies. 

Possible mechanisms for multifragmentation are investigated by comparing some 

theories with the experimental data. The 60 MeV/A Au-induced reactions are 

simulated by coupling a kinetic description of the dynamical stage of the collision with 

a subsequent statistical decay of the primary sources. Results obtained with this mode! 

are shown and are compared with both inclusive and exclusive experimental data. 

In a different approach, the possibility that the system undergoes a phase transition 

(percolation-like or liquid vapor-like) is investigated by examining observables that 

behave qualitatively differendy whether a phase transition is present or not. These 

quantities have been constructed from the event-by-event moments of the fragment 

charge distributions. Possible signals of a phase transition have been extracted from the 

data. 

Finally a characteristic energy dependence of the multifragment decay probabilities 

of the source or sources is presented similar to that observed for fission probabilities at 

low energies. This behavior seems to relegate the role of dynamics to the formation of 

the sources, which then proceed to decay in an apparently statistical manner. 
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

The collision between two nuclei can lead to the production of complex fragments. 

Complex fragments (CF) or intermediate mass fragments (IMF) as they are also 

commonly referred to are classified as those reaction products whose mass falls 

between 4He and fission fragments. They were first identified in the early 1950s [Mi 

53, Fri 54, Ca 58] in radiochemical studies with high-energy protons bombarding 

medium to heavy targets. Later, counter experiments were performed at the Lawrence 

Berkeley Laboratory Bevatron and BEVALAC [Po 71, Hy 71] in which reaction 

products were measured over a large range of atomic numbers (up to Z-20). Since 

then the emission of complex fragments has been observed in nucleus-nucleus 

collisions over a large range of bombarding energies [Ko 73, Go 77, Me 80, Bo 84, So 

84, Mc 85, Fi 86, Ch 88a, Ch 88b, Ch 90, Rou 93J. 

In low bombarding energy (E/A < 15 MeV/A) reactions the production of complex 

fragments is essentially associated with binaiy decay processes: such processes include 

quasi-elastic/deep inelastic and compound nucleus reactions (see section 1.1). 1"he 

production of complex fragments from the binary decay of a compound nucleus has 

been verified also in the 15-30 MeV/A bombarding energy regime (see section 1.1). At 
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intermediate bombarding energies (30 < E/A < 100) however, the reaction 

mechanism(s) governing the production of complex fragments are less clear. By 

increasing the bombarding energy, the binary signature of a compound nucleus decay 

disappears and an increasing yield of three-body and higher-order events is observed; 

this process in which several fragments are produced in the exit channel has been 

labeled multifragmentation and will be the central theme of this work. 

In this chapter we will initially (section 1.1) discuss the emission of complex 

fragments at bombarding energies E/A < 30 MeV/A. The processes governing the 

production of complex fragments in this energy regime are well understood and have 

been established in several experimental studies. Subsequently, in section 1.2, we will 

talk about the process of multifragmentation. A brief summary will be given of some of 

the major experimental efforts that have been put forth in order to understand 

multifragmentation. Finally, in section 1.3, we will present the goals of this thesis. 

1.1 Complex .Fragment emission in E/A < 30 MeV/A reactions. 

In low-energy reactions (E/A < 15 Me V/A) two sources of complex fragrant 

emission have been established: quasi-elastic/deep inelastic and compound nucleus 

processes [ Kau 59, Gal 70, Mor 73, Kra 74, Sch 77, Mor 81, Mc 85, De 90, De 91]. In 

quasi-elastic/deep inelastic reactions complex fragments are produced as the binary 

decay products of transient dinuclear systems originating from the target-projectile 

combination. Most of the experimental information concerning deep-inelastic collisions 

has been obtained by measuring the kinetic energies, charge, mass, and angular 

distributions of the final reaction products [Kau 59, Gal 70, Mor 73, Kra 74, Sch 77, 

Mor 81]. In these reactions, the final kinetic energies of the fragments display various 

degrees of damping of the entrance channel kinetic energy, ranging from Coulomb-like 
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interaction energies (fn completely damped reactions) to essentially elastic energies (in 

quasi-elastic scattering). The mass distribution of the fragments is characterized by two 

broad peaks that can be associated with target and projectile like fragment;; the broad 

distributions associated with these peaks depend on the exchange of nucleons that 

occurs during the interaction between the two nuclei. The mass transfer process is 

sensitive to both she interaction time and the potential energy of the intermediate 

dinuclear system. Furthermore, depending upon the interaction time, the observed 

angular distributions can be either forward peaked (projectile-like), backward peaked 

(target-like), or side peaked, indicating that the interaction time is typically shorter than 

the rotational period of the di-nuclear system. In general, the fragments produced in 

low-energy deep-inelastic reactions can be classified as either projectile-like or target

like. 

In compound nucleus reactions the mechanism responsible for the production of 

complex fragments is well understood and will be discussed in some detail in section 

2.1. Complex fragments arise from the characteristic binary decay of a compound 

nucleus. The emission of complex fragments from a compound nucleus has been 

established in several studies by measuring the excitation functions of the emitted 

fragments[Mc 85, De 90, De 91]. As an example, we present below some results from 

the experimental study done by Delis et. al. [De 91]. 

In this experiment [De 91] complex fragments emitted from a compound nucleus 

("Br) in the 5.0, 6.2, 6.9, 8.0,10.2, and 12.7 MeV/A Cu + C reactions were measured 

throughout the entire mass asymmetry range. The fragments were emitted from the 

compound nucleus 7 5 3r whose excitation energy ranged from 50 MeV to 127 MeV, the 

lower limit being barely 15 MeV above the highest barriers. The excitation functions of 

fragments with Z between 5 < Z < 26 for the Cu + C reactions are shown in Fig. 1.1 and 

are reminiscent of fission excitation functions. The sharp rise of the cross section as 
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function of increasing excitation energy demonstrates that the fragments originate from 

CN decay. The solid lines are calculations based on the compound nucleus theory 

(described in Chapter 2 and Appendix 1) and are in excellent agreement with the 

experimental points. The binary nature of the decay was confirmed by the 

coincidence data; practically all of the coincidence events consisted of two fragments 

with atomic numbers Zi and Z2 whose sum Zi + Z2 was equal to the atomic number of 

the compound nucleus Zcn. 

Along with establishing the compound nucleus nature of the process, these studies 

[Mc 85, De 91] also explained the abundance of complex fragments at higher energies 

as contrasted to their extreme rarity below 10 MeV/A bombarding energy. The 

emission of complex fragments from a compound nucleus is a process that is associated 

with high barriers and it takes a substantial amount of excitation energy before it 

becomes a readily available channel (i.e. characterized by high cross-sections). As can 

be seen from Figure 1.1 it is necessary to deposit a few hundred MeV of excitation 

energy into compound nuclei before CF emission saturates. 

The CN emission has been verified also in the 10-30 MeV/A bombarding energy 

regime [Ch 88a, Ch 88b, Ch 90, Co 89]. In this new regime a composite system results 

from fusion between the larger partner and the occluded piece of the smaller partner 

(this is called incomplete fusion); the occluded piece decreases in sue with increasing 

impact parameter. The product resulting from incomplete fusion can relax into a 

compound nucleus. For fragments intermediate in mass between the projectile and 

target, the cross-sections seem to originate solely from the binary decay of equilibrated 

compound nuclei. This conclusion has been reached from the analysis of the 

intermediate velocities, (isotropic) angular distributions, direct measurements 

(coincidence events) of the binary nature of the process and above all from the shape 

and magnitude of the charge distributions as a funcdon of excitation energy. 
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For completeness, we mention that in this energy range (15-30 MeV/A) deep 

inelastic processes have also been established. The emission of complex fragments in 

the reaction 27 MeV/A Ar + Ag [Bor 88] was in fact associated with binary quasi- and 

deep- inelastic reactions. Furthermore deep inelastic reactions have been observed for 

the heavy symmetric system , 0 0 Mo + , 0 0Mo at both E = 18.7 and 23.7 MeV/A [Olm 

87]. 

1.2 Complex Fragment emission in 30 < E/A < 100 reactions. 

At intermediate bombarding energies (30 < E/A < 100) the reaction mechanism(s) 

governing the production of complex fragments are less clear. By increasing the 

bombarding energy, the binary signature of a compound nucleus decay (or deep 

inelastic reactions) disappears and an increasing yield of three-body and higher order 

events is observed. These multifragment events can be explained by the fact that the 

primary binary decay products may be also very excited, and have a significant 

probability of decaying in turn into two additional fragments. However other 

explanations have been put forth. 

Early investigations showed that in the region of 2 < Z < 20 the charge distributions 

could be described in terms of a power law P(Z) ~ Z - 2- 6 [Chi 83, Fie 84, Lyn 82, So 

83]. Since a power law distribution is predicted for droplets of liquid in equilibrium 

near the critical temperature, this experimental evidence was taken as a signature of 

liquid-vapor equilibrium near the critical point. But the dependence observed in the 

charge distribution is not unique to a liquid-gas phase transition. 

A variety of models, ranging from statistical to dynamical theories, have been 

proposed that reproduce the charge distribution dependence. Such models include e.g. 

cold fragmentation models [Boh 83, Huf 83, Aic 84], in which nuclei are assumed to 
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break up on impact and shatter like brittle material; hydrodyiwructl models \Bc $8, Sch 

89, Aic 91, Gr 87], in which the reaction is simulated by utilizing the collisionless 

Vlasov equation augmented by a two body collision term; percolttion models [Bau 85, 

Bau 86, Ngo 90, Cam 87b]; in which the nucleus is treated as a three dimensional lattice 

of nucleons connected by bonds. By increasing the excitation energy more bonds break 

and the system evolves from one large cluster to many small clusters of nucleons; and 

finally statistical multifragmcntation theories; in which fragments are emitted 

statistically from a nucleus. A more detailed description of these models will be given 

in Chapter 2. 

For the sake of completeness we mention that at high energies (approximately E/A 

> 100 MeV) the production of complex fragments can be explained by the fireball 

model [Gos 77, Wes 76]. In this model, unlike what happens in incomplete fusion, 

where the larger partner picks up the occluded piece of the smaller partner, nuclear 

matter is divided into three pieces - the projectile spectator, the target spectator, and the 

fireball that arises from the region in which the nucleons in the target and projectile 

overlap. The thermal energy per nucleon in the fireball (piece) is much larger than the 

nucleon binding energy, and it is likely that the fireball disassembles completely into 

nucleons. On the other hand, the spectators are charactenzed by a small amount of 

excitation energy that is proportional to their excess surface. In the fireball model 

complex fragments are emitted from the decay of the spectators. 

It is possible that the production of complex fragments may be the result of a 

smooth evolution from reaction mechanisms established in low-energy reactions, such 

as deep inelastic/incomplete fusion/compound nucleus, to those associated with high-

energy reactions (E/A > 100) like the participant-spectator (fireball) model. A diagram 

illustrating the approximate domains of the various processes as a function of 

bombarding energy is shown in Figure 1.2. The boundaries of these processes have not 
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been clearly established and depend not only upon the impact parameter but also on the 

entrance-channel mass asymmetry [Mor 93]. 

1.2.1 Multifragmentation 

Multifragmentation is defined as the break up of the nuclear system into several 

fragments and has been clearly established in numerous experiments [Bo 89, Ki 89, Tr 

89, Bl 91, Bo 91b, Og 91, Bl 91, Ha 92, Rou 93]. 

Early evidence that nuclei break up into several pieces was provided by emulsion 

experiments [Ja 82, Wa 85]. Jakobson et al. [Ja 82], by utilizing a 1 2 C beam of 852 

MeV, observed events with several tracks in the emulsion, that were associated with 

medium mass fragments. The absence of a big residue in these events suggested the 

complete breakup of the system. 

Evidence that hot nuclei break up into several pieces has also been provided by 

numerous electronic experiments [Tr 87, Bou 88, Bo 89, Ki 89, Tr 91, Bl 91, Bo 91b, 

Og 91, Ha 92]. As an example, the authors of [Ji 88] have observed in the Ar + Al 

reaction events with a multiplicity ranging from 1 to 5 fragments. The reaction was 

studied at several bombarding energies ranging from 25-45 MeV/A and a strong 

increase in the cross section for the production of events with 3-5 intermediate mass 

fragments (IMF) was observed around 35 MeV/A. This suggests that 

multifragmentation may become an important decay channel at bombarding energies 

larger than 35 MeV/A for this particular system. In another study, a multiplicity as 

large as 15 fragments per event, has been observed by the authors of [Bal 91] in the 

reaction 29.2 MeV/A 2 0 9Bi + 1 3 6Xe. The atomic number of the smallest fragment in 

this study was Z=4. 
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Unlike compound nucleus decay which is a well characterized process, 

multifragmentation is poorly understood. Efforts to characterize the process of 

multifragmentation have been largely based on comparisons between theoretical and 

experimental variables or observables. Although theoretically it is easy to choose the 

variables that are most useful in describing multifragmentation, experimentally the 

situation is more complicated. This is because of the difficulty in directly determining 

these variables, and sometimes by the fact that different theories suggest different 

variables. In the following section we present selected examples of experimental work 

in which different variables or observables have been utilized in order to characterize 

multifragmentation. 

1.2.2 Experimental Observables and Variables 

Some of the variables (or observables) that have been used to identify the process of 

multifragmentation include: 

a) the velocity V$ of the multifragmentarion source (m.s.) 

b) the charge Zbound of the multifragmentation source 

c) particle-particle correlations 

d) fragment-fragment correlations 

e) population ratios 

f) light particle multiplicities 

Examples of experiments in which these variables have been utilized are presented 

below. 

a) Source Velocity 
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A variable of considerable interest that has been utilized successfully to study 

compound nucleus decay [Han 89, De 91] is the velocity of the source from which the 

two complex fragments are emitted. The source velocity is given by the following 

expression: 

v « - Smi • ( 1 I ) 

where mj and Vi are respectively the mass and the velocity in the laboratory frame of 

the i-th fragment, and the summation is performed over the two detected fragments. 

Equation 1.1 has also been successfully used to identify and characterize binary 

sources formed in incomplete fusion reactions [ Ch 88a, Ch 88b, Ch 90, Co 89]. In this 

case V, is constructed from the fragments emitted from the compound nucleus formed 

in the incomplete fusion process. The fragment(s) arising from the target remnant 

is(are) not included in the construction of V s. 

In a very recent study, the authors of [Ch 92] have isolated and characterized what 

appear to be true multifragmentation sources formed in the 35, 40, 45, and 55 MeV/A 

La + C, Al, Ca, Cu, and La reactions, by using the same technique that is used to 

identify binary sources in incomplete fusion reactions. In this case the summation in 

equation 1.1 was done over all detected fragments. It was found that the sources were 

formed through an incomplete fusion process and underwent multifragment decay in a 

way that was independent of the formation process. Furthermore it was shown that the 

observed probabilities for 2, 3,4, and 5 -fold events depended almost exclusively upon 

the excitation energy of the fused object, and litde upon the target-projectile 

combination or bombarding energy. The excitation energy was determined from the 

reconstructed source velocity within the incomplete fusion modell(such upper script 
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numbers whenever they appear in the text refer to the FOOTNOTES section at the end 

of the thesis). 

b) Zbound 

A variable of considerable interest that has been used by Kreutz et. al. [Kre 92] to 

study the emission of complex fragments is the sum Z bound of the charges bound in the 

emitted fragments (with Z § 2). There should exist a correlation between this variable 

and the excitation energy, since large excitation energies would decrease Z bound by 

light particle evaporation. 

Kreutz et. al. [Kre 92] have studied the multi-fragment emission observed in the 600 

MeV/A Au + C, Al, V, and Pb reactions by examining a series of observables as a 

function of Z bound. Some of these observables are: the average largest charge 

<Zmax>; the average intermediate mass fragment (IMF) multiplicity <MIMF>; the 

average value of the relative asymmetry between the two largest fragments < A$> etc... 

In addition, a choice of observables versus Zbound. influenced by the Campi [Cam 88] 

application of percolation theories to finite systems like nuclei, was also utilized. 

One of the striking results of this study is that all quantities show a behavior which 

is independent of the target when plotted versus Zbound. This indicates that the decay 

of the system is independent of how it is formed. 

Furthermore the experimental results presented in [Kre 92] were compared to 

different statistical model calculations. The results obtained by the models differed 

significantly from each other, establishing that such observables are sensitive to how 

the available phase space is populated and can be used to discriminate between models 

that have different treatments of nuclear disassembly. For instance, the sequential 

statistical model GEMINI predicted decays that were too asymmetric compared to the 

data, while the simultaneous statistical model predicted decays that were too symmetric. 
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On the other hand the percolation model, which was adjusted to reproduce the average 

largest charge <Zmax> and the average intermediate mass fragment multiplicity 

<MTMF> predicted correctly the remaining dependences. 

c) Particle - Particle Correlations. 

In Astronomy, stellar sizes can be determined by utilizing the two photon intensity 

interferometry technique developed by Hanbury Brown et al. [Han 56]. In this 

technique one measures the two photon correlation function for incoming coincident 

photons as a function of their relative momentum. The correlation function is given by 

where <nj2> is the probability of detecting two coincident photons of wave numbers ki 

and k2 in detectors 1 and 2, and <nj> is the probability of detecting a photon of 

momentum kj in detector j (j=l,2). The two photons have a nonzero correlation 

function because of the symmetrization of their wave functions; this is a consequence of 

quantum statistics for identical particles. To make this point clear consider the 

simplified case of simultaneous photon emission from two distant point sources located 

at r a and rj,. Assuming propagation in vacuum, the coincidence probability is 

proportional to the symmetrized two photon wave function given by: 

nn - I exp(ikira + ik^n,) + exp(ikira + Uc2rb)l2 

- I expril/Zflci-i&Xi. -rb)] exp[il/2(ki-k2)(rb -r»)]l2 

- cos2[l/2(kj-k2)(r,-ib)] , (1-3) 
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where exp(ikir») and exp(ik2ib) represent the plane waves associated with the two 

photons. As can be seen from the above relation the correlation function depends on 

the relative momentum of the two photons q= l/2(ki-k2) and on the spatial seperation 

of the two sources Ar = (r a -rb). Therefore by measuring R it is possible to determine 

the spatial extent of the emitting sources. 

The ideas of Hanbury Brown et al. [Han 56], are not limited to photons but can be 

applied also to other pairs of identical particles such as pions (bosons) [Bar 86a, Cha 

91a] and nucleons (fermions)[Bau 92]. For instance, when two protons are emitted in 

close proximity in space and time, their wave function of relative motion can be 

modified by their mutual (coulomb) interaction and also by the quantum statistics of the 

two identical particles. The dependence of the space-time characteristics on the 

measurements of two-proton correlations can be understood by examining the 

theoretical expression for the two-proton correlauon function that is given by [Gon 91a] 

RCPa\- n '2(Pl-P2) 
R ( 1 V U " " n i ( p i ) n 2 ( p 2 ) 

= Jd"xi d*x2 g(l/2P,xi) g(l/2P,x2) l<Kri-r2+P(t2-ti)/2m)P 

jd 4 xi g(l/2P,x,)Jd'»X2g(l/2P,X2) ' 

where P and q are the total and relative momenta, P = p i + p2 and q = l/2(pi-p2), 

respectively and <j> is the relative wave function. The terms xj(ri,ti) and X2(r2,t2) are 

the space-time points of the emission of of protons 1 and 2 and g(p, x) is the single-

proton phase space emission function. Therefore measurements of the two proton 

correlations at small relative momenta can provide information about the space-time 

characteristics of the emitting system [Gou 91, Era 91, Gon 91, Bea 87, Kya 86, Che 

87]. 
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Proton correlation functions have been extensively studied as a function of die 

projectile and target mass [Ceb 89, Zhu 91] and the kinetic energy of the proton pairs 

[Boa 86, Poc 86]. As an example we present in Figure 1.3 (taken from Reference [Zhu 

91]) a compilation of extracted source radii plotted versus the average velocity Vp of 

the coincident proton pair for a variety of reactions; the average velocity Vp is 

normalized to the beam velocity Vbeam- The size of the emitting source was determined 

by fitting the measured correlation function with the radius of the source treated as a 

free parameter. The source lifetime was assumed to be zero. The average velocity Vp is 

given by Vp = 1/2 (pi + p2) / M p where pi and p2 are the momenta of the emitted 

protons. For energetic protons (Vp/Vbcam > .5), the extracted source radius scales with 

the radius of the projectile and seems to be independent of the bombarding energy. 

Finally, several groups have also examined two neutron correlations [Koo 89, Jak 

91]. This variable has the advantage that there is no Coulomb interaction between the 

two neutrons or between the neutrons and the emitting source. However experimental 

difficulties arise from the rebrively poor neutron detection efficiencies. 

d) Fragment - Fragment Correlations 

Fragment-fragment correlations can be used to examine the differences between 

sequential binary fission and true multifragmentation i.e. simultaneous multifragment 

breakup. In fact the possibility of discriminating between different multifragment 

mec.ianisms by means of fragment-fragment correlations has been studied by several 

groups [Lop 89, Ceb 90, Kim 92, Bou 89, Bau 93]. Selected examples of such studies 

are presented below. 

The closer in time the fragments are emitted, the stronger their Coulomb 

interaction. This interaction influences the shape of the two-fragment correlation 

functions at small relative momenta. Therefore information about the time scale of 
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fragment emission that may help distinguish between sequential and simultaneous 

decay can be obtained by means of the intensity interferometry technique that was 

described in die previous section. For example, Kim et al. [Kim 92] have applied the 

intensity interferometry technique to multifragment decay (fragment-fragment 

correlations) and have extracted time scales of the order 100-200 fm/c for the emission 

of Z=4-6 fragments in the Ar + Au reaction at 35 MeV/A. Such an emission time is 

compatible with the picture of interacting sequential decays. 

In another study, Lopez et al. [Lop 89] have utilized the momentum tensor to 

examine the shape of multifragr^entation events in momentum space. The momentum 

tensor is given by: 

Qij = i ^ Y P,-n> Pi n > - i, j = { x, y, z) (1.5) 
n=0 J 

where the sum runs over the number N of fragments of the event, and R is the 

momentum coordinate in the direction i of fragment n in the center-of-mass of the 

event. The quantity y is a scalar weighting factor which can be used to emphasize some 

parts of the momentum space. In their analysis [Lop 89] events arising from sequential 

decay exhibit an elongated shape, whereas events associated with a simultaneous 

breakup lead to a spherical shape. Several experimentalists [Ceb 90, Hag 89] have 

applied this approach to multifragment events produced in heavy ion reactions. For 

inbtance Cebra et al. [Ceb 90] found that in the 35-85 MeV/A Ar + V reactions 

mulnfragment events exhibited an elongated shape at the lowest bombarding energies 

thus demonstrating that the fragments were emitted sequentially. At higher energies 

however more spherical shapes were observed that could be associated with events 

produced between the sequential and simultaneous limits. 
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Finally Bauge et al. [Bau 93] have measured two-fragment reduced-velocity 

correlation functions for the symmetric Kr + Nb system over a broad range of 

bombarding energies (E/A = 35,45, 55,65, and 75 MeV). The two-fragment reduced-

velocity was determined by Vred = Vrei/(Zi + Z2)1 / 2 where V rei is the velocity between 

two detected fragments whose charges are Zi and Z2. The measured correlation 

functions demonstrated that the mean fragment emission lifetimes T initially decreased 

with increasing beam energy. However, for beam energies greater than E/A =55 MeV, 

T was observed to saturate at T~ 125 fm/c. The authors concluded that such a saturation 

could result from the onset of simultaneous multifragmentation at a E/A > 55 MeV. It 

is noteworthy that the observed T values for E/A > 55 MeV are consistent with those (T. 

- 100 fm/c) predicted for multifragment disintegration resulting from bulk instabilities 

of nuclear matter at low density [Ber 83, Boa 88, Gro 90, Bau 92a, see also Chapter 2]. 

e) Population Ratios 

Consider a system W in thermal equilibrium at temperature T and a subsystem w for 

which it is justified to apply the Boltzmann statistics. Then the ratio of the probabilities 

for observing w in two different states wj and W2 is given by 

R = ̂  -> R - e x p ^ P 2 ] = exp[--^P] , (1.6) 

where Ej and E2 are the corresponding internal energies for states W] and w2. 

Equation 1.6 can be applied to nuclear systems by considering W to be a nucleus 

and w a cluster evaporated from W. The objective is then to determine the nuclear 

temperature T by measuring the ratio of populations R where AE is a known quantity 

representing the energy seperation between the two states wj and W2 of the emitted 

cluster. If the emitted cluster w is a primary fragment whose states W| and W2 are 
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associated with spins si and S2 respectively, then a more complete expression for the 

primary population ratio is given by 

• * - § S 8 « « - f l - 0.7) 

The main limitation of this method is the a priori assumption that the emitting 

system is in thermal equilibrium. Furthermore the method may be correct only if the 

studied clusters have kept the memory of the initial thermal bath W, i.e. if the observed 

decay is a primary decay. By including clusters in the analysis resulting from a "side 

feeding" i.e. from a decay other than die primary decay, this method leads to a wrong 

temperature value. 

This approach has been applied to particle emission from both bound [Mor 84] and 

unbound states [Poc 87, Nay 92, Kun 91]. In the former case the populations can be 

determined by detecting the clusters and/or the gamma rays associated with the decay 

of these clusters. For example, by using the y-ray emission technique, populations of 

Be and B nuclei emitted in their ground and excited states from the reaction 1 4N + ' 2C 

were measured [Mor 84]. The extracted temperatures were found to be consistent with 

emission from a thermally equilibrated compound nucleus for bombarding energies 

below 112 MeV. At higher bombarding energies the population distributions remained 

constant. 

The side feeding problem mentioned earlier is responsible for an underestimate of 

the deduced temperatures, but its effect decreases when the difference AE increases; the 

extracted val' ss are more reliable when «hc two states wj and w} are wide apart. This 

effect can be seen clearly in Figure 1.4 (taken from [Poc 87]) which shows the apparent 

temperatures extracted from the relative populations of particle unbound state:, for 

various pairs of excited dusters formed in the 60 MeV/A Ar + Au reactions. The 
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extracted temperatures we larger for slates that aie energetically wide apart. Therefore 

since the fray method is restricted to low-lying bound states it should be more 

susceptible to side feeding then the particle emission method. 

Although the particle emission method may be less sensitive to side feeding effects, 

the extracted temperatures are substantially lower than temperatures determined with 

other methods. For instance the mean emission temperature of the sources formed in 

the 60 MeV/A Ar + Au reactions was determined to be around 5.5 MeV, which is about 

a factor of 3 lower than the temperature inferred from the slope of kinetic energy 

spectra. Similar emission temperatures (around 5 MeV) have been inferred with the 

particle emission method for several systems over a wide bombarding energy range [ 

Nay 92, Bor 92, Che 88]. Even at 200 MeV/A [Kun 91], which should be well in the 

fireball regime, emission temperatures of only 6 MeV are measured. Thus it appears 

that the temperature extracted from the relative population of states with the particle 

emission method is weakly dependent on the incident beam energy. 

f) Light Particle Multiplicity 

Early attempts to identify the origin of multifragmentation relied mainly on 

information arising from the experimentally determined inclusive fragment 

distributions. For instance the observation [Fin 82], nearly a decade ago, that the 

fragment distribution measured in high-energy proton-induced reactions followed a 

power law (- A"T) was taken as an indication of the existence of a liquid-gas phase 

transition in finite nuclei. It has, however, been demonstrated that the observed power 

law dependence is insufficient to identify conclusively the process of 

multifragmentation, since these distributions can be reproduced by different models (i.e. 

percolation, nuclear shattering... [See Chapter 2]). A definite identification of this 

process may be possible, if along with complex fragments, quantities such as light 
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charged particle and neutron multiplicities are measured. Such quantifies may serve as 

a coarse measure of the impact parameter as well -.> a measure of the excitation energy. 

Several groups have measured light particle multiplicities in nearly 4-ic detectors 

[Mor 88, Jia 88, Cha 91, Jac 91, Pi 91, DeS 91 Sch 91, Bo 92 ] and below we present 

selected examples of such measurements. 

By utilizing a 4jt Gd-loaded liquid scintillator detector Piasecki et al [Pia 91] have 

measured the multiplicity of neutrons associated with the 29 MeV/A Pb + Au collisions. 

The measurements demonstrated the presence of strong correlations between impact 

parameter and neutron multiplicity. Massive fragments were unlikely to survive the 

most dissipative, central collisions, selected by high neutron multiplicity gates. In such 

events, approximately one-third of the neutrons were released and the fragment yields 

were found to decrease in an exponential fashion with increasing mass. 

In a different experiment, Jiang et. al. [Jia 88] measured the emission of neutrons in 

the energy range 27-77 MeV/A for the systems Ar + Au, Th. In this work the average 

neutron multiplicity was found to increase initially as a function of energy, reached a 

saturation value around 40 MeV/A and remained approximately constant with 

increasing bombarding energy. This behavior indicated the occurrence of a saturation 

of the thermal energy deposited in the system(s). As the bombarding energy increased 

preequilibrium processes carried away a larger fraction of the available energy. 

In another study, the authors of [Bal 91, Lot 91] have measured both neutrons and 

charged products in the 2 0 9Bi + 1 3 6Xe reaction at 29.2 MeV/A using a combination of 

two nearly 4;t detectors. They found binary collision dynamics to dominate for all 

degrees of dissipation, as determined by the multiplicities of the neutrons and charged 

particles. Even the requirement of multiple intermediate mass fragments did not select 

a different reaction mode. They concluded that either the IMFs are emitted from a 

dinuclear system even in central collisions or mat central collisions are not sufficiently 
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isolated by the requirement of high multiplicities. This result may represent a strong 

constraint for models aiming at explaining the origin of IMFs in intermediate-energy 

heavy ion reactions. 

Finally, Bowman et al. [Bo 92] detected charged complex fragments in the SO 

MeV/A 1 2 9 Xe + l 2 C, 2 7A1, ""Cu, and , 9 7Au reactions along with light charged particles 

using a low threshold An detector. They observed that the fragment multiplicity 

distributions and charge distributions were strongly dependent upon the charged particle 

multiplicity and showed a large degree of target independence. They concluded that the 

fragment multiplicity was determined by the excitation energy deposited in the system 

and that statistical concepts may be useful in calculating the branching ratios for 

fragment emission. Furthermore the measured distributions were compared with hybrid 

model calculations which incorporate dynamical and statistical aspects (BUU + EES 

model, it is discussed in Chapter 2) and showed reasonable agreement. 

Despite the intense experimental efforts presented above, multifragmentation still 

remains elusive in its interpretation. It is still not clear whether multifragmentation can 

be characterized as a homogeneous or heterogeneous process. Furthermore the aspect 

of sequentiality still remains uncertain. Although some experimental progress [Rou 93] 

has been made, by isolating and characterizing what appear to be true 

multifragmentation sources a precise assignment of excitation energies, angular 

momentum... is still missing. Further experiments using 4rc detectors along with 

improved model calculations are needed if one is to understand the "complex" process 

of multifragmentation. 

1.3 Goal of Project 
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At low energies it has been well established that complex fragments can be 

produced in deep inelastic and compound nucleus reactions. The concept of the 

compound nucleus has also been successfully applied to the 10-30 MeV/A bombarding 

energy regime. At intermediate(30 < E/A < 100) bombarding energies, however, an 

increasing yield of 3 -body and higher-order events is observed that raises several 

questions. What is the origin of the multibody decays observed in these reactions? Is 

the observed multifragment decay due to a prompt nuclear disintegration, or instead to a 

compound nucleus undergoing a series of binary decays? Is this decay controlled by 

dynamics or statistics? The goal of this thesis was to search for the conditions under 

which multifragmentation becomes a dominant decay channel and to investigate 

questions such as the ones raised above. To this end we studied the systems Au + C, 

Al, V, Cu, Au at 60 MeV/A. 

Complex fragment emission at intermediate energies has been studied by others and 

the above reactions provide a natural extension of the reaction systematics established 

in those studies[Rou 93]. However, there were some special features of this experiment 

that made it unique. For instance, the projectile used in the experiment presented in this 

thesis, was much heavier than the projectiles utilized in the studies referenced above. 

Such a heavy nucleus should bring large amounts of mass, angular momentum and 

excitation energy into the center-of-mass of the colliding nuclei and thus make new 

phenomena experimentally accessible. 

Furthermore, the choice of targets provided a variety of target-projectile 

combinations ranging from very asymmetric to symmetric collisions, in which the 

excitation energy per nucleon available in the center-of-mass system increases from 

E*/A= 3.2MeV(EcmC= 680 MeV) to E*/A = 15MeV(Ecm Au= 5910 MeV). The 

transition between statistical binary decay of an incomplete fusion source and 
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multifragmentation should be reached in these reactions, since the onset of 

multifragmentation is generally predicted to occur in the range of about E*/A- 4 MeV 

[Gr 85, Bon 85]. 

Finally, it is interesting to know the excitation energy of the hot intermediate 

nuclear systems formed in these reactions. In the work of Roussel et al. [Rou 93] the 

excitation energy E was determined from the measured source velocity within the 

picture of the incomplete fusion model. However, it is desirable to determine the 

excitation energy E of the source independent of any assumptions made about the 

decaying system. 

One way of determining E*, is to measure the neutron multiplicity associated with 

these hot systems, since neutron emission is expected to carry away a large part of the 

excitation energy. Furthermore neutrons will be emitted whatever the decay process is. 

For instance, in the low energy domain, the emission of neutrons is understood in terms 

of dominantly sequential evaporation from massive fragments and a relatively weak 

contribution from nonequilibrium processes. On the other hand, at higher bombarding 

energies the emission pattern is expected to reflect the increased role of faster processes 

such as nonequilibrium emission and evaporation during dissipation and equilibration. 

In addition, the multiplicity of evaporated light particles has already proven to be a 

reliable measure for energy dissipation in nuclei [Gal 88, Olm 87a, Tsa 89, Jia 89, Sch 

91]. In this experiment we have attempted to measure the neutron multiplicity M n, by 

utilizing a novel neutron calorimetric approach [Pa 88, Pa 90] suitable for reverse 

kinematic reactions. 
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Chapter 2 

Theory 

Several theories have been developed in order to explain the multifragment 

production observed in intermediate energy heavy ion reactions. These theories can be 

classified as either statistical or dynamical. 

Statistical theories assume a decoupling of the interaction and decay processes. 

They begin at the dissasembly stage where the intermediate source of fragments, 

formed either in a complete or incomplete fusion process, is assumed to attain 

equilibrium prior to the emission process. These theories take minimal account of 

entrance channel effects and cannot reproduce the non-equilibrium features observed at 

intermediate energies. On the other hand, dynamical models take into account the 

entire evolution of the reaction from its early stages to the breakup stage. Although 

these theories may provide a good description of the preequilibrium emission of light 

particles observed at intermediate energies, they cannot accurately describe the 

statistical decay of the system in the long time limit. 

In this chapter a brief description is given of some of the main multifragmentation 

theories. Initially the statistical theory of complex fragment emission from compound 

nucleus is discussed, since models inherited from low-energy nuclear reactions may still 
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be valid at intermediate energies and provide a useful guide for studying 

multifragmentation. Subsequently statistical and dynamical models that predict 

multifragmentation are presented along with selected calculations for some of the 

models. 

2.1 Origin of Complex Fragments in Compound Nucleus Reactions 

Light panicle evaporation and fission are two modes of decay of a compound 

nucleus. They can be regarded as the limiting forms of a single statistical process, 

whose underlying connection is provided by the mass asymmetry coordinate [Mo 75]. 

Light-particle emission occurs at extreme asymmetries, while fission occurs at 

symmetry. Complex fragment emission occurs at intermediate mass asymmetries, thus 

providing a natural link between me two limiting processes. 

Each complex fragment is emitted with a probability that depends upon the barrier 

associated with that particular mass asymmetry. This barrier is the energy, with respect 

to to the corresponding sphere, of the saddle-point shape [Coh 74] restricted to a fixed 

mass asymmetry and is called the "conditional saddle point" [Mor 75]. The locus of all 

conditional saddle points along the mass asymmetry coordinate defines a ridge line in 

the potential-energy surface of the nucleus. The general shape of the ridge line depends 

on whether die fissility parameter x [Coh 63, Coh 74] lies above or below the Businaro-

Gallone point [Bu 55]. This is the point where the second derivative of die potential 

energy widi respect to the mass-asymmetry coordinate evaluated at symmetry goes to 

zero. In die liquid drop model [Ni 65] such a transition occurs at XBG = 0.396 for zero 

angular momentum. The shape of the ridge line for systems above and below die 

Businaro-Gallone point is shown in Figure 2.1 by the solid nes. Light compound 

nuclei (see Figure 2.1b) have fissility values below XBG. and die ridge line shows a 
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maximum at symmetry. On the other hand, for heavy nuclei (see Figure 2.1a) above the 

Businaro-Gallone point the ridge line presents minima at symmetry and extreme 

asymmetries. 

When a compound nucleus is confronted with a potential-energy ridge, it can select 

any asymmetry through which to decay. As shown in Figure 2.2 a continuous set of 

trajectories can be imagined that originate in the compound nucleus region, reach up to 

the ridge line, and then descend towards the product region. For most compound 

nuclei, the shape at the ridge line is approximately the shape at the scission line; while 

for the heavier systems near symmetry there is some difference between the saddle and 

scission lines, for the lighter systems at all mass asymmetries and for the heavier 

systems at large asymmetries, the saddle and scission configurations are almost 

degenerate. Therefore as the compound system approaches the ridge line it is 

committed to decay with the corresponding saddle asymmetry, and the probability of 

overcoming the ridge at the various asymmetries can be translated into mass 

distributions. The relationship between the yield Y and the conditional barrier B(z) for 

a given complex fragment is given approximately by : 

Y - e x p C ^ ) , (2.1) 

where T z is the saddle temperature at the asymmetry Z. Details on how this expression 

is obtained are given in Appendix 1. 

From relation 2.1 we can deduce that the favored decay channels are those 

associated with the lowest points of the ridge line. A complex fragment has a low 

probability for emission when the conditional barrier is high and vice versa. This 

emission characteristic is shown qualitatively by the dashed lines in Figure 2.1. The 

yields of complex fragments (dashed lines) are a reflection of the conditional saddle 
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points (solid lines). A heavy compound nucleus (XBG < 0.396) displays son of a W-

shaped yield curve (see Fig. 2.1a) with high yields at symmetry (fission peak) and 

extreme asymmetries (light particle evaporation), while a light nucleus (XBG > 0.396) 

exhibits a U-shaped yield curve (see Fig. 2.1b) with a minimum at symmetry. 

The theory described above has been tested in several experiments [Ch 88a, Ch 88b, 

Ch 90, De91]. As an example, we show in Figure 2.3 the experimental cross-sections 

from the 63Cu + 1 2C reactionsfDe 91] at several bombarding energies. As expected, the 

charge distributions show the characteristic U-shape associated with the decay of a 

compound system below the Businaro-Gallone point. Furthermore, a change in the 

absolute cross-section as well as an evolution in the shape of the charge distributions 

can be seen in Figure 2.3. The observed flattening of the charge distribution with 

increasing energy can be explained by the increase in temperature of the system which 

lends to make all of the decay channels more equally probable. As predicted by 

equation 2.1 when T->°° => Y -> constant. The solid lines represent predictions with 

the statistical code GEMINI which is based on the above formalism. GEMINI is 

described in some detail in Appendix 2. 

From the above we see that in low- and moderately high- energy reactions complex 

fragments are produced from the binary decay of a compound nucleus. At higher 

excitation energies however, the primary binary decay products may be also very 

excited, and have a significant probability of decaying in turn into two additional 

fragment and so on. In this way multifragmentation can be considered a natural 

extension of the processes occurring at low energies. This case is examined in the 

following section. 

2.2 Multifragmentation models. 
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2.2.1 Statistical Theories. 

a) Sequential Binary Decay 

One of the possible ways of generating several fragments is through a sequence of 

binary decays [Mor 87, Mor 88] of which the initial binary division of the reacting 

system can be either direct or statistical. If the excitation energy of the system is large 

enough, each of the primary fragments produced in the initial binary decay can contain 

large amounts of energy and decay further by undergoing a compound binary division. 

For progressively higher excitation energies the decay chains should become 

increasingly long and complex. 

Direct binary followed by compound binary decay is a process well established at 

intermediate energies [Olm 87, Bor 90, Tok 90]. For example a two step decay chain 

has been observed in the reaction Mo + Mo at E/A = 18.7 and 23.7 MeV [Olm 87], 

where a deep inelastic reaction is followed by the binary compound decay of one or 

both primary fragments. Furthermore incomplete fusion followed by fission can be 

also approximately characterized as a direct binary plus compound binary decay. In 

this case the resulting incomplete fusion product(s) relaxes to a compound nucleus 

which proceeds to decay statistically; one or more complex fragments may be observed 

in the exit channel [Cha 90, Mor 88, Rou 93]. 

Finally, multifragmentation can result from the successive statistical binary 

divisions of a complete fusion product i.e. a compound nucleus. This process of 

sequential-binary decays, controlled at each step by the compound nucleus branching 

ratios is known as nuclear comminution [Mor 88, Mor 87]and may be responsible for a 

substantial background to other predicted multifragmentation mechanisms as mentioned 

earlier. 
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However, tt the high bombarding energies needed to produce hot nuclei, nuclear 

comminution may be limited by the ability of the system to form a compound nucleus. 

Furthermore, should two sequential binary decays occur too close in space-time, they 

would interact to an extent incompatible with the definition of sequentiality. If this 

occurs, it may be more suitable to consider alternative models in which the fragments 

are emitted simultaneously; in these models the fragments are formed together in a 

certain volume, and are in chemical and physical equilibrium with each other, although 

it is not clear how a system may have achieved such an equilibrium. 

b) Chemical equilibrium theories. 

Liquid-Vapor Equilibrium 

The nucleon-nucleon interaction is attractive at short distances and repulsive at very 

short distances. This behavior is qualitatively similar to the molecular interaction of 

substances which can exist in liquid and gaseous phases, a simple example being the 

Van der Waals fluid. Based on such considerations it is possible that hot nuclear matter 

may be able to undergo a liquid-gas phase transition, thus producing nuclear droplets 

which are the observed heavy fragments (multifragmentation) [Sau 76, Ber 83, Si 83, 

Lop 84]. In fact, Fermi-Thomas[Bar 80, Bar 81, Bra 84] and Hartree-Fock [Sau 76, 

Lam 81] calculations for nuclear matter lead to isotherms (see Figure 2.4) that are quite 

similar to those of the Van der Waals equation. Figure 2.4, taken from Reference [Sau 

76], is an example of predicted isotherms for nuclear matter. 

The probability Mj of finding a cluster of j particles in a fluid is given by [Mor 93, 

Ban39,Fre39]: 

Mj = exp( 'S^-) exp( J % ^ - ) M 0 r x - (2.2) 
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where (i is the chemical potential of clusters of size one, w,is the chemical potential of 

the liquid, T is the temperature, c is the surface energy coefficient, and x is a critical 

exponent The first factor in the above equation is related to the surface energy and the 

second factor is associated with the volume energy. The factor j _ T arises from the 

energy independent statistical weight of a cluster of size j and becomes important at the 

critical temperature T c where the first two exponential factors are approximately equal 

tol. 

When HL > p. the system is in the gas phase, and the cluster probability falls 

exponentially with j . On the other hand, when HL< V- the system is in the liquid phase. 

Finally, when HL= \I the liquid and gas phases are in equilibrium. 

At the critical temperature, which is thr; highest temperature at which the two phases 

can exist in equilibrium, the densities of the liquid and gas are equal and c=0. At this 

point the fragment size distribution is determined by the last factor of equation 2.2 and 

the cluster distribution assumes a power law form: 

Mj ~ j - * • (2.3) 

It is this power-law distribution that many authors claim to have identified in a variety 

of inclusive experiments. However, several investigations have shown that the power 

law dependence does not provide a unique signature for a liquid-gas phase transition 

near the critical point. Fragment distributions with a power-law dependence can be 

reproduced also with statistical equilibrium models utilizing canonical/microcanonical 

approximations [Gro 82, Gro 83, Bon 83, Bon 85, Ran 81] and percolation models [Ca 

88, Bau 85, Bau 86]. 

Canonical/Microcanonical Approximations 
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A problem with the liquid-vapor equilibrium theory is that it neglects the Coulomb 

interaction, the nuclear masses, and the level densities of the nuclei. Other chemical 

equilibrium models [Gro 82, Gro 85, Bon 83, Bon 85, Ran 81] however, have been 

proposed that include the above factors. In these models die fragments are treated as 

spherical entities that are randomly located within a somewhat arbitrarily chosen 

"freeze-out" volume. Furthermore, the fragments are not allowed to be closer to each 

other than a minimum distance that is also arbitrarily chosen. Statistical mechanics is 

used to describe the nuclear system at the "freeze-out" vo'.ume by sampling the relevant 

phase space over all possible fragmentations. In an exact treatment this must be done in 

a microcanonical ensemble [Gro 82, Gro 85] for fixed value? of the total energy, mass, 

momentum, etc. For large systems the problem has been simplified by employing a 

canonical ensemble in which the mean energy is fixed or a grand canonical ensemble in 

which the mean number of particles and the mean energy are Fixed [Bon 83, Bon 85]. 

As an example, Figure 2.5 illustrates the results of the microcanonical calculation 

by Gross et al. [Gro 87] for 2 3 8 U. Four decay mechanisms can be identified with the 

relative yield of each decay channel depending on the excitation energy E*. For low 

E*(E* < 100 MeV) values, the evaporation of light particles is the dominant exit 

channel. For E* >100 MeV, however, fission becomes more likely. 

Multifragmentation, referred to in Figure 2.5 as cracking, takes place at a higher 

excitation energy with a maximal yield at about E*/A - 4 MeV/A. At 7 MeV/A the 

onset of vaporization occurs. 

A major drawback in this group of models is the arbitrary choice of the size R of the 

freeze-out volume within which the equilibrium is calculated because the results may 

depend substantially on this choice. For instance the Coulomb energy of the 

fragments that are located within the "frseze-out" volume will change tremendously 

depending on the choice for R. 
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c) Percolation Theories 

Percolation approaches[Bau 85, Bau 86, Des 87a, Des 87b, Cam 86, Cain 88, Ngo 

90] have also been used to describe the fragmentation of nuclei. These theories treat the 

nucleus as a three dimensional lattice of nucleons connected by bonds, where the 

probability p for breaking a bond depends on the excitation energy of the nucleus. By 

increasing m« excitation energy more bonds break, and the system evolves from one 

large ch"4er to many small clusters of nucleons. 

For an infinite system, percolation theory predicts that above a certain critical value 

Pc (P>Pc) the system breaks up into many small clusters, while for p<pc one infinite 

cluster is present along with smaller clusters. The similarity of this ri^ult with the 

behavior of systems exhibiting 2nd order phase transitions, like the Van der Waals gas, 

has led to the use of percolation models to simulate such transitions for finite systems. 

By relaung the heaviest fragment produced in a finite system (such as in a nuclear 

reaction) with the infinite cluster and the smaller fragments (in the finite system) with 

the smaller clusters (in the infinite system) this theory can be used to describe the 

process of multifragmentation. It is interesting to note that percolation theory predicts 

an inclusive mass distribution following a power law 

d) Statistical Shattering Theories. 

Several modelsfBoh 83, Huf 83, Aic 84] describe multifragmentation as a 

nonthermal disassembly process, i.e. they assume that two colliding nuclei can break up 

on impact and shatter like a piece of brittle material(e.g. glass...). As a representative 

example of this class of models we will describe below the essential features of the 

_":odel developed by Aichelin and Hufner[Aic 84]. 
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Aichelin and Hufner consider that all possible fragmentations occur with equal 

probability. If P(m,Z) is the probability of producing a fragment of charge Z and 

multiplicity m from an initial nucleus with charge Zn, then normalization of the 

probability P(m,Z) to 1 and conservation of charge lead to the following constraints: 

X P(m,Z) = 1 , (2.4) 
m 

Zb 
£ X mZP(m,Z) = Zo . (2.5) 
in Z=l 

P(m, Z) can then be calculated from the requirement of minimal information under 

the constraints given by equations 2.4 and 2.5. The constraints are introduced with the 

technique of Lagrange multipliers. By summing P(m,Z) over m, the resulting 

probability distribution is (approximately) : 

I 28 Z 
P(Z) = [exp(-g^j )J - l . (2.6) 

Equation 2.6 demonstrates that the shape of the charge yield curve is completely 

determined by charge conservation. Furthermore it has been demonstrated in reference 

[Aic 84] that the no-free-parameter equation 2.6 reproduces well the shape of 

experimentally determined charge distributions, at least as well as a fit using the form 

do/dZ ~ A - T with the adjustable parameter x. 

The approach described above, however, has some drawbacks, such as its lack of 

energy dependence and its inability to relate the mass distributions to other observables. 

A possible way to introduce an energy dependence in this problem has been undertaken 

by Moretto et al. [Mor 86, Mor 93]. Moreno et al. evaluate the mass (or charge) 
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distribution with the additional constraint of a fixed amount of generated surface. Their 

approach is based on the fact that it takes energy to produce the extra surface associated 

. with fragment formation. The additional constraint used in their calculations is 

Zo 
£ £kmZ 2 f l p(m. z>= s , ( 2 .7) 
m Z=l 

where S is the generated surface. The resulting Z distribution is then given by: 

d g / d Z =exp(DZ-iAZ^)-l • ^ 

where D and A are constants. It should be noted that the above equation is very similar 

to the equation for the droplet size in liquid-vapor equilibrium(see section 2.2). 

2.2.2 Dynamical Theories 

The dynamical descriptions of energetic heavy ion collisions are generally based on 

one-body transport models. At low energies (just above the Coulomb barrier) where 

mean field dynamics is important, Time-Dependent Hartree-Fock (TDHF) calculations 

[Dav 78, Neg 82] describe phenomena like fusion or deep inelastic scattering with 

relative success. At higher energies, however, these calculations predict too much 

transparency, and the two colliding nuclei can slip through each other and survive 

intact. This occurs because two- body collisions, which become important due to the 

short-range hard-core repulsion are not included in the TDHF equation. Attempts [Be 

88, Sch 89, Aic 91, Gr 87, Bo 89, Bo 90a, Bo 90b] to incorporate two-body collisions 

have been performed by augmenting the Vlasov equation by a Pauli blocked collision 
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term Icon of the Boltzmann form; the cluneal analog of the TDHF is the Vlasov 

equation. The resulting Boltzmann-Nordheim-Vlasov (BNV) equation (also referred to 

as BUU for Boltzmann-UehlingrUhlenbeck equation, VUU for Vlasov-Uehling-

Uhlenbeclc and LV for Landau-Vlasov equation) is given by : 

where U is the mean field potential and f is the single-particle distribution function in 

phase space. The collision is simulated by solving the BNV equation and will be 

discussed in some detail in Chapter 6. 

In this theory multifragmentation may occur as a result of regions of instability 

that the system encounters in its dynamical evolution. One class of instabilities that may 

play an important role in multifragmentation are surface instabilities of die Rayleigh 

type [Mo 92]. As an example, Figure 2.6 shows calculations utilizing die BNV 

equation for 9 2Mo + 9 2Mo collisions at 55 MeV/A and b=0 fm for different time steps; 

initially a disk develops, due to the side-squeezing of nuclear matter, which then breaks 

up into several fragments due to surface instabilities. In this case, the system escapes 

from the high surface energy of the disk by breaking up into a number of spherical 

fragments with less overall surface. Besides disks, other shapes for hot nuclei have 

been observed in BNV calculations [Bau 92a, Bor 92, Xu 93] that may be also subject 

to surface instabilities. These shapes include toroids and bubbles. 

Since nuclear matter behaves qualitatively in the same way as a Van der Waals fluid 

another type of instability that can be considered as a possible initiator of 

multifragmentation is the spinodal instability. This instability develops when the 

system enters the spinodal region. This region shown in Figure 2.4 by the dashed part 

of the pressure curves represents an area of dynamic and thermodynamic instability 
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and is associated with a negative incomprcssibility modulus K « p (dPfdp). In this 

iegion a single homogeneous phase is unstable, and the system breaks up into a liquid 

phase, and a gas phase [Ber 83, Lo 84, Pet 87, Hei 88]; this occurs by the formation of 

liquid droplets embedded in saturated vapor. Since the spinodal instability can occur in 

an infinite system, it is also known as volume or bulk instability. 

The strength of dynamical theories is their excellent description of the interaction 

between two colliding heavy nuclei during the first stages of the interaction. However, 

they have some serious drawbacks. The Pauli principle, for example, is not strictly 

respected. Furthermore, these calculations cannot correctly represent the statistical 

decay of hot nuclei at the late stages of the reaction, because they do not include 

fluctuations. In References [Sn 88, Co 91] this last difficulty has been circumvented by 

combining a dynamical model that simulates the pre-equilibrium phase of the reaction 

(early stages of the reaction) with a statistical model that simulates the decay of the 

excited system during the final stages. Such calculations may be a promising avenue 

towards understanding multifragmentation. 
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Chapter 3 

Experimental 

The experimental data, from the 60 MeV/A 1 9 7 Au + ^C, 2 7A1, 5 1 V, 6 3Cu, and 
1 9 7Au reactions, presented in this thesis were collected over a 120-hour running period 

(during October of 1991) at the Bevalac accelerator complex of the Lawrence Berkeley 

Laboratory. The following sections give a detailed description of the techniques and 

apparatus used to collect the experimental data. 

3.1 Reverse Kinematics 

The 60 MeV 197Au-induced reactions were studied by using the reverse kinematics 

technique. In this technique the heavier nucleus is used as the projectile and the lighter 

nucbus as the target The kinematics of this process are quite different from those in 

normal kinematics (in which the lighter partner is used as the projectile) and will be 

explained below by means of an example. 

Figure 3.1 is a kinematics diagram in the Vx-Vu plane, illustrating the emission of 

a given fragment from a compound nucleus in reverse kinematics. The vector V$ 
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represents, in the laboratory frame, the velocity of a source formed in a complete fusion 

process (compound nucleus). Because of the large asymmetry of the entrance channel 

the source velocity is quite large and can be slightly less than the beam velocity. For 

example in the case of the 60 MeV Au + C reactions the velocity of the source resulting 

from complete f-'sion between the projectile and the target is 95% of the beam velocity. 

The binary decay of this source results in the emission of complex fragments whose 

velocities in the center of mass are determined mostly by the Coulomb repulsion 

between the two decay products. In Figure 3.1, V e represents the velocity of a 

particular complex fragment emitted in the center-of-mass (cm.) of the source. The 

locus of all the emission velocities for that particular fragment (i.e. the emission of the 

fragment at all angles) in the VJ_-VH plane is represented by the circle. 

The emission velocities of the complementary fragment emitted in the binary decay 

can be also represented by a circle (not shown in Figure 3.1). The radii of these circles 

depend upon die Coulomb energy available in the binary decay process and the mass 

asymmetry of the decay products. Because conservation of momentum requires that 

the smaller fragment have a larger velocity in the source frame, the radius of the circles 

will decrease monotonically with increasing fragment charge. 

Let us consider now a given angle 9 in the lab for which the circle can be 

intersected at two points as shown in Figure 3.1. The two intersection points 

represented in the lab frame by die velocity vectors V.and Vb (see Figure 3.1) can be 

associated with the vector velocities Ve of a fragment emitted either forward or 

backward in the center of mass, respectively. The interesting feature here is that V a and 

Vb have the same direction thus allowing us, by setting the detector at a given 

laboratory angle 8, to observe both the high velocity (Va) and the low velocity(Vb) 

solution of a particular fragment emission. 
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The advantages of using reverse kinematics are twofold. One the one hand, in 

normal kinematics it is very difficult to detect fragments having small velocities in the 

source frame. This problem is virtually eliminated in reverse kinematics, because the 

large velocity of the source dramatically increases the laboratory velocity of all 

fragments emitted in die center of mass. On the other hand, the large source velocity 

gives rise to a forward focusing of the reaction products, thus eliminating the need for a 

4jt detection system. This effect also improves the efficiency of detecting coincidence 

fragments. 

3.2 Beams 

The 60 MeV/A '^7Au-ion beam was provided by the Lawrence Berkeley 

Laboratory BEVALAC Accelerator complex. The 1 9 7Au ions were produced by the 

Abel injector at the SuperHILAC and accelerated to 1.2 MeV/A. They were then 

stripped to a charge state of +61 and further accelerated to 8.5 MeV/A before being 

injected into the Bevatron. Here the ions reached their final energy of 60 MeV/A . 

The beam energy was determined from the radial position at extraction and from 

the synchrotron field, and is estimated to be known to ± 1%. The beam spot was 

ellipsoidal with dimensions of about 1.8 cm in the vertical direction and .9 cm in the 

horizontal direction. The extracted beam was delivered into the 60" diameter scattering 

chamber in 15 pulses or spills of particles per minute. The beam intensity on target 

varied between lxlO6 and 3xl0 7 particles/spill, with a typical spill length of 300 to 500 

msec. 

Besides the Au ion beam used for the data runs, 1 4N, 2 8Si, 5 6Fe, and 8 4 Rr ion beams 

at 55 MeV/A were used for the calibration of the silicon detectors [Mc 86]. In order to 

minimize the time spent on calibrations the four ion beams were delivered at the same 
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time by combining them into a single quadruplet beam. This was accomplished [Woz 

93] by keeping the charge-to-mass ratio of all four ions the same at all stages of the 

acceleration from the ion source through the SuperHILAC to the Bevatron. 

3.3 Scattering chamber 

The nuclear reactions took place inside the 60" diameter scattering chamber which 

was positioned at the end of the beamline. As is illustrated in figure 3.2, the chamber 

contained the Si array, the targets, and the scintillator paddle. To prevent interactions 

of the beam and reaction products with atmospheric gas atoms, a vacuum of < 10"5 torr 

was maintained inside the scattering chamber by means of a diffusion pump. 

3.4 Beam current monitor 

The beam current was monitored using a Faraday cup and a current integrator. The 

beam stop in the Faraday cup was operated at a potential of +200 V to limit the 

scattering of electrons from the stop, which would give each beam particle a larger 

effective charge. The current integrator electronics were calibrated with a known 

current. 

3.5 Scintillator Paddle or Active Collimator 

A scintillator detector with dimensions (20x20) cm2 was placed perpendicular to the 

beam direction. It was positioned 10 cm in front of the target ladder and a small 
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aperture with dimensions (lx2)cm 2 in the middle of the paddle allowed the beam to 

pass through. The purpose of the paddle was twofold. First, it acted as a local 

collimator whose thickness (.75 cm) was sufficient to stop 1 9 7 A u beam particles along 

with any other high Z particles created upstream in the beam transport system. Second, 

it served as a veto counter allowing us to reject scattered beam particles outside the 

central beam spot. 

3.6 Si Array 

The apparatus used to detect the complex fragments consisted of 20 position-

sensitive AE-E telescopes[Ke 92, Wa 90, Wa 87, Wa 78] that were arranged as shown 

in Figure 3.3. Each telescope contained a 300 ^m thick Si AE detector, followed by a 5 

mm Si(Li) E detector. The detector telescopes had dimensions 5.5 cm x 5.7 cm and 

each telescope had an active area of 4.5 cm x 4.5 cm. 

The telescopes were mounted on five .4 cm x 5.8 cm x 38 cm strips made out of 

Lexan. They were positioned alternatively on the front and back sides of the strips in 

such a manner that the frames (dead areas) of the front detectors completely overlapped 

the frames (dead areas) of the detectors in the back as shown in Figure 3.4. In this way 

the dead areas along the vertical direction were reduced by almost 50%. The dead areas 

of the detectors were further reduced by overlapping the Lexan strips along the 

horizontal direction as shown in Figure 3.3. The top, middle and bottom strips were 

positioned at 46 cm from the target, while the ones in between (second from bottom and 

top) were at 50 cm. The maximum angular coverage in the lab subtended by the array 

was ± 16°. 
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Each of the 300 |im Si devices was an oxide passivated diffused-junction n*p 

fabricated from 5000 Q cm p-type silicon. The devices were made at the Silicon 

Laboratory at LBL from 3-inch-diameter wafers with a thickness of 381 ± 10 |im and 

etched in stages to an average thickness of about 290 |im. Most of the detectors had a 

reasonably uniform thickness across their faces but some were found to have thickness 

nonuniformities of up to 10%. In such cases an energy calibration beam was used to 

sweep across the face of the device in order to determine the nonuniformities, and thus 

apply the appropriate corrections. A reverse bias voltage of +50 to +150 V was applied 

to each detector. 

The 5000 |im thick Si(Li) devices were lithium-drifted silicon diodes fabricated 

from 1000 £2 era p-type silicon. They were produced by diffusing lithium onto the 

surface of a p-type silicon crystal and drifting it through the device to form a 

compensated region. These devices were also made at the Silicon Laboratory at LBL 

from 3 inch diameter wafers with a thickness of 4880 ± 70 um. The thickness 

nonuniformity of these devices was about + 50 um (2%). In order to fully deplete these 

devices a reverse bias potential of +600 to +700 V was applied to each detector. 

Both types of silicon detectors Si and Si(Li) were position sensitive in one 

dimension. The front side of the devices (300|im Si and 5000|im Si(Li)) was divided 

into 15 Au (high conductivity) strips of 2.42 mm and 14 high resistivity gaps of .607 

mm as shown in Figure 3.4 [Wa 90]. The conductive strips and the resistive gaps 

across the face of the detector provided us with the ability to determine the position of a 

panicle which struck the detector by using the method of resistive charge division. 

Electrons created by the passage of a charged particle through the detector were 

collected at a Au ohmic contact (n+ contact) on the back face of the device while the 

holes were collected on the front (p contact). The total negative charge collected 

through the n contact gave a measure of the total energy E of the particle transversing or 
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stopping in the detector, while the amount of positive charge collected through the 

resistor-divider p contact gave a signal XE proportional to the position. One of the two 

sides of the from face of the detector (the one always closest to the beam) was 

terminated to ground through SO O resistor so that the position X of the fragments was 

proportional to the hole signal divided by the electron signal (X=XE / E). Because all 

of the resistance appeared between the high conductivity strips, the position signals 

were discrete. Although the discrete nature of the devices made them self-calibrating, it 

also limited the position resolution to the width of a strip plus a gap (about 3 mm). The 

strips of the 300 Si were arranged orthogonally to the strips of the 5000 Si(Li) within 

each telescope; this way both X and Y position signals were obtained for each charged 

panicle that hit a telescope. 

3.7 Neutron Calorimeter 

So far, the main technique developed for neutron multiplicity measurements has 

been based [Pi 91, Cha 91, Jac 91, Que 91, Sch 91] on thermalizing the emitted 

neutrons in a large tank filled with a liquid scintillator doped with gadolinium and 

measuring the light flashes associated with the neutrons striking the detector. These 

tanks cover 4jt and achieve a very good efficiency for low-energy neutrons. However, 

they are inappropriate for reverse kinematic reactions, at intermediate and high energies 

(they suffer from the difficulty of thermalizing high energy-neutrons in a reasonable 

volume of scintillating liquid), where the bulk of the neutrons is emitted with 

approximately the beam velocity in a cone centered around the beam direction. 

In this work we have utilized a novel neutron calorimetric approach [Pa 88, P_ 90] 

which is particularly suitable for the measurement of high multiplicities of neutrons of 

approximately the same energy. According to this approach, the integral response of a 
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plastic scintillator to a number N of monoencrgeric neutrons detected at the same tune 

has a mean value equal to N times the mean response of a single neutron, and a 

dispersion approximately VNtimes the dispersion for a single neutron. If the neutron 

multiplicity N is sufficiently high, a reasonably low relative dispersion can be obtained, 

with a mean response proportional to the multiplicity N. Therefore high multiplicities 

of neutrons of approximately the same energy can be measured through the total light 

output response of a pla.tic-scintillator calorimeter. The condition of a low neutron 

energy spread was fulfilled in the present experiment by using reverse kinematics where 

the source velocities can be made much greater than the mean neutron velocity in the 

source frame. 

The neutron detector (or neutron calorimeter) [Pa 88, Pa 90] consisted of 16 NE110 

plastic scintillator blocks and was installed behind the 60-inch scattering chamber that 

contained the silicon array as is illustrated in Figure 3.1. Each scintillator block was 

50 cm x 25 cm x 60 cm and was optically connected through the 50 x 25 cm2 face to a 

EMI 9823B photomultiplier by means of a lucite guide. Total internal reflection of the 

scintillation light was obtained by preserving a plastic-air separation surface optically 

isolated from the environment. The modules were mounted as shown in figure 3.5 with 

a total depth of 50 cm and a distance from the target of 200 cm thus covering an angular 

range in the lab of ± 20°. The hole in the center of the neutron calorimeter through 

which the beam line passed was about 6% of the total area of the device. A 2 mm lead 

shield was placed in front of the calorimeter to reduce the number low-energy Y-rays 

entering the detector; these y-rays are characterized by energies of up to hundreds of 

keV and constitute the bulk of prompt emission. The lead shielding also helped to stop 

any fast light charged particles that penetrated the reaction chamber walls. 

The neutron multiplicity was obtained from the light output response of the 

scintillators. The light output cf a scintillator depends on the efficiency of the 
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scintillator for convening ionization energy to photons. As radiation (neutrons and 

-rays) passes through the calorimeter, it excites the atoms and molecules of the 

scintillator material which in turn deexcite by emitting light. For high-energy neutrons, 

the atoms and molecules are excited (absorb energy) by the recoil proton in (n,p) 

scattering interactions. The reemission of energy in the form of visible light usually 

occurs immediately (within 10~8 seconds) after absorption ; this process is known as 

fluorescence. Although other proccess, such as phosphorence can occur, in which the 

delay time between absorption and reemission may last anywhere from a few 

microseconds to hours depenc ng on the material, prompt fluorescence represents most 

of the observed scintillation light. 

The light is transmitted to the photomultiplier where it is converted into a weak 

current of photoelectrons which is further amplified by an electron-multiplier system. 

To separate the light output g nerated by the neutrons from the prompt y-ray flash, we 

took advantage of their different light pulse shapes (which depend directly on their 

decay times). Since the neun ons are slower, the prompt y-ray flash (fast signal) has 

decayed enough that it does not contaminate the neutron signal (slow signal) and thus 

by subtracting the fast from the slow signal one can obtain the light output response of 

the neutrons. 

3.8 Targets 

The targets chosen in this study are shown in table 3.1 along with their atomic 

number and thickness. They covered a wide range in Z from 1 2 C (Z=6) all the way to 
1 9 7 Au (Z=79). The target th cknesses were chosen such that no more than 1% of the 

beam energy was lost in the ta-get The five targets were mounted simultaneously on a 
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target Udder. The vertical position of the ladder was adjustable through a small dx. 

motor controlled from the counting room, allowing the targets to be changed quickly 

without opening the scattering chamber. 

target Z me/cm2 
C 6 2.13 
Al 13 1.79 
V 23 2.05 
Cu 29 1.85 
Au 79 2.01 

Table 3.1. Targets 

3.9 Electronics and Data Acquisition 

An event was characterized as valid and accepted for data processing only when 

it produced a "master gate". A "master gate" was a logic output signal that was 

generated when a coincidence signal was produced in at least one of the 20 telescopes 

of the Si-array. Each coincidence signal was the product of a logic AND between the 

AE(300 ujn Si)- and the E(5000 urn Si)-electron signals (of a single telescope) with the 

additional time constraint that the E-signal had to arrive within 100 ns of the AE-signal. 

The signals from the neutron calorimeter were not included in generating the master 

gate but instead were passively recorded along with each valid event generated in the 

Si- array. Figure 3.6 is an electronics diagram illustrating the logic used to select the 

desired information from the signals produced by the Si -array and neutron calorimeter. 
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When a master gate was generated, the analog information stored in the ADCsand 

TDCs were digitized and read by a Starburst processor and transferred over a local 

ethernet to a VAX-3300, where it was written on tape. The constant fraction 

discriminator thresholds were set to exclude protons and alpha particles from triggering 

the acquisition system. In order to compress the data written on tape, a bit register was 

used to identify those telescopes that were actually hit by a fragment in each event. 

For each telescope five signals were recorded on tape. These were position and 

energy signals from each of the AE and E detectors along with a timing signal that was 

useful in identifying the fragments that originated from the same event. 

For each of the sixteen modules of .die neutron detector a fast and a slow signal 

was written on tape [for a total of (2 signals per module) x (16 modules) = 32 signals]. 

The fast signal was integrated over a period of 5 ns while the slow over 250 ns. The 

two signals were used to discriminate betw, sen Y-ra;'o and neutron emission. 
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Chapter 4 

Calibrations 

4.1 Position Calibrations 

As described in Chapter 3, the front face of each of the 300 and 5000 um Si-devices 

is divided into 15 strips and 14 gaps. A resistor chain across the front face of the 

devices is created by using strips of high conductivity material to separate gaps of high 

resistivity material. In this way particles incident on a single strip are characterized by 

the same raw position signal. Figure 4.1 shows density plots of the raw position XDE 

(and YE) signal plotted as a function of the raw energy DE (and E) signal for a 300(top) 

(and 5000(bottom)) nm Si device. These plots illustrate how the data looked on-line 

during the experiment. One clearly notices 15 diagonal lines which correspond to the 

15 strips of the detector. The line with the lowest position signal value corresponds to 

the strip farthest away from the signal contact. 

Within a telescope, the strips of the 300 and 5000 |im Si-devices were oriented 90° 

relative to each other in order to determine the X- and Y- position of the charged 

particles traversing the telescope. The position was determined by using the method 
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described in Kaufman et al. [ Kau 70]. The position X of a panicle that hit a AE-Si 

detector was computed from the ratio: 

where 

X is the distance of the particle from the grounded end of the telescope 

XDE is the raw position signal, 

E is the raw energy signal, 

Eo and P 0 are the electronic base-line offsets (pedestals). 

Similarly, for the E-Si detector, the position Y of a panicle that hit an E-Si detector was 

given by the ratio: 

Typical spectra of X and Y for singles events are shown in Figures 4.2a and 4.2b 

respectively. The fifteen peaks correspond to the fifteen strips of the detector. From 

these plots the position Xchannet (or Ychannel) of the midpoint of each strip (in channel 

number) was determined from the average positions of the peaks. The position of the 

midpoint of each strip in millimeters X m m (or Y m m ) is a well-known value determined 

from the dimensions of the detectors. The X m m(or Y m m ) values were then plotted as 

a function of the average value Xchannel (or Ychannel) and a best fit through the 15 

points gave the desired relation : X m m = f (Xchannel) or Y m m = f (Ychannel )• 

Since the width of a strip is 2.42 mm and that of a gap(between two strips) .607 

mm, the theoretical position resolution of the silicon detectors was calculated to be ± 

1.5 mm. 
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4.2 Energy Calibrations 

The energy calibrations were done by exposing directly the detectors to low 

intensity beams (<100 particles/s) of known energy. An extensive energy calibration 

of the silicon detectors was completed in a relatively short time, by using a quadruplet 

beam consisting of 1 4N, ^Si, S f iFe, ^Kr. In order to expose all of the detectors to the 

calibration beams, the in-plane telescopes were swept across the beam, then the array 

was raised or lowered remotely and the out-of-plane telescopes were swept through the 

beams. 

The 5 mm Si(Li) detectors were calibrated by having the quadruplet or cocktail 

beam run directly in the detector without the 300 u,m Si in front. These detectors had 

sufficient depth to stop each of the 55 MeV/A ions of the cocktail beam. A typical raw 

ADC energy spectrum of the 55 MeV/A cocktail beam in a 5 mm Si(Li) detector is 

shown in Figure 4.3a. The four peaks correspond to the measured energy of the 1 4N, 
2 8Si, 5 6Fe, 8 4Kr ions; the energy is expressed in channel numbers. The energy EMCV, in 

MeV, associated with these peaks was obtained from EMHV= Ebeam * N- Ephd where 

Ebeam is the beam energy per nucleon, N is the number of nucleons in each ion, and 

Ephd is a correction due to the pulse height defect This last correction was less than 1% 

and will be discussed later in this section. The EM«V values were then plotted as a 

function of the mean value Echannd of each peak and a best linear fit through the (four) 

points gave the desired relation : 

E MeV = a + b Echmnel . ( 4 -3) 

between the deposited energy in MeV and the ADC channel number. 
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The measured energy in the 5 nun Si(Li) detectors, with and without the 300 um 

detectors in front, was then used to determine the energy AEMCV (in MeV) deposited in 

the 300 urn Si detectors. Figure 4.3b is a typical raw ADC spectrum of the cocktail 

beam in a 300u.m Si detector. Again the energy AEMCV for each ion was plotted as a 

function of the mean value iEamad of each peak and a best linear fit through the 

points gave the desired relation. 

There were a couple of 300 jtm detectors for which the ADC spectra were not 

characterized by sharp peaks like those of Figure 4.3b. The energy spectrum of the 

worst 300 \im Si detector is shown in Figure 4.4a. The broad widths and ugly shapes of 

the peaks are due to variations in thickness from one region of the detector to another. 

After correcting for the nonuniformities in thickness the shapes of the peaks improved 

considerably, as shown in Figure 4.4b. Correcting for the nonuniformities of the 

devices was extremely important, since our atomic number resolution (which is 

discussed in section 4.3) depends on the 300 ftm Si energy resolution. 

Corrections for the energy losses in the 1.5 mg/cm Au foils that were used for 

electron suppression as well as for losses in the target, were applied for each fragment, 

using range energy tables [Hub 80], Corrections for the pulse-height defect in the 5mm 

Si(Li) were performed for the calibration beam and for each detected fragment using the 

systematics of Moulton et al. [Mou 78]. The pulse-height defect (PHD) was calculated 

as a function of the measured energy of the ion deposited in the 5 mm Si(Li) detectors 

and the charge of the ion. A detailed description of the simple power-law formula used 

is given in reference [Mou 78]. Since the PHD is thought of to be primarily an end-of-

range effect, the above correction was not applied to the 300(im Si(Li) detectors since 

none of the identified particles stopped in these detectors. The energy calibration was 

estimated to be accurate to approximately 1.5%. 
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4.3 Atomic Number Calibrations and Miss Parameterization 

Atomic Number Calibrations 

The atomic number of the detected particles was determined from the measured AE 

and E values. Figure 4.5 is a plot of the energy lost AE in the 300 pm Si(Li) versus the 

energy deposited E in the 5 mm Si(Li) for a single telescope. Here one clearly can 

identify an intensity pattern of alternating valleys and ridges, where each ridge 

corresponds to fragments with a different atomic number Z. The reason for this 

behavior can be traced to Bohr's classical formula^ which gives the energy that a 

particle loses when it travels a distance dx in some material medium. The formula is 

given by: 

dE 47tz2e4 fmev 3 

- T~ = T~ N e In1 7— , (4.4) 

dx n v 2 e ze2co ' *• ' 

with 

N c : density of ejections in material medium Z : atomic 'lumber of particle 

e : elementary charge me : electron mass 

v : velocity of particle Y : 1/Vl - P 2 

(0 : mean orbital frequency of electrons (J : v/c of incident particle 

By neglecting the slowly varying logarithm term in equation 4.4 we get: 
dE Z 2 MZ 2 Z 3 

"dx~ " v^ " ~ E ~ " 1 " • < 4 - 5 ) 

where the additional assumption that Z « M has been made and M is the mass of the 

particle. By equating dE/dx with AE, the above equation (4.5) can be reduced to AE'E 
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•c Z 3 which explains the hyperbola for each separate Z-value in the AE- E plane (see 

Figure 4.5). 

In the data analysis the 2-dimensional AE-E plots were transformed to 1-

dimensional plots of Z by means of the equation Z = q[ (AE + a) E J , / 3 where a was a 

constant chosen by trial and error so as to straighten the curved Z-lines and q was a 

scaling factor. Both of these constants a and q have no physical significance. Figure 

4.6a and 4.6b are representative examples of charge spectra resulting from this 

procedure for two detectors, one at very small angles and the jther at large angles. 

Each peak corresponds to a different element and in the case of the detector near the 

beam, peaks corresponding to atomic numbers up to Z=52 are clearly visible (see 

Figure 4.6a.). 

The accuracy of the Z-calibrations was determined by utilizing the quadruplet(N, Si, 

Fe, Kr) beam runs. In Figure 4.7 the peaks represent the Z values for N, Si, Fe, and Kr 

as determined by the Z-calibrations. The peaks reproduce the atomic number values of 

the N, Si, Fe, and Kr within 0.1-0.2 Z units. 

Mass Parameterization 

Estimating the average mass of the detected fragments is not a straightforward task 

since the primary fragments can have large excitation energies and thus evaporate a 

substantia! number of light panicles. In this work the mass M associated with each Z-

value was determined from the mass parameterization proposed in Reference [Cha 88]. 

Charity et al. [Cha 88] have utilized the statistical code PACE [Gav 80] to simulate this 

evaporation process for primary fragments over a large range of Z, M and excitation 

energy. The average mass M for each Z-value determined from the PACE simulations 

is given approximately by the relation M = 2.08 Z + 0.0029 Z 2 which is in agreement 
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with experimentally determined average masses [Aug 87]. Over the range of 

fragments 5 < Z < 40, it is estimated to be accurate to within ± 0.5 amu. 

4.4.1 Neutron Calorimeter Calibrations. 

Channel number to MeVee transformations 

The quantity of light produced in an organic scintillator is generally expressed in 

MeVee, i.e. the electron energy Ljt(E) which would produce the same amount of light as 

the particle K at energy E. The light output signals of each module were transformed 

from channel number to MeVee (MeV electron equivalent) by utilizing three calibration 

points. A 1 MeVee calibration point was obtained by using the radioactive source 
6 0Co. Cobalt-60 emits two gamma rays of 1.17 MeV and 1.33 MeV that produce a 

Compton edge at an energy of at .proximately 1 MeV. An 8 MeVee calibrating point 

was obtained by using 14 M e v neutrons that were produced in the reaction 3H(2H, 
2He)n induced by 200 keV deuterons[Pa 90]. Finally, a high-amplitude calibration 

point of about 40.7 MeVee, easily obtainable in all labs, was provided by the cosmic 

rays[Pa 90]. A linear transformation between channels and MeVee was obtained for all 

(16) modules. The neutron calorimeter was calibrated off-line before the acquisition of 

any data. 

As was discussed in section 3.9 for each of the sixteen modules a fast and a slow 

signal was recorded; the fast signal was integrated over a period of 5 ns while the slow 

signal over 250 ns. The two signals were used to discriminate between y-rays and 

neutrons. Since the neutrons are slower, the prompt y-ray flash (fast signal) should 

decay substantially that it does not contaminate the neutron signal (slow signal). Thus 

by subtracting the fast from the slow signal, one can obtain the light output response of 
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the neutrons. The neutron light output for each module was determined by subtracting 

the fast signal from the slow signal. The total neutron light output was then obtained by 

summing the neutron light output of all modules. Figure 4.8 is a representative 

spectrum of the total neutron light output, in MeVee, obtained from the 60 MeV/A Au 

+ Cu reactions. 

MeVee to neutron multiplicity transformations 

The MeVee scale was converted into neutron multiplicity by utilizing the Monte 

Carlo code of Ref. [Ang 79] that simulates the light output response produced by 

neutrons on their way through an organic scintillator. In this code, which for 

convenience we will refer to as the NC (Neutron Calorimeter) code, the total neutron 

interaction processes considered are the elastic scattering of neutrons by 1 2 C and by 

protons along with the following inelastic scattering processes: 12C(n,n'y)12C*, 

'2C(n,cc)9Be, 12C(n,n')3a, i2C(n,p)I2B, i2C(n,d)nB. The NC code has been tested [Pa 

90] by reproducing the light output response of a plastic module identical to the ones 

used in this experiment. Figure 4.9, taken from reference [Pa 90], shows the light yield 

distributions from a NEllO plastic scintillator block for both simulated and 

experimental data. The light yield distributions were obtained with mono-energetic 

neutron (14 MeV) multiplicities of 10, 20, and 30 and were constructed by summing 

the light yields for the same number of simulated and experimental events. Good 

agreement is obtained between the experimental and calculated distributions. 

The NC code was modified to include the geometry of the neutron calorimeter 

detector and simulations were performed for each of the Au - induced reactions at 

different impact parameters. To illustrate our approach, we consider here as a 

representative example the calculations that were done for the I 9 7 Au + 6 3Cu system. 

The energy and angular distributions of the neutrons emitted at different impact 
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paramele«(b=0,3,6,9) for the Au + Cu reaction were calculated with the Monte Carlo 

code (BNV + GEMINI) which is discussed in chapter 6. These distributions were then 

used as input parameters in the NC code and the light output response of the neutron 

calorimeter was obtained at different impact parameters of the reaction. The number of 

neutrons emitted at each impact parameter was also obtained from the BNV+GEMINI 

calculations. The average total number of neutrons emitted at each impact parameter 

was plotted as a function of the average total light output response (see Figure 4.10) and 

the best fit through the points gave the desired relationship between neutron multiplicity 

and MeVee. However, as can be seen from Figure 4.10 the neutron light output 

response for central collisions (60 neutrons) is predicted to be as high as 300 MeVee 

while in our experimental spectra the maximum light output extends out only to about 

70 MeVee. Although much effort was spent in checking and rechecking the 

calibrations, ihe origin of this discrepancy is not fully clear. Some of the possible 

errors associated with this discrepancy will be discussed in the following section. In 

order for the simulations to reproduce the range of the experimental data a factor of 

~4.5 was used to scale down the predicted light output. Such a procedure may not 

affect substantially our results (qualitatively or quantitatively), since the maximum and 

minimum number of neutrons are assigned to the upper and lower ends of the spectra. 

4.4.2 Possible errors 

Although there may be several possible sources of error that contribute to the 

observed discrepancy between the experimental data and the simulations, we will 

discuss here two that seem to be the most obvious. 
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One source of error arises from the fact that the neutron calibrations are model-

dependent That is, the neutron distributions depend on die predicted angle and kinetic 

energy of the fragments from which the neutrons are emitted. A slight change (a few 

degrees in the lab) of the angle of the fragments (or fragment) along with, for example, 

a 15% change in their kinetic energy can result in a 20-25% variation in the simulated 

light output. In addition, die total number of neutrons, predicted by running the 

simulations several times at impact parameter b=0, was found to vary by as much as 

7% . However, these errors are small and cannot account for the factor of 4.5 that was 

utilized to scale down the predicted light output 

On the other hand, a significant source of error could arise from the subtraction 

method we used to determine the experimental neutron light output. As discussed in 

the previous chapter, the neutron light output was obtained by subtracting the fast signal 

that was integrated over 5 ns from the slow signal that was integrated over 250 ns. 

Estimating the uncertainty in the subtraction process is difficult because one has to 

know the exact time relation between the integration gates and each individual signal. 

In this experiment all signals were adjusted in time within 1 ns from each other; this is 

the best one can do with delay lines. However, considering that the gamma flash from 

the plastic is of the order of a few nsec, a 1 nsec jitter could be a source of significant 

error. Although it is difficult to determine the percentage of the signal that can arise 

from a Ins jitter, a test to determine the sensitivity of the subtraction was performed by 

subtracting 85% of the experimentally determined fast signal from the slow signal 

{slow}-.85{fast} (instead of (slow)-{fast]). This procedure resulted in values of the 

light output as larf>e as 120 MeVee that can account for a factor of 2 in our calibrations. 
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Chapter 5 

Results 

In this chapter the experimental results from the Au + C, Al, V, Cu, and Au 

reactions at 60 MeV/A are presented. Initially (section 5.1), velocity spectra, angular 

distributions and cross sections from the inclusive data are shown. Subsequently, in 

sections 5.2 and 5.3, the coincidence data from the Si-array and the neuDon calorimeter 

are discussed. 

5.1 INCLUSIVE DATA 

5.1.1 Invariant cross section plots (Vi - Vil diagrams). 

The emission of complex fragments in the 60 MeV/A Au-induced reactions can be 

studied by plotting, for a given fragment Z, the Galilean invariant cross section in 

velocity space. The Galilean invariant cross-section is given by . , , and can 

be simplified to . , ->,, -,,, by integrating over the angle <|>; the 2jt factor that results 
VXOVJCVH 
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from the integration is a constant and can be left out. Now, for fragments that arise in 

the statistical decay of a single source with high angular momentum, the differential 

cross sections are expected to be isotropic in the reaction plane (do/dft °c l/sin6 => 

do/dS = constant, where 6 is the emission angle in the source frame)^. In order to 

examine the emission pattern of the complex fragments in the reaction plane we have 

multiplied a - by Vj.=V sin6, where 6 and V are the emission angle and Vj_oVj_oV|| 

velocity in die source frame, respectively. 

In this analysis, _.,, ..,, cross-sections in die Vj.-Vu plane were constructed for 
dVj.oV|| 

each detected fragment from the 60 MeV/A Au + C, Al, V, Cu, and Au reactions. It 

may be helpful before presenting the data, to gain an understanding of the Vj_-Vn 

diagrams by discussing as an example, the invariant cross section 3 2 a / 3Vj_ 3Vn that 

results from a well known mechi. .am. 

Vi - Vll diagram for Compound Nucleus Decay 

Figure 5.1 is a schematic representation of the cross-section 32o~ / 3Vj_ 3Vu for 

complex fragments emitted in a particular asymmetric binary decay from a compound 

nucleus. The two rings, represented by the shaded circular areas, correspond to die two 

fragments which are emitted with Coulomb- like velocities in the center-of-mass of the 

source; they are usually referred to as Coulomb circles because of their origin. The 

isotropic distributions along die Coulomb rings indicate that die fragments are emitted 

isotropically in the reaction plane from a single source with high angular momentum. 

The dashed lines correspond to die limits of die detector acceptance at 2.5° and 16° in 

the laboratory and die shaded area between die dashed lines is the cross section arising 

from die detected events. 
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The center of these rings defines the laboratory velocity Vs of the source, and the 

radii Vi and V 2 arc the velocities with which the complex fragments are emitted in the 

source frame. The velocities Vi and V2 are not independent, but result from 

momentum conservation (mi Vj= 012 V2, where mi and m2 are the masses of fragments 

1 and 2); momentum conservation requires that the fragments be emitted at 180° with 

respect to each other, in general on different rings whose radii depend upon the 

Coulomb repulsion energy and the mass ratio of the fragments. In the special case of 

symmetric decay Vi=V2, and the two rings overlap. 

The width of the rings may arise from both fluctuations in the velocity of the 

primary fragments [Mor 75] and from the recoil effects associated with the sequential 

evaporation of light particles from these fragments. Furthermore, if mj < mi, the width 

of the ring associated with fragment 2 is expected to be narrower than its counterpart. 

This is because any fluctuation dVi in Vj would result in a dV2 = mi/ni2 dVi change in 

the velocity V2 of fragment 2. In this relation mi/ny < 1 and dierefore dV2 < dVi. 

Velocity Diagrams for the 60 MeV/A Au-induced reactions 

The experimental velocity of a complex fragment was determined from its 

measured kinetic energy using the mass parameterization discussed in section 4.3. 

From these velocities along with the measured scattering angles, contour plots of 3 2 o / 

dV± dVu in the V J.-V11 pbne were constructed for each element. Representative 

examples of these contour plots for the 60 MeV/A 1 9 7Au + 1 2 C reaction are shown in 

Figure 5.2a. A ring of high cross section (Coulomb ring) is visible in all plots. In 

contrast the central region is characterized by an absence of events. The relative 

sharpness of the rings indicates that the fragments may be emitted from the binary 

decay of a single equilibrated source. Although the complex fragments can be emitted 

from a range of sources formed in incomp'ete fusion processes (incomplete fusion was 
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discussed in Chapter 1), the small size of the carbon target limits the range of mass 

transfers that can occur from the target to the projectile. Therefore the sources that can 

be formed in the Au + C reactions are very similar in size with each other and can be 

effectively associated with a "single" source as seen from Figure 5.2a. The distributions 

along the Coulomb rings appear isotropic and suggest that the fragments are emitted 

isotropically in the reaction plene from a "single" source with high angular momentum. 

Similar Coulomb rings have been observed at low bombarding energies [Ch 88a, Ch 

88b, Ch 90] and have been attributed to the binary decay of a compound nucleus arising 

either from complete or incomplete fusion. 

The center of each ring corresponds to the velocity of the source from which the 

fragments are emitted, and is indicated by the arrowhead in each subplot (See Fig. 5.2a-

e). Details on how the source velocity was determined will be given in section 5.1.2. 

The radii of the rings correspond to the emission velocities with which the fragments 

are emitted in the source frame. It can be observed that the radii decrease with 

increasing atomic number. This is due to linear momentum conservation in the center-

of-mass which requires the lighter fragments to have larger velocities (see section 

5.1.3). The widdi of the rings may arise from various processes and was discussed in 

the previous section. 

Representative cross-sections in velocity space for the 60 MeV/A Au + Al, V, Cu, 

and Au reactions are shown in Figures 5.2b-e. In these plots the cross-sections do not 

have the well defined ring shaped distributions that were observed for the Au + C 

reactions. Instead, they appear as filled-in oval distributions. A variety of factors could 

explain this filling-in. For instance the larger size of the targets provides a broader 

range of impact parameters and therefore a broader range of mass transfers. A large 

tange of mass transfer produces a large range of source velocities, which can effectively 

smear out the ring along the Vn direction. In addition significant multifragment decay 
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could lead to the filling-in of the rings from both sequential and simultaneous 

processes; in these processes the average emission velocities of each fragment are 

expected to decrease. Similar filled-in Coulomb circles have been also observed in ref. 

[Rou 93] and have been attributed to the large range of velocities and sizes of the 

sources produced in the incomplete fusion process [Bo 91, Co 89]. 

5.1.2 Source Velocities 

The velocity of the source or sources from which the complex fragments are emitted 

can be obtained from the Coulomb rings by determining their centers. In references 

[Ch 88a, Ch 88b, De 91] the centers were extracted by fitting each of die Coulomb rings 

to a circle. In the present study however, the filling-in of the Coulomb rings, especially 

for the heavier targets, makes it difficult to extract the source velocities V s from the 

inclusive data with this technique. Instead, the source velocities (arrowheads in Fig. 

5.2a-e) were determined from the 2-fold events by applying the following expression: 

Vs=^nf • (5.D 

where m, and Vi are respectively the mass and the velocity in the laboratory frame of 

the i-th fragment, and the summation is performed over the two detected fragments. 

The source velocity Vs can be determined also by utilizing the higher n-fold events 

(n=3,4, and 5). However since the binary events comprise 80 % of all the coincidence 

data, it may be reasonable to associate the source velocity of the singles events with 

only the Vs of the 2-fold events. The coincidence data will be discussed in great detail 

in section 5.2. 
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The average source velocities, determined by means of equation 5.1, for the 60 

MeV/A Au + C, Al, V, Cu and Au reactions are shown in Figure 5.3. The statistical 

error in V s is smaller than the size of the symbols used in Figure S.3. The large single 

error bar gives an estimate of the systematic error arising from the energy calibration of 

die detectors and the mass parameterization. 

The distribution V s of the extracted source velocities is practically independent of 

the size of the target, with the exception of the distribution Vs from the Au + C 

reactions, which is slightly higher (about 2%). 

The extracted source velocities, for all targets, increase as a function of atomic 

number, peak around Z=40 and then fall off. Such a dependence suggests that the 

fragments may be produced by a range of sources formed in incomplete fusion 

processes. For example the complex fragments with the highest source velocities are 

emitted from sources that are formed in peripheral collisions. In these reactions a small 

number of nucleons can be transferred from the target to the Au projectile without 

substantially reducing the velocity of the resulting source, but providing it with 

sufficient excitation energy to fission. Although other exit channels in the 60 MeV/A 

Au-induced reactions are possible, the emission of complex fragments around Z-40 is 

favored with respect to the emission of other fragments between 4 < Z <75. This is 

because complex fragments around Z~40 are associated with the lowest conditional 

barriers in this fragment range (4 < Z <75). The conditional barriers as predicted by the 

RFRM [Sie 86, Kra 79, Sie 85] for the binary decay of Au are shown in Figure 5.4; a 

minimum in the saddle point energy is observed around Z~40. The process described 

above is similar to traditional fission, where a heavy nucleus ruptures into two 

fragments of approximately the same size after receiving a moderate amount of 

excitation energy. 
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The Au-]ike sources formed in the peripheral collisions are characterized by large 

Vs values and favor the emission of complex fragments around Z-40 with respect to the 

emission of other fragments in the range 4 < Z <75. Fragments associated with lower 

Vs values may arise from sources formed in more central collisions. In these reactions 

the projectile picks up more mass from the target and slows down to a greater degree. 

5.1.3 Emission Velocities 

The average emission velocity V e for each fragment was determined from <Ve> = 

<l Vub - <Vj>l> where Vi,b is the velocity of the fragment in the laboratory frame and 

V t is the average source velocity as determined in section 5.1.2. In figure 5.5 we have 

plotted the average emission velocity as a function of the charge of the detected 

fragments. The emission velocity distributions of all targets are very similar to each 

other. Furthermore the average emission velocities display an almost linear decrease 

with increasing Z-value. Such a dependence is expected for Coulomb-like velocities^. 

Additional evidence for the Coulomb-like nature of the emission velocities is 

provided by a simple calculation. The sharp Coulomb rings in the Au + C reactions 

along with the small range of maji transfers that are possible frorr. he target to the 

projectile suggest that the fragments in these reactions should arise from the binary 

decay of Au-like nuclei. The predicted emission velocities of fragments emitted in the 

binary decay of a Au nucleus are shown in Figure 5.5 by the solid lines. The 

predictions are based upon the Viola fission-fragment kinetic-energy systematics [Vi 

85]. The Viola systematics gives trw kinetic energy of the two fission fragments as a 

function of the Z and A of the fissioning system: 
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Eviota - 0.1X89 Z 2 / A '" + 7.3 MeV (5.2) 

Since the Viola systematics has been compiled for symmetric fission, it was 

generalized for asymmetric decay by solving for the radius parameter ro in 

E v i o , a = 1 . 4 4 r o ( g S 1 / 3 ) , (5.3) 

with Zi=Z2 and Aj=A2. The extracted ro was then used in equation 5.3 to calculate the 

kinetic energy Evioia released and the fragment velocities for asymmetric decays where 

Zi*Z2and A 1^2. Excellent agreement is obtained between the experimentally 

determined and predicted emission velocities in the Au + C reactions, for most of the 

detected fragments, confirming the Coulomb-like nature of the emission velocities. 

The predicted emission velocities of fragments emitted in the binary decay of a Au 

nucleus were also compared with the experimental emission velocities determined for 

the heavier targets. The overall agreement (see Figure 5.5) indicates that the 

experimentally determined emission velocities are also Coulomb-like, and that the mass 

and charge of the decaying system do not depend strongly on the target. It seems that 

most of these fragments arise from fission of Au-like projectiles produced in peripheral 

collisions. 

5.1.4 Angular Distributions 

The experimental angular distributions do/d9 of complex fragments can be very 

useful for differentiating between equilibrium and non-equilibrium emission processes. 

For example, the flat angular distributions (do/d6 = const) observed at lower energies 
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[Ch 88a-b], were shown to result from the binary decay of a compound nucleus 

(equilibrium process) formed in a complete or incomplete fusion reaction. In contrast, 

the experimental angular distributions do7d0 of projectile-like fragments and target-like 

fragments produced in non-equilibrium processes (deep inelastic/quasi elastic 

processes) showed a forward and backward peaking, respectively [Ch 88a-b]; as was 

discussed in Chapter 1 side peaking has also been observed. 

Representative angular distributions of the fragments emitted in the 60 MeV/A 
1 9 7Au + 1 2C, 2 7A1, 5 1V, 6 3Cu, and 1 9 7Au reactions are shown in Figures 5.6a-e. The 

angular distributions were constructed in a frame moving with the average source 

velocity discussed in section 5.1.2. For a wide range of. intermediate Z values (Z=15-

53) from the very asymmetric I 9 7Au + 1 2 C system to the symmetric I 9 7Au + 1 9 7Au 

system, the angular distributions are approximately constant in do/d6. This suggests 

that the fragments may be emitted isotropically in the reaction plane from compound 

nucleus sources. The compound nucleus sources can be formed either in complete or 

incomplete fusion reactions. 

However, for lighter (Z<15) and heavier (Z>53) fragments, the angular distributions 

show some backward- and forward-peaking component, respectively, which can be 

associated with the target- and projectile-like fragments produced in these reactions. 

These anisotropic components have already been observed previously, and have been 

interpreted as due to processes similar to the ones that occur in low-energy quasi-elastic 

and deep-inelastic reactions [Ch 88a-b, Ch 90J. The lines drawn in Figures 5.6a-e are 

the best fits through the points using second-order polynomials and were used to 

determine the cross section (see section 5.1.5). The statistical error associated with 

each point is smaller than the size of the symbol used. 
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5.1.5 Cross Sections 

The absolute cross section for each atomic number can be obtained by integrating 

the differential cross-sections do"/d0 between 0° and 180°. Since the experimental 

differential cross-sections dO"/d9 ranged from 25° to 160°, the integrations were 

performed by fitting the angular distributions to second-order polynomials and then 

integrating the resulting fits over the full angular range. Over the measured angular 

range, the fitting polynomials were found to reproduce the measured distributions 

within 5%. The angle-integrated cross-sections determined with the above procedure 

are plotted in Figure 5.7 as a function of fragment Z-value, for all five targets. The 

statistical errors associated with these points are smaller then the size of the symbol 

used. The possible systematic error associated with the absolute cross section 

determination (target thickness, charge state of the beam particles, etc..) was estimated 

to be around 30%. Such errors should not change the overall trends of the extracted 

charge distributions. 

The absolute cross-sections as a function of atomic number Z are shown in Figure 

5.7 for all reactions. In the case of the carbon target, the charge distribution peaks 

around Z=40 and then drops off. This shape of the charge distribution is consistent with 

statistical emission from a compound system above the Businaro-Gallone transition 

point [Bu 55]. In particular the symmetric shape of the distribution (around Z-40) 

suggests that the complex fragments are emitted from the compound binary decay of 

Au-like nuclei. Although the complex fragments may be emitted from a range of 

sources formed in incomplete fusion processes, the small size of the carbon target limits 

the range of mass transfers that can occur from the target to the projectile. Therefore 

the sources that can be formed in the Au + C reactions will be very similar in size widi 

the Au-like projectile. 
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The conditional barriers for the binary decay of Au, predicted by the Rotating 

Finite Range Model [Sie 86, Kra 79, Sie 85], were presented earlier in Figure 5.4. As 

can be seen, the cross section of the complex fragments from the Au + C reaction is a 

reflection of the conditional saddle points. This result should be expected, since the 

relationship between the yield Y and the conditional barrier B(z) for a given complex 

fragment is given approximately by Y * exp((-B(z) / Tz) ) where T z is the saddle 

temperature. 

For the heavier targets however, the shape of the charge distributions cannot be 

associated completely with statistical emission from systems either above or below the 

Businaro Gallone point. The distributions, for all heavy targets, decrease monotonically 

widi increasing Z to about Z=20, then gradually begin to increase, peak around Z=40 

and then drop off again (see Figure 5.7). The peak around Z~40, present in the charge 

distributions of the 60 MeV/A Au + Al, V, Cu and Au reactions, is reminiscent of the 

fission peak observed in the Au + C reactions. It suggests that a substantial portion of 

the fragments produced in these reactions may be attributed to the decay of Au-like 

sources produced in peripheral reactions. 

However, a significant yield of lighter fragments (Z < 25) also present, indicates 

that other mechanisms may be responsible for the production of complex fragments. 

For instance, the yields of the lighter fragments may arise from multibody decay. The 

yield of lighter fragments is comparable in magnitude to the fission fragment yields (Z 

~ 40), and increases as a function of the mass of the target. This behavior suggests that 

multifragmentation may become increasingly important with increasing target size. 

This is because the larger range of mass transfers available from the heavier targets can 

be effectively associated with a larger range of excitation energies and 

multifragmentation is predicted to become increasingly important at higher energies 

(see Chapter 2). 
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5.2 COINCIDENCE DATA ( FROM Si ARRAY) 

5.2.1 Z-distributions selected by fragment size 

The coincidence data included events in which two or more fragments were 

detected simultaneously. The maximum number of fragments per event presented in 

this work is equal to 5. Although six-fold events were also detected their substantially 

low number made it statistically impossible to obtain useful information. 

Each of the fragments considered in the analysis had an atomic number Z > 5. 

Fragments with atomic numbers less than/or equal to five were not included because of 

the detector threshold. 

In Figures 5.8a-e we have plotted the charge distributions for each of the fragments 

comprising the n-fold events in descending order according to their size. For example, 

the first frame of the top row includes the largest fragments emitted in binary decays 

and the second frame the smallest. In the second row, where 3-fold fragments are 

displayed, the first frame includes the largest fragment per event, the frame in the 

middle the second largest and the last frame the smallest, and so on. Each of the 

distributions was normalized to the same maximum number of counts for visual display 

purposes only. Therefore the areas under the distributions are not quantitatively 

correct. 

In the case of the carbon target, most of the 2-fold events arise from the fission of 

the Au-like projectiles, and both frames are dominated by a single sharp peak centered 

about 2=39. For the 3-body events we observe that the first two frames are occupied by 

sharp distributions centered about Z=38, while in the last frame the distribution is 
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narrower and centered at considerably lower values. This suggests that in these events 

two large fragments of approximately the same size are emitted along with a small one. 

For the 4-fold events we cannot discern a pattern of distribution for the fragments due 

to the extremely low number of events. 

For the heavier targets and in particular for Al, V, Cu, the distributions of the 

fragments, shown in Figure 5.8b-d, are nearly identical. The distributions associated 

with the 2-fold events are characterized by peaks centered around Z=39 that arise from 

the fission of the Au-like projectiles produced in peripheral collisions and extend to 

lower Z-values. For the 3-fold event, there is no preferential combination of emission, 

as was for the carbon target. The distributions shift to lower values and become 

narrower from the leftmost to the rightmost frame. The same pattern is observed for the 

4-fold and 5-fold events. Finally, for the Au target (see Figure 5.8e) most of the 

fragments are located at low Z-values, suggesting that these reactions lead 

predominantly to the production of small fragments. 

5,2.2 Vsomce - Ztotal plots 

a) Experimental Data 

In the upper right quadrant of figures 5.9a-e V s o u r c e - ZiOUi plots are shown for the 

n-fold events (with n=2,3,4, and 5) arising in the 60 MeV/A Au + C, Al, V, Cu and Au 

reactions. The source velocity was reconstructed on an event-by-event basis from the 

velocities and the masses of the delected fragments, by means of eq. 5.1. 

The data shown in these figures, especially for the heavier targets, can be 

understood by examining first the simpler pattern presented by the Au + C system. For 

this system, the contour lines (shown in Fig. 5.9a II) are sharply localized in the •source 
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vs. Ztom plane, and the values around which they are centered can be determined by 

projecting the data along the Z^t (Fig. 5.9a) and V s o u r c e axes. The source velocity 

Vsource peak is centered around 10.6 cm/ns, which is close to the beam velocity (10.7 

cm/ns). The top arrow shown in figure 5.9a indicates the value of the beam velocity, 

while the bottom arrow corresponds to the source velocity value arising from complete 

fusion. The narrow width of the V s o u r c e distribution is suggestive of the small range of 

impact parameters associated with the size of the carbon target; the smaller the target, 

the smaller the range of incomplete fusion products and therefore the smaller the range 

of source velocities. The total detected charge Z, o ui distribution peaks around Z=79, 

which is the atomic number of the Au projectile. The narrow width of the peak along 

with the high cross section for Z=33 & 39 fragments (see section 5.1.5) and the 

predominant binary nature of the coincidence events indicates that most of the events 

arise from the fission of the Au-like projectile. 

In the upper right quadrant of figures 5.9b-e the cross section in the V s o u r c <. vs. Ztoul 

plane is shown for coincidence events arising from the reactions of the Au projectile 

with the heavier targets. The events in these reactions, unlike those in the Au + C 

reactions, are not sharply localized around a point, but are dispersed over a large range 

along both the Z^ai and V s o u r c e axes. Nevertheless a ridge can be seen going to lower 

total detected charge as the source velocity decreases. A possible explanation for this 

dependence will be presented in pan b of this section. Furthermore, in these plots a 

high density of contour lines is observed centered around the point (7-ai = 79, Vsou .̂ 

=10.6 cm/ns). The high source velocity of these events suggests that they arise from 

peripheral reactions, whereas their total charge (around Z=79) indicates that they 

originate from the fission of the Au-like nucleus. 

The top arrow shown in figures 5.9b-e (upper left quadrant) indicates the value of 

the beam velocity Vbewi while the bottom arrow corresponds to the source velocity Vcf 
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value arising from complete fusion. The events below the complete fusion velocity 

have no physical meaning, and can be characterized as incomplete coincidence events, 

in which one or more fragments were not detected. However, incomplete events can 

occur for velocities larger than Vcf as well. One way of reducing the number of 

incomplete events is to consider events only above a certain Ztotal value. This method 

has been utilized in section 5.2.3. 

b) Possible Interpretation 

The distribution of events in the V S Q u r c e- Ztoiai plane, for the heavier targets (Figures 

5.9b-e), is characterized by a ridge that gradually goes to lower Ztotal values as the 

source velocity decreases. The dependence shown by the data in the VS0Urce- Z,0iai 

plane is opposite to what is observed at lower incident energies. For instance, in the 18 

MeV/A La + Cu/Ni reactions [Cha 90, Col 89] a ridge was seen going to lower total 

charge as a function of increasing source velocity. In both types of reactions (18 

MeV/A La + Cu/Ni and 60 MeV Au- induced reactions) the pattern of the data can be 

explained by the range of incomplete fusion processes that is present. 

For the 18 MeV/A La + Cu/Ni the explanation for the observed pattern is clear ,n 

reverse kinematics, the composite system formed in incomplete fusion processes is 

characterized by lower velocities as the projectile picks up more mass from the target. 

Furthermore light particle evaporation over the entire range of incomplete fusion 

processes is small and does not strongly effect the expected dependence of ue ridge. 

At higher incident energies (like 60 MeV/A) however, the evaporation process may 

become more extensive and may substantially alter the pattern of the data observed at 

lowvr energies. An explanationlRou 93] of how the pattern may change because of 

extensive evaporation is given below. 
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Figure 5.10, taken from [Rou 93], illustrates schematically the compering role of 

incomplete fusion and charged particle evaporation. The thick line represents, for a 

particular system, the range of primary products resulting from the incomplete fusion 

process before evaporation. This line should be the same at all bombarding energies. 

The dashed lines to the left represent the range of products resulting from incomplete 

fusion after evaporation for the same system, but for different bombarding energies. 

Assuming that the evaporadon process does not substantially alter die source velocity, 

the dashed line should rotate towards die left as the bombarding energy is increased, 

since the maximum excitation energy is always for complete fusion. The bombarding 

energy for which all of the charge gained in the incomplete fusion process is equal to 

the charge lost by evaporation is represented by the vertical dashed line. Above this 

line more than one charge unit is lost on the average by evaporation for each charge unit 

transferred from the target to the projectile. Therefore, for excitation energies 

associated with extensive evaporation, the distribution of events in the Ztoui - VSOurcc 

plane is expected to shift towards lower total charge as the source velocity decreases. 

As shown in Figures 5.9b-e 'his is the pattern displayed by the 60 MeV/A Au+ Al, V, 

Cu and Au data. A similar result has also been reported in reference [Rou 93]. 

Roussel et al. [Rou 93] found that in the La-induced reactions the vertical dashed line 

corresponds to approximately 31 MeV/A. 

5.2.3 Z and V distributions according to fragment multiplicity. 

a) Z - distributions 

A more instructive overview of the reaction mechanism in the Au + C Al, V, Cu, 

and Au reactions can be obtained by sorting the events according to their multiplicity. 
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Figure 5.11 shows the Ztoui distributions for the 2-fold, 3-fold, 4-fold and 5-fold events. 

For the 2-fold events, and for all targets, a narrow peak around Z=79 is observed, which 

can be associated with the binary fission of Au-like projectiles. At the same time, for 

the heavier targets (Al, V, Cu and Au), an approximately flat tail of events can be seen 

extending to low Z values. This tail may arise from higher n-fold events in which only 

two fragments were detected and one or more fragments were missed. The magnitude 

of these tails rises gradually for progressively heavier targets with a dramatic increase 

in the case of the 60 MeV/A Au + Au reactions. This effect can be associated with the 

progressively larger range of excitation energies available in the center-of-mass for the 

heavier targets (especially for the Au target), since the multibody decay probability is 

predicted (see Chapter 2) to increase &s a function of increasing excitation energy. 

On the other hand, the spectra of the higher-fold (3, 4, and 5-fold) events are 

dominated by a single broad distribution. This distributir . shifts to greater values of 

Zioul with increasing multiplicity and is consistent with a larger fraction of the total 

charge being detected. Furthermore, the Ziotal distributions sharpen up for progressively 

higher multiplicities for all targets, indicating that the detected higher n-fold events, i.e. 

5-fold, may be more complete. 

b) V - distributions 

As was discussed in section 5.2.2 a substantial number of the coincidence events 

may include incomplete events in which one or more fragments were missed. In order 

to reduce the contamination arising from incompletely detected events, the source 

velocity distribution were constructed only from events with a total measured charge 

larger than Zioud=35. Such an approach should reduce some of the bias in the Vs 

distributions that wouid otherwise be included by the incorrect kinematic reconstruction 

of the incomplete events. 
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The normalized source velocity distributions obtained at 60 MeV/A for all the 

targets and for the different fragment multiplicities are presented in Figure S.12. The 

vertical dashed line in each subplot indicates the beam velocity. The source velocity 

distributions broaden considerably as the mass of the target increases. This can be 

clearly seen by comparing the source velocities of the 2- and 3-fold events from the 

carbon and Au targets. Within the incomplete fusion model, the increased width can be 

attributed to a larger range of impact parameters that gives rise to a larger range of 

incomplete fusion products. Light particle evaporation (l.p.e) also contributes to the 

broadening of the source velocity distribution. The amount of broadening due to l.p.e. 

has been estimated at 60 MeV/A with the statistical code GEMINI [Ch 88a-b]. 

Calculations show that for the , 2 C target, the width can be explained almost entirely by 

light particle evaporation, whereas, for the heavier targets such as Al, evaporation 

accounts for only about a third of the observed width. Thus, for the heavier targets, the 

width of the source velocity distribution can be effectively associated with a range of 

incomplete fusion processes. 

For the higher n-fold events (n=3, 4, 5) the average source velocity progressively 

shifts to lower values as a function of increasing multiplicity. This can be seen more 

readily by examining Table 5.1, that lists the average source velocity values of the 2-, 

3-, 4-, and 5-fold events for all targets. Within the framework of the incomplete fusion 

model, such a dependence can be attributed to a larger mass transfer from the target to 

the projectile at progressively smaller impact parameters, since a larger mass transfer 

slows down the source to a larger degree. Therefore, the higher multiplicity events may 

arise from sources with higher excitation energies that were formed in more central 

collisions. A similar result has also been reported in reference [Rou 93]. 
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C Al V Cu Au 

2-fold 10.50 10.0 10.0 10.0 9.9 

3-fold 10.32 9.4 9.4 9.4 9.3 

4-fold - 9.2 9.2 9.1 9.0 

5-fold - 9.0 9.0 9.0 8.9 

Table 5.1 Average source velocities in cm/ns. 

5.2.4 Z1-Z2 Plots 

For the two-body events the atomic number Zj of one fragment was plotted against 

the atomic number Z2 of the second. This method of plotting the data, can be useful in 

determining whether the decay mechanism is predominantly binary or multibody. If the 

decay mechanism is binary, the contour plots should be dominated by a band of events 

that peaks along the Zj + Z2 = Z^^ce line. In addition the band should broaden and shift 

towards smaller total charge as the excitation energy increases, because of evaporation. 

However, if the final state is actually multibody with one or several fragments not 

detected, the events should fall below the line. 

The measured Zi- Zj correlations for all systems studied are shown in Figure 5.13. 

The diagonal dashed lines in these figures indicate the charge of the Au projectile (Zi + 
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Z2«79). The pattern observed for the Au + C reaction is quite clear. For this very 

asymmetric system, the contour lines show a distinct band parallel to the dashed line, 

thus illustrating the binary nature of the process. The maximum in this plot occurs 

around (Zi=40, Z2=40) and corresponds to the symmetric fission of the Au-like 

projectiles. 

A well-defined band of events running diagonally along the line Z1+Z2 = 79 

(dashed line), can also be seen for the heavier targets (Al, V, Cu, and Au). The contour 

lines comprising the band indicate that there is a high concentration of events near 

symmetry. These events, as will be shown in section 5.2.7, can be associated with 

source velocities corresponding to peripheral reactions that lead predominantly to the 

binary fission of the Au-like projectiles. In addition, a substantial number of events 

appears at low Zi and Z2 valuss. These events suggest that a large fraction of the binary 

events may in fact be multibody events in which only two of the fragments were 

detected. 

To determine whether die observed distribution of events along the band in the Zj-

Z2 plane was biased by the detection efficiency we relied on Monte Carlo simulations. 

The average efficiency for delecting the nearly symmetric binary decays Zi + Z2 = 

(39 +40, 38+41, 37+42) was estimated to be about 55% while that for detecting the 

asymmetric decays Z\ + Z2 = (21+58, 22+57, 23+56) was around 46%. Such a 

difference in the efficiencies may not strongly influence the observed distribution of 

events (along the band) in the Zj - Z2 plots. 

S.2.S Excitation Functions 
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To study the behavior of hot nuclear systems as their excitation energy increases, 

"excitation functions" for the multifold events were constructed from the source-

velocity distributions. The relative abundance of binary, ternary, quaternary and 

quinary events was determined for different bins of the source velocity, and therefore 

also of the corresponding excitation energy of the source. In Figure 5.14 the excitation 

functions for the multifold events obtained from the source velocity distributions are 

plotted as a function of the excitation energy per nucleon Q of the source. P(n) 

represents the proportion of n-fold events witi. respect to the total number of 

coincidence events: P(n) = fjo-v+ -fjn\ + -fjrA\ + T^K\ > where N(n) is the number of 

n-fold events. Evaporation residues, corresponding to n=l, were not considered, since 

in reverse kinematics they are confined to a very small angle around the beam direction, 

where the detection efficiency is small. Furthermore, in order to reduce the 

contamination arising from incompletely detected events, only events with total 

measured charge larger than 35 were considered. 

The excitation energy per nucleon Q was determined, within the incomplete-fusion 

model, from the following equation : 

Q = ( f ) b c a n 1 X ^ ! L - x ( l - ^ L ) , (5.4) 
rt v b e a m v beam 

where E/A (=60 MeV/A) is the bombarding energy per nucleon, VH is the parallel 

source velocity and Vbeam is the beam velocity. ( Equation 5.4 was derived from 

equation F.2, see Footnote 1). Because such a model does not take into account 

preequilibrium particle emission processes, the quantity Q may be considered ?s an 

upper limit of the actual excitation energy. The uncertainty on the horizontal scale 

associated with the emission of preequilibrium nucleons was estimated with the 

dynamical code described in Chapter 6 and was found to be at most around 45% for the 
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systems considered in this study. Furthermore, since it is not clear how accurately this 

code simulates the preequilibrium emission at bombarding energies of 60 MeV/A, the 

estimated uncertainty may be characterized by a large error. Nevertheless, the 

uncertainty associated with Q should only overpred' t the excitation energy of the 

decaying system and may not strongly influence the simple pattern observed in the data, 

notwithstanding 

The probabilities for 3,4, and S-fold increase substantially as a function of Q over a 

large range of excitation energies (sec Figure 5.14). Such a dependence suggests that 

there may be a strong relationship between the excitation energy and the source 

velocity, since the probability for multifragment decay is predicted (see Chapter 2) to 

increase as a function of increasing excitation energy. In addition, the sharp rise of the 

branching ratios indicates that the width of the source velocity distributions may arise 

primarily from the range of sources formed in incomplete fusion processes and may be 

only panly due to evaporation. If light particle evaporation was the dominant source of 

broadening, the excitation functions would be expected to be flat. 

Furthermore the excitation functions increase smoothly up to approximately 7-9 

MeV/A without showing any discontinuity. In contrast, several statistical 

multifragmentation calculations [Bo 83, Gr 87] predict a sudden rise in the multibody 

probability at an excitation energy between 3 MeV/A and 5 MeV/A. 

An extraordinary feature (in Figure 5.14) is that the multifold probabilities for all of 

the targets, with the exception of carbon, are almost identical. This behavior suggests 

that the competition between the various multifragment channels is independent of the 

entrance channel. The similarity between the excitation functions for the different 

targets indicates that the sources produced in these reactions depend relatively little on 

the actual nature of the target and may be characterized primarily from the amount of 

mass transferred from the target to the projectile. A similar result has also been 
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observed for the La induced reactions in reference [Rou 92]. In addition the authors of 

[Rou 93] found that the excitation functions were almost independent of the 

bombarding energy as well. Thus it appears that once the excitation energy is 

determined from the source velocity, the resulting branching ratios for the various 

multifragment channels are fixed, suggesting that statistics ma-' play an important role 

in multifragmentation. 

In the case of the carbon target however, the multifold probabilities are 

systematically lower and flatter than those for the heavier targets. One possible 

explanation for this difference may be that the broadening of the source velocity 

(excitation energy) bins is due to extensive light-particle evaporation. As already 

mentioned, calculations show that for the ] 2 C target, the width of the source velocity 

can be explained almost entirely by light particle evaporatioi "hereas, for the heavier 

targets evaporation accounts for only about a third of the observed widdi (the rest 

arising from incomplete fusion processes). 

5.2.6 Efficiency Corrected Excitation Functions 

Since the coincidence data have not been corrected for the efficiency of the detector, 

it was necessary to verify that the observed excitation functions were not strongly 

biased by some experimental artifact. To this end we simulated the reaction Au + Cu at 

60 MeV/A following the procedure described in Chapter 6 (LV + GEMINI 

calculations). Sets of 2, 3, 4, a::d 5-fold events were generated, whose charge and 

velocity distributions are presented in Chapter 6. The simulated events were then 

filtered through a software replica of our detector in order to estimate the contamination 
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due to incompletely detected events. Detector thresholds were included in the filter to 

account for high velocity fragments punching through the 5 nun Si. 

e5

5 = ll% t\ = 39% e\=21% e£=ll% 

e* = 23% ê  = 40% e*=28% 

s3

3 = 31% ê  = 45% 

t\= 50% 

Table 5.2 Detection efficiency factors as determined 

from reaction simulations. 

The efficiencies for the 2-, 3-, 4-, and 5-fold events as determined from these 
simulations are listed in Table 5.2. In this table e represents the efficiency of a j-fold 

event being detected as an i-fold event, as determined from the simulations. These 

efficiency factors were then used along with the experimentally determined number nj 

of j-fold events to calculate the true number Nj of j-fold events. For example, the true 

number N2 of 2-body events was determined by subtracting from n̂  the various 

contributions of the 3-,4-,and 5-fold events. The equations used for the corrections are 

the following: 

n5 = N 5 * c\ 
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n3 = N 3 * e|+N4*cJ + N 5 * 4 
n 2 = N 2 * eJ+N3*e | + N4*e4 + N 5 * 4 . 

The uncertainty in the true number Nj of events has been calculated by utilizing the 

statistical error associated with the detected number nj of events. Tables 5.3 and 5.4 

show the errors associated with the numbers nj and Nj as a percentage of nj and Nj 

respectively. By examining these tables it can be seen that the uncertainty in N5 is 

equal to the error in ns; this is btcause Nswas determined fromns by a simple 

multiplication operation. The uncertainty in Nj, for the 3 and 4-fold events, can be 

larger by a factor of two from the corresponding statistical error in nj; nontheless the 

errors associated with Nj are still relatively small. The large uncertainties associated 

with N4 at 1 and 2 MeV/A are due to the corresponding large statistical errors in 114. 

Even the value of the error associated with the true number N2 is relatively small over a 

large range of excitation energies E* (1-5 MeV/A). A significant difference between 

the values of the errors associated with n2 and N2 is observed only for the 6 and 7 

MeV/A excitation energies. Therefore the overall errors introduced in Nj suggest that 

this procedure is not a significant source of error. 

The corrected multifold probabilities for the Au •+ Cu reactions are shown in Figure 

5.15. Similar corrections have also been applied for the Au + Al, V, and Au reactions 

and will be presented in section 6.3. The corrected probabilities for the 2-fold events 

decrease dramatically as a function of increasing excitation energy and disappear 

around 8 MeV/A. This dependence is very different from that displayed by the 

uncorrected 2-fold probabilities and suggests that at high energies (i.e. larger than 8 

MeV/A) the observed binary events may be actually multibody events in which one or 

more fragments were missed. 
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On the other hand the corrected probabilities, for the 3-, 4-, and 5-fold events, 

increase smoothly as a function of excitation energy similarly to the uncorrected 

probabilities. This result indicates that the smooth sharp rise of the excitation functions, 

for the 3, 4, and 5-fold events, is real and the data is not be biased in any significant 

way by our detector efficiency. 

E* (MeV/A) 2-fold 3-fold 4-fold 5-fold 

1 .54% 2.8% 16.0 % 75.0 % 

2 .56% 1.8% 8.2 % 40.4 % 

3 .62% 1.4% 4.9 % 20.7 % 

4 .68% 1.2% 3.4 % 16.9% 

5 .79% 1.1% 2.8 % 10.1 % 

6 1.0% 1.2% 2.8 % 8.5 % 

7 1.2% 1.3% 2.7 % 7.7 % 

Table 5.3 Statistical error in the detected number nj 

of j-fold events as a percentage of nj. 
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E*(MeV/A) 2-fold 3-fold 4-fold 5-fold 

.60% 3.2% 20.0% 75.0% 

.75% 2.2% 10.7% 40.4% 

1.1% 1.9% 6.2% 20.7% 

1.9% 2.0% 5.0% 16.9 % 

4.1% 2.4% 4.7% 10.1 % 

12.1 % 3.1% 4.8% 8.5% 

72.3 % 4.0% 6.2% 7.7% 

Table 5.4 Uncertainty in the true number Nj 

of j-fold events as a percentage of Nj. 

5.2.7 Fragment distributions gated by source velocity 

The size distribution of the fragments produced in a collision may depend on the 

excitation energy of the source from which they are emitted. This dependence has been 

examined by studying the evolution of the charge distribution as a function of the 

source velocity Vs, since as was shown in section 5.2.5.. the source velocity can be a 

good measure of the excitation energy. In order to reduce contamination arising from 

incomplete events, only events with total measured charge larger than 35 were 

considered. 

The charge distributions for different gates of the source velocity are shown in 

Figures 5.16a-b, for the C and Cu iargets. The fragment yields from the V, Al and Au 
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targets (not shown) are very similar to the ones from the Cu target and therefore the 

discussion presented in this section for the Cu target applies to them as well. The 

number written in each frame (see Figure 5.16) is the excitation energy per nucleon of 

the emitting source. This value was calculated from the average source velocity of the 

gates, within the incomplete fusion model, by means of eqn. 5.4. 

In the case of the C target there is no significant change in the charge distribution 

for the diffe-ent gates. All frames are characterized by a peak around Z=40 arising 

from the fission of the Au-like projectiles. It appears that the binary decay of the Au-

like projectiles is favored over odier decay channels, such as multifragmentation. This 

behavior can be attributed to the small size of the carbon target that limi's the available 

excitation energy. As was discussed in Chapter 1, the maximum excitation energy per 

nucleon available in the center-of-mass for the Au + C system is around E /A ~ 3 MeV, 

while multifragmentation is generally predicted to occur in the range of about E*/A~ 4 

MeV [Gr 85, Bon 85]. 

On the other hand, the larger size of the Cu target offers a larger range of impact 

parameters, and several trends are observed with increasing excitation energy. At the 

lowest excitation energy (1 MeV/A) the picture is dominated by a single peak centered 

around Z=40. These events arise mainly from the fission of Au-like projectiles 

produced in peripheral collisions. In addition a modest yield of light fragments is also 

observed. 

At higher excitation energies, namely between 2 and 6 MeV/A, tlie charge 

distributions change noticeably. The fission peak is gradually replaced by a hump, and 

the yield of light particles progressively becomes larger. The change in t'ie shape of 

these distributions can be attributed to the growing importance of other modes of decay, 

such as multifragmenurion, relative to binary fission. 
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At still higher excitation energies, E > 6 MeV/A, the fission peak disappears 

completely. The distributions are now characterized by a large yield of light fragments. 

Furthermore the distributions progressivelly withdraw to smaller values of Z as the 

excitation energy increases. This dependence suggests that the exit channels (such as 

multifragmentation) associated with the highest energies and possibly with the most 

central collisions lead dominantly to the production of small fragments. 

In summary, for the heavier targets, strong correlations are observed between the 

source velocity and the size of the fragments emitted in a reaction. On the one hand, 

high source velocity gates select predominantly fragments around Z~40 produced in the 

decay of Au-like nuclei generated in peripheral collisions; on the other hand, low 

source velocity gates select predominantly light fragments that are emitted from the 

multifragmentation of a source formed in central collisions. Thus it appears that the 

source velocity can provide a good measure of the impact parameter. 

5.2.8 Relative abundance of fragments as a function of excitation energy. 

Interesting results regarding the production of complex fragments can be obtained 

by examining the evolution of the relative abundance of the fragments as a function of 

the excitation energy. This is just another way of plotting the data presented in Figure 

5.16. 

The relative abundance of fragments with atomic number Z=i was determined from 

the ratio Nj/(N4 + Ns+...+ N„) for different bins of the source velocity, where Nj is die 

total number of fragments with Z=i within a particular bin. The excitation enrgy was 

calculated from the average source velocity of each bin by means of eqn. 5.4. In order 
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to reduce contamination arising from incomplete events, only events with total 

measured charge larger than 35 were considered. 

In Figure 5.17 the relative yields as a function of the excitation energy are presented 

for the fragments (with Z between 10 < Z < 64) produced in the 60 MeV/A Au + Cu 

reactions. Similar trends have also been observed in the relative yields from the V, Al, 

and Au targets; even for the carbon the trends are very similar to the Cu target. 

Therefore the discussion presented in this section applies to all targets. 

The relative yield of the lighter fragments (10 < Z < 22) increases with increasing 

excitation energy. This dependence indicates that the mechanisms responsible for the 

production of light fragments, such as multifragmentation, become gradually more 

important at larger excitation energies. 

For heavier fragments (22 <Z< 52) , however, the relative yields undergo a 

dramatic change as a function of Z. While the yields associated with the fragments 

between 22 < Z< 32 are relatively flat over the entire range of excitation energies, on 

the other hand the relative yields for fragments between 32 < Z < 52 decrease as a 

function of increasing energy. For fragments with Z~ 40 the relative yields decrease by 

nearly one and a half orders of magnitude. This behavior can be attributed to the fission 

of the Au-like projectiles which is the dominant mode of complex fragment production 

at low excitation energies and becomes gradually less important at higher excitation 

energies. 

Finally, Figure 5.17 indicates that the relative production of fragments with atomic 

number Z between 54 < Z < 64 (and therefore also the corresponding decay mechanism 

) is favored at intermediate excitation energies. These fragments can arise from the 

asymmetric decay or extensive evaporation of sources that were formed in incomplete 

fusion reactions at intermediate impact parameters. 
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5.3 COINCIDENCE DATA WITH THE NEUTRON DETECTOR 

5.3.1 Neutron Multiplicity Distributions 

As was discussed in Chapters 3 and 4, the number of neutrons emitted in the 60 

MeV Au-induccd reactions was measured by utilizing a novel neutron calorimetric 

approach [Pa 88, Pa 90] which is particularly suitable for the measurement of high-

energy neutrons. Figure 5.18 shows the measured neutron multiplicity distributions for 

the 60 MeV/A 1 9 7Au + 2 7A1, 5 1V, n a tCu, and 1 9 7Au reactions. These distributions were 

obtained by initiating the neutron counting or light collection whenever the Si-array was 

triggered by at least one fragment. Consequently, the distributions of Figure 5.18 

represent the full spectrum of detected processes in the Si-array. 

A dominant feature in these plots is that the probability of events decreases as a 

function of increasing multiplicity for all reactions. The neutron distributions span 

nearly four orders of magnitude and, as will be shown in the following sections, they 

can be correlated with the excitation energy. Low multiplicities are associated with 

peripheral, weakly damped collisions that are characterized by small excitation 

energies; on the other hand the highest neutron multiplicities result from the more 

central collisions and are characterized by high excitation energies. 

Furthermore the distributions extend progressively to larger values of the neutron 

multiplicity as the mass of ;he target increases. This may be an indication that higher 

excitation energies ait attained for increasingly symmetric projectile-target 

combinations. 
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The neutron multiplicity distributions presented in Figure 5.18 are quite different 

from those observed in other studies. As an example the neutron mulriplicitv spectrum 

for the 2 °8pb + i » 7 A u a t 29 MeV/A measured [Pi 91] with a Gd-loaded liquid 

scintillator is shown in Figure 5.19. In this figure the high yield of events occuring at 

low multiplicities has been associated with peripheral reactions, while the broad bump 

at higher multiplicities has been attributed to the more central collisions. The reasons 

for such a difference between the neutron multiplicity spectra measured in this stud.' 

and those of Figure 5.18 are not clear. 

However, it is important to remember that the calibrations of the neutron 

calorimeter are model dependent and therefore the distributions shown in Figure 5.18 

may not reflect the true neutron multiplicities. Furthermore, as discussed in Chapter 4, 

a scaling factor was used to normalize the observed light output to the calculated 

neutron multiplicities; this may be a source of additional error. Nevertheless, such 

errors and problems may only affect the neutron multiplicity scale and should not 

influence the simple trends observed in the data presented in the following sections. 

5.3.2 Fragment distributions gated by neutron multiplicities. 

In section 5.2.7 the change in the charge distribution of the emitted fragments as a 

function of the source velocity was examined, and a relation between the source 

velocity and the impact parameter was suggested. In order to determine if a similar 

correlation between the neutron multiplicity and the impact parameter can be 

established, we have studied the evolution of the fragment charge distribution as a 

function of the number of neutrons emitted. 
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Figure 5.20 shows exclusive fragment yields obtained for five neutron multiplicity 

Mn gates, in the 60 MeV/A Au + Cu reactions. The fragment yields from the V, Al and 

Au targets (not shown) are very similar tc those from the Cu target and therefore the 

discussion presented in this section for the Cu target applies to them as well. The range 

of the neutron multiplicity gates is written in each frame. 

In the frame associated with the lowest multiplicity (GATE 1), the charge 

distribution is characterized by a broad peak centered around Z=39 which can be 

associated with the fission of the Au-like projectiles produced in peripheral reactions. 

Furthermore ti.e distribution extends over a large range of Z values; in the case of the 

Au target a peak is observed at Z=79 that can be attributed to the elastically scattered 

Au-projectiles produced at large impact parameters. 

In GATE 2 the charge distribution changes considerably as the fission fragment 

peak is replaced by a bump. This means that the fission of the Au-like projectiles is 

becoming less important and reactions occurring at smaller impact parameters are more 

likely. In addition the tail of the charge distributions recedes to lower values of Z. 

For higher neutron multiplicities (GATEs 3,4,5) the distributions are characterized 

by a high yield of light fragments; the distributions decrease almost exponentially with 

increasing atomic number. This indicates that the production of light mass fragments 

becomes the dominant decay channel. Furthermore the tail of the charge distributions 

gradually recedes to lower values of Z with increasing neutron multiplicity. The 

correlation between the high neutron multiplicities and the low probability for heavier 

fragments suggests that, in central collisions, the Au + Al, V, Cu, Au systems may 

disintegrate preferentially into a large number of nucleons and small fragments. 

The fragment distributions gated by neutron multiplicity (see Figure 5.20) have a 

qualitative similarity with the fragment distributions gated by source velocity (see 

Figure 5.16b). For instance a peak is observed in the distributions around Z - 40 for 
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both low excitation E* energies (high source velocities Vs) and low neutron 

multiplicities Mn. This peak disappears in both types of distributions for higher E* and 

Mn. Furthermore the distributions gradually recede to lower atomic number values for 

progressivelly larger E* and Mn values. Thus low neutron multiplicities can be 

associated with low excitation energies while high neutron multiplicities arise from the 

more central collisions and are characterized by high excitation energies. 

5.3.3 Excitation Functions 

In section 5.2.5 excitation functions for the n-fold (n=2, 3, 4, and 5) events were 

constructed as a function of the excitation energy per nucleon of the source. The 

excitation energy was determined, within the incomplete fusion model, from the source 

velocity Vs by means of eqn. 5.4. However, it would be useful to have an independent 

estimate of the deposited excitation energy E*, since E* cannot be extracted precisely 

from the source velocity. In this section, excitation functions similar to those of section 

5.2.5 were constructed by gating on the neutron multiplicity Mn distribution, since the 

number of neutrons emitted in a reaction can provide a good measure for the excitation 

energy of the source. 

In Figure 5.21 the "excitation functions" for the multifold events obtained from the 

neutron multiplicity distributions are plotted as a function of Mn. The probabilities for 

the three, four, and five-fold events increase as a function of neutron multiplicity Mn, 

indicating, that for progressively larger neutron multiplicities, multibody decay 

becomes an increasingly important exit channel. 

A remarkable feature is that for all targets, these excitation functions span 

approximately the same order of magnitude in P(n). This suggests that the competition 
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between the various multifragment channels is independent of the entrance channel and 

depend relatively little on the actual nature of the target. A similar behavior was also 

observed for the excitation functions presented in section 5.2.5. 

Furthermore, the rate of multifold events increases smoothly with increasing 

neutron multiplicity without showing any discontinuity. This should be contrasted 

with several statistical multifragmentation calculations [Bo 83, Gr 87] which predict a 

sudden rise in the multibody probability. 

Finally, although these excitation functions do not exhibit the same steep rise as 

those of Fig 5.14, they do reproduce quite well the trend and magnitude of that part of 

the P(n) functions of Figure 5.14 greater than E/A>3 MeV/A. The reason for this 

difference is not clear. 

5.3.4 Excitation Energy vs Neutron Multiplicity 

In Uiis experiment the simultaneous availability of the neutron multiplicity and of 

the source velocity provided the opportunity to examine directly the relationship 

between the excitation energy of a hot source formed in a particular reaction and the 

number of neutrons emitted in that reaction. 

Figure 5.22 displays the dependence of the excitation energy E* upon the neutron 

multiplicity Mn for the heavier targets (Al, V, Cu, and Au). The excitation energy E* 

was determined from the source velocity by means of eqn. F.2. The distribution of the 

events in the E* vs Mn plane is very broad and it is difficult to discern any relationship 

between the two variables. In order to determine if a correlation exists between E* and 

Mn we have plotted in Figure 5.23, the average neutron multiplicity versus the 
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excitation energy, for the heavier targets. When plotted in this way, the data display an 

interesting dependence. 

For all targets (see Figure 5.23) the average neutron multiplicity increases initially 

as a function of energy, it reaches a saturation value and remains approximately 

constant with increasing excitation energy. This behavior can be attributed to charged 

particle emission that becomes more important with increasing excitation energy. For 

instance, it is possible that for weakly excited heavy nuclei characterized by low 

neutron multiplicities, the energy is essentially removed by neutrons. This is due to 

their low binding energy and the absence of a Coulomb barrier. It is only when 

sufficient amount of excitation energy has been stored in the system that light charged 

particle (l.c.p) emission sets in. In reference [Sch 91] the emission of light charged 

particles was determined to set in after the emission of a minimum number of neutrons 

called the neutron multiplicity threshold. Once the threshold had been reached the l.c.p 

multiplicity increased roughly linearly with the measured neutron multiplicity. 

A similar dependence of the neutron multiplicity with increasing excitation energy 

has also been observed by Knoche et. al. [Kno 92]. Figure 5.24 taken from reference 

[Kno 92] shows the neutron multiplicities for several reaction systems in the fissility 

range x=0.82-0.91 as a function of the excitation energy. For all reactions the neutron 

multiplicities increase slowly up to some saturation value. Knoche et. al. determined 

that the neutron multiplicity was not an accurate measure of E* at higher excitation 

energies because of the increasing competition of charged particle emission. 

However a striking difference between Figures 5.23 and 5.24 is the disagreement in 

excitation energy values for which the same average neutron multiplicity is observed. 

For example, while in the S + Au reaction an average multiplicity of 20 neutrons is 

observed at an energy of 600 MeV , in the 60 MeV Au-induced reactions only 5 

neutrons are observed for the same excitation energy. The reasons for this difference 
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are not clear; because of the problems associated with the calibrations the results 

presented in this section should be considered only from a qualitative perspective and 

may not be regarded as quantitatively correct. Furthermore it is encouraging to point 

out that the results presented in sections 5.3.2, 5.3.3, and 5.3.4 are qualitatively 

consistent with the results from other experimental studies [Jia 88, Mor 88, Pi 91]. 
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Chapter 6 

Discussion and Calculations 

In this chapter, possible mechanisms for multifragmentation are investigated by 

comparing some theories with the experimental data. In section 6.1, a description is 

given of the hybrid model (dynamical+statistical) used to simulate the 60 MeV/A Au-

induced reactions. Results obtained with this model are shown and are compared with 

both inclusive and exclusive experimental data. Subsequently, in section 6.2, the 

possibility of a phase transition in hot nuclei is investigated by examining the event-by-

event moments of the fragment charge distributions. Finally, in section 6.3, a 

characteristic energy dependence for the multifragment decay probabilities of the 

source is presented similar to that observed for fission probabilities at low energies. 

Such a dependence could indicate that the multifragmentation process is statistical in 

nature. 

6.1 A hybrid model approach: (dynamical + statistical) 
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As was discussed in Chapter 2, dynamical models utilizing Boltzmann-Nordheim-

Vlasov, Boltzmann-Uehling-Uhlenbeck or Landau-Vlasov equations have been widely 

used to simulate the evolution of heavy-ion collisions at intermediate energies. These 

models however have not been able so far to reproduce the distribution of fragments in 

the mass range between the projectile and target. On the other hand, statistical theories, 

which successfully describe complex fragment emission in low-energy reactions, take 

minimal account of entrance channel effects and cannot reproduce the non-equilibrium 

features of intermediate-energy collisions. In this section we attempt to describe the 

complex-fragnient production mechanism at intermediate energies with a hybrid model 

that incorporates both dynamical and statistical features [Co 92]. More specifically we 

will demonstrate that certain features of the experimental singles and coincidence 

events can be reproduced by terminating the dynamical calculation at a suitable time, 

after energy relaxation has occurred, and continuing the calculation with a compound 

nucleus decay code (GEMINI). 

6.1.1. Codes and Calculations 

The model calculations were performed in three steps. At each step a different 

computer code was used. A brief description of the codes utilized along with the 

calculations is presented below. 

Step 1: Dynamical calculations 

The early stages of the collision are simulated by solving the Landau-Vlasov(LV) 

equation, which includes the mean-field dynamics and the two-body interactions. The 

LV equation is giv^n by: 
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J d P 2 d p 3 d i i J E ^ oN N[f3f4 (i-fpa-y 

-f]f2(l-f3)(l-f4)] 5(p,+p2-p3-p4) , (6.1) 

where f is the one body Wigner function, p is the momentum of a nucleon and CNN is 

the nucleon-nucleon cross section, with an energy and angular dependence 

parametrized from experimental data [Sch 91]. The indexes 1, 2, 3, and 4 are used to 

label the quantities associated with two nucleons before and after they collide : 1 + 2 --> 

3 + 4. The mean field U includes the Coulomb interaction between protons plus a 

nuclear potential approximated by a density-dependent, Skyrme-like interaction, which 

is given by the following equation : 

U„UC(P) = A ( ^ ) + B ( ^ ) ° + C ( £ ^ E ) T Z (6.3) 

Here p, p n and p p are the local nncleon, neutron and proton densities, respectively; T Z is 

the isospin operator with tha eigenvalues +1 or -1 for neutrons or protons respectively 

[Tsa 85]. The parameters A, B, C and o" are chosen such as to reproduce nuclear matter 

saturation properties, and a compressibility coefficient of K=200 MeV [Bon 90]. 

Equation (6.1) is solved by the test particle method [Ber 84, Ber 88]. In this 

method the one-body Wigner function of a system composed of A p nucleons for the 

projectile and A,nucleons for the target is described as an ensemble of NG(A P + AJ test 

particles that hit each other with a cross section ONN/NG- To ensure a reasonable 

mapping of the phase space occupation and to avoid problems arising from numerical 

fluctuations each nucleon is represented by a large number (No = 40) of test particles. 

The Wigner function f is approximated by 
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NG(Ap + AO 
f(r,p,t) = (2j«)2 £ 6CMJ) 8(p-Pi) 

i=l 

where 6 is the Dirac delta function. In the test particle approach, f solves the BNV 

equation provided the position r; and momentum pj are the solutions of equations of 

motion for the test particles in the mean field. The test particles propagate according to 

Hamiltonian dynamics under the influence of an acceleration term generated by the 

gradient of the mean field potential obtained in a self consistent way. 

The test particles, which are generally described by the Dirac delta functions, are 

initially assigned random positions in a sharp sphere of nuclear radius R. Momentum 

is also randomly assigned to these test particles within a local sphere in momentum 

space of radius pp. The radius pp is given by pp = (3n 2p) 1 / 3 rt where p is the local 

density. Finally the momenta of the test particles in the projectile and target are boosted 

towards each other with their respective cm. momenta determined from the incident 

energy and the masses of the projectile and target. 

The dynamical code described above has beer, applied to the 60 MeV/A An + C, A3, 

V, and Cu reactions. A representative calculation is shown in Figure 6.1 for the Au + 

Cu system. The evolution of the density distribution as a function of time can be seen 

in both, the X-Y and Y-Z reaction planes for different impact parameters b. The time 

increments are in steps of 20 fm/c. 

For the carbon and aluminum targets, the BNV calculations predict that in central 

collisions the two incident nuclei form a single composite system. 'Hie formation of a 

single hot nucleus occurs for impact parameters as large as b= 5 fin in the aluminum 

case and b= 6 fin in the carbon case and is reminiscent of complete fusion observed at 

low energies. At larger iropac: parameters (b=5-7 fin), the simulations predict the 
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formation of target and projectile-li! e fragments similar to an incomplete fusion 

process. 

The LV calculations predict a substantial preequilibrium emission of nucleons. As 

an example a scatter plot of the time evolution of the Au + Al collision for b=0 as 

predicted by the LV calculations, shown in Figure 6.2, illustrates the important role 

that preequilibrium emission plays in the early stages of the reaction. Experimental 

investigations of heavy ion reactions at intermedin; energies also show that dissipative 

collisions, ranging from complete fusion/incomplete fusion to deep inelastic processes, 

are preceded by a substantia! amount of preequilibrium particle emission [Jou 91, Bor 

88, Riv 88]. As will be discussed in Step 2, the preequilibrium emission process carries 

away a substantial amount of excitation energy. 

For the heavier targets (V and Cu) the calculations predict that collisions at small 

impact parameters b=0-4 fm lead to the break up of the hot composite system. Several 

fragments (see Figure 6.1) are predicted to occur at impact parameter b=0 for both the 

vanadium and copper along with substantial preequilibrium emission. The onset of 

multifragmentation in these calculations could be due to regions of instabilities that the 

system encounters in its dynamical evolution. Such instabilities were discussed in 

Chapter 2. 

At larger impact parameters (b=5-7 fm), the simulations predict the formation of 

target and projectile-like fragments similar to an incomplete fusion process. A third 

fragment is also created in the overlap zone between the projectile and target. Finally, 

for impact parameters around 9-10 fm a dinuclear sy-.tem is formed in a way 

reminiscent of deep inelastic collisions at low incident energy. 

Preequilibrium emission of light particles accompanies these types of reaction (at 

b=5-10)as well. However the number of precquilibrium panicles emitted decreases as 

a function of increasing impact parameter. 
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Step 2: The primary fragment observable*. 

The dynamical model described above is a deterministic model, which does not 

account for all possible statistical decay channels and thus cannot correctly reproduce 

the late sages of the reaction where statistical decay is important Therefore a coupling 

at some time teq is necessary between the dynamical stage and a subsequent statistical 

de-excitation stage. This time teq that we call "equilibration time" has to be long 

enough to assure that all the pre-equilibrium processes are already finished. In order to 

determine the equilibration time, we examine the emitted nucleon mean velocity as a 

function of time. As an example, Fig. 6.3 shows the time dependence of the emitted 

nucleon mean velocity in the center of mass at impact parameter b=3 , for the 60 

MeV/A Au + C, Al, V, Cu reactions. Clearly, for all targets, the mean velocity 

decreases as a function of time up to some equilibration time teq and remains constant 

afterwards, indicating that the subsequent emission (after f tq) is not due to 

preequilibrium processes but instead arises from evaporation from an equilibrated 

source. 

For the carbon target, the equilibration time occurs around 120 fm/c while for the 

heavier targets it occurs around 130 fm/c. A similar value has been reported also by 

Jouan et al. [Jou 91], who found an equilibration time of t ~ 120 fm/c for central 

collisions. It is important to note here that by the teq time, a great portion of the 

excitation energy has been carried away by the emitted preequilibrium nucleons. Fc: 

example, in the carbon case, the excitation energy lost due to preequilibrium emission is 

almost 350 MeV by teq =120 fm/c (and b=0); this should be compared with the total 

available energy in the center of mass at t=0 fm/c which is about 700 MeV. 

Furthermore, the excitation energy per nucleon of the composite system decreases from 

E/A = 3.6 MeV at t=0 fm/c to E/A= 1.6 MeV at t=120 fm/c. For the copper target the 
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total available excitation energy is about 2850 MeV at b=0 fm and t=0 fm/c. At t=130 

fm/c however, the excitation energy has been reduced by approximately 50% due to a 

strong preequilibrium emission. A significant decrease in E/A as a function of time is 

observed for this target as well. 

Once the equilibration time has been determined, the next step is to define the 

primary fragments. Since it is desirable to define the primary fragments in a consistent 

way, a clustering procedurefBo 90a] is used to calculate, for each impact parameter, 

the primary fragment observables: charge, excitation energy, mass, velocity, angle, and 

angular momentum. In this procedure two test particles i and j belong to the same 

cluster if they are sufficiently connected in r space, that is : 

I r; - rj I < D (6.4) 

where D is set to the minimum value that reproduces the mass of the target and 

projectile at t = 0 (D=1.5 fin). The intrinsic angular momentum is calculated from I =1 

ri x pi in the cluster center of mass. The excitation energy is computed as 

E* = Ekin + Enmf + Ecoul - E g s , (6.5) 

where Ey,, is the total kinetic energy, E n mf is the nuclear mean field energy, Ecui is the 

Coulomb energy and E g s is the ground state total energy calculated from the static 

solution used as initial condition for the BNV equation. As a representative example, 

Table 6.1 lists the values for the observables (mass, charge,...) of the primary fragments, 

determined with the above procedure in the Au + Cu reactions, at different impact 

parameters. 
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Step 3: Statistical calculations. 

The final step in the calculations was to use the values of the observables (mass, 

charge,...) of the primary fragments as inputs to the statistical code GEMINI. 

GEMINI is a statistical decay code that considers all decay channels from light-

particle emission to symmetric fission. It follows the de-excitation chains of individual 

nuclei through sequential binary decays until the resulting products are unable to 

undergo further decay. Details of the code are given in Appendix 2. 

b(fm) A Z E*(MeV) 1(h) Vs(l/c) 

62 27 151.0 6 0.27 
50 22 93.5 7 0.27 
44 20 84.8 5 0.27 
17 7 21.3 2 0.27 
14 6 2.7 2 0.27 
55 24 132.5 7 0.29 
46 20 126.0 4 0.26 
38 17 20.1 3 0.27 
31 13 118.5 5 0.27 
21 9 57.1 6 0.27 
87 38 189.0 13 0.29 
35 16 83.3 6 0.24 
28 12 120.5 8 0.25 
20 8 68.8 6 0.24 
17 8 5.0 1 0.27 
125 54 363.1 25 0.30 
29 12 79.0 6 0.25 
24 10 78.8 1 0.23 
22 10 13.0 3 0.27 
144 62 405.1 44 0.30 
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36 16 189.6 11 0.22 
26 11 124.0 5 0.22 

5 179 77 505.6 107 0.31 
28 12 150.7 11 0.15 

6 174 75 404.5 90 0.31 
7 178 76 357.5 99 0.32 
g 176 75 158.0 73 0.34 
9 179 75 77.0 68 0.35 

Table 6.1. Mass, charge, excitation energy, angular momentum and velocity of the 

complex fragments at the equilibration time, for different impact parameters, for the 

reaction Au + Cu at 60 MeV/A. 

6.1.2) Comparisons with experimental data 

a) Comparison with inclusive data. 

The inclusive complex fragment cross sections for the 60 MeV/A Au + C, Al, V and 

Cu reactions, calculated with the LV+GEMINI codes, aie shown in Figure 6.4. In the 

case of the carbon target, the inverted U-shape distribution is reproduced by the 

calculations. The predicted cross sections increase as a function of atomic number, 

peak around Z=40, and then decrease; a similar pattern is observed in the experimental 

measurements. In addition, the calculations predict quite well the cross section values 

for fragments around Z=40 (symmetric fission events), while for fragments produced in 

binary decays far from symmetry the experimental and calculated points can differ by 

as much as a factor of 3. 
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For the AI target, the LV+GEMINI calculations predict the experimentally 

determined cross sections within an order of magnitude. However strong disagreement 

in the shape of the charge distribution is observed over almost the entire range of 

atomic numbers. For instance, while the calculations predict a drop in the cross section 

for the lower Zs (10 < Z <20) the experimental distribution increases for the lower Z 

values. A possible explanation for this discrepancy is the fact that the LV calculations 

do not predict multifragmentation at small impact parameters for this target; instead 

complete fusion is predicted for the most central impact parameters. On the other hand 

the experimental data (coincidence n-fold events, n=2,3,4,5) demonstrates that the Au + 

Al reactions can lead to the production of several fragments (mulnfragmentarion) in the 

exit channel. 

For the heavier targets, the calculations (see Figure 6.4) reproduce reasonably well 

the shape of the charge distributions. Furthermore the calculations reproduce within a 

factor of 2 the magnitude of the experimental cross-sections over a large range of 

atomic numbers. The reasonable agreement between the calculated and experimental 

charge distributions can be attributed to the fact that the LV calculations do predict 

multifragmentation for the 60 MeV/A Au + V, and Cu reactions. 

Finally, the predicted cross sections do not depend strongly on the choice of the 

relaxation time. For instance, an increase of 20 fm/c in the relaxation time lowers the 

predicted cross sections at most by about 50%. Thus, the overall agreement observed 

for all targets between the simulation and the data, indicates that this approach (LV + 

GEMINI) describes correctly certain features of the mechanism responsible for the 

production of complex fragments. 

b) Comparison with exclusive data 

VsandZmi Distributions 
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The (LV + GEMINI) model was utilized also to predict the source-velocity V s and 

total-charge Ztot distributions of the 2,3,4, and 5-fold events. The predictions were then 

compared with the experimental data. In this section, however, comparisons will be 

presented only for the Cu target for the following reasons: 1) In the case of the carbon 

no multifragmentation occurs. Although the calculations reproduce quite well the V s 

and ZUH distributions of the 2-fold events, these events arise from the binary fission of 

the Au target, which is a well understood mechanism and is of little interest. 2) For the 

aluminum case the model calculations did not predict multifragmentation and therefore 

it was not possible to compare distributions arising from the higher n-fold events. 3) 

Finally, the results from the vanadium target are qualitatively similar to those from the 

copper and thus there is no need to report them here. 

In order to account for the detector efficiency, the simulated events were filtered 

through a software replica of the detector. The simul?ted replica of the detection system 

accounted not only for fragments that hit the dead areas between the telescopes but also 

for high-velocity fragments that punched through the 5 mm Si detectors. Furthermore 

each event was constructed by including only fragments with Z > 5 (in both calculations 

and experiment). The experimental total-charge and source-velocity distributions for 

the Au + Cu reactions along with the quantities obtained from the calculations after 

filtering them through a software replica of our detector, are shown in Fig. 6.5. 

For the 2-fold events, the calculation reproduces the peak position of the Ztot 

distribution, while the tail at low Ztot values is underestimated. For the higher n-fold 

events (n=3,4, and 5) the calculation overpredicts the peak positions. The shift observed 

in the Ztot peak position may be due to an underestimate of the excitation energy 

deposited in the primary frai»ments. Furthermore the widths of the Ztot distributions are 

underestimated. However, the calculations do predict the overall trend observed in the 
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experimental distributions; i.e. the widths of the calculated distributions decrease 

progressively for higher n-fold events. 

The source-velocity distributions for the 2,3,4, and 5-fold events are plotted in the 

left hand column of Figure 6.5. They were obtained with the relation \j=L m\ Vi IL irij, 

where mi and v; are the masses and velocities of the fragments of die detected or filtered 

events. In the case of die 2-fold events the predicted source velocity distribution is in 

excellent agreement with the experimental data. The calculations predict remarkably 

well not only the value of the peak position but also the overall shape of the 

distribution. On the other hand, for the higher n-fold events the values of the peak 

positions of the Vs distributions are substantially underpredicted. In addition the widths 

of the Vs distributions are also underestimated. 

Charge correlations 

In reference [Kre 92] multifragment emission in the 600 MeV/A Au + Al, V, and 

Cu reactions was studied by examining a set of observables as a function of the total 

charge Z^^. Calculations from several models were compared to the experimental data 

by utilizing this set of observables that included: the average charge of the largest 

fragment <Zmax>, the average IMF (intermediate mass fragment) multiplicity 

<MlMF>, the average value of the relative asymmetry between the two largest 

fragments < Ai> and the average three body asymmetry < A3>. The results obtained 

by the models differed significantly from each other, establishing that such observables 

are sensitive to how the available phase space is populated and can be used to 

discriminate between models that have different treatments of nuclear disassembly. For 

instance, the sequential statistical model GEMINI predicted decays that were too 

asymmetric compared to the data, while the simultaneous statistical model predicted 

decays that were too symmetric. On the other hand a percolation model, which was 
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adjusted to reproduce the mean multiplicity of the fragments and the size of Zmax 

predicted correctly the remaining dependences. 

Motivated by the work of Kreutz et. al. [Kre 92] we have utilized the same 

observables in order to compare our model calculations with the experimental data from 

the 60 MeV Au + Cu reaction. All calculations (LV + GEMINI) presented in this 

section have been filtered through a software replica of the detector. 

Average charge of the largest fragment <Zmax> versus Ztat 

In figure 6.6 the average charge < Z m a x > of the largest fragment is plotted as a 

function of the total charge Z t ot . A strong dependence is observed between the two 

variables; the average charge <Zmax> of the largest fragment increases linearly with 

increasing total charge Zt0t- Excellent agreement is obtained between the experimental 

points and the calculation over the entire range of Ztot. 

A verage multiplicity of intermediate mass fragments <Mjmf> versus Ztot 

In Figure 6.7 the average multiplicity of intermediate mass fragments(imf, 5<Z<40) 

<Mjmf> obtained in the 60 MeV/A Au + Cu reactions is plotted as a function of the 

total charge. The average multiplicity <Mimf> increases smoothly with increasing 

Ztot, peaks at about Ztot=55 and then drops off. A similar behavior is predicted by the 

model calculations. However the calculated values are slightly higher(by about 10%) 

than the values determined from the experiment. 

Average relative asymmetry between the two largest fragments <A2> versus Z[0l 

In Figure 6.8 the average relative asymmetry <A2> between the two largest 

fragments Zj and Zj (Z]>Zz) determined from the experimental coincidence data is 
7 -7 

plotted as a function of Ztot. A2 is defined as A2=~ £2 and >s close to 0 for 

symmetric fragments while it reaches its upper limit of 1 for very asymmetric 
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fragments. The average relative asymmetry increases smoothly as a function of the 

total charge Zuui peaks around Zuxai = 55 and then drops off again. One of the reasons 

we do not observe large values of A2 may be the absence of fragments with Z< 5 from 

both the experimental data and the calculations. The BNV+ GEMINI model prediction 

is in good agreement the data especially at low Ztot values. Furthermorethe model 

calculation reproduces remarkably well the overall trend of the data points . The 

predicted average relative asymmetry <A2> increases smoothly at low Ztot values, 

peaks around 55 and then drops off again. 

Average three body asymmetry <Aj> versus Zlot 

Finally the model predictions and the data were compared by examining the three 

body asymmetry A3 which is defined as 

((Zi- <Z» 2+ (Z2- <Z>)2+ (Z3- <Z» 2) 1/2 Z1+Z2+ Z 3 _, 
A3= — 6 I / 2<Z> where <Z>= u—j . The 

quantity A3 has a maximum value near one for events characterized by a heavy residue 

along with two small fragments and has a value of zero when the three fragments are of 

equal size. 

The average three body asymmetry <A3> determined from the experimental 

coincidence data is plotted in Figure 6.9 and shows a smooth increase as a function of 

Ztot. One of the reasons we do not observe large values of A3 may be due to the 

absence of fragments with Z< 5. The calculations predict quite well the overall trend of 

the data and are in excellent agreement with the experiment at low Ztot values. 

However a small deviation for values of Ztot larger than 40 is observed. 

In summary we have attempted to reproduce the non-equilibrium and equilibrium 

features of complex fragment emission in intermediate energy heavy ion reactions by 

coupling a kinetic description of the dynamical stage of the collision with a subsequent 
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statistical decay of the primary sources. The overall agreement obtained between the 

simulation and the experimental data indicates that such a dynamical-statistical 

coupling may be a useful tool for the understanding of the complex fragment 

production mechanisms. 

An alternative way however, of studying the mechanisms responsible for the 

emission of multifragments would be to examine the data themselves in order to see 

whether they contain signatures that may be brought forth without the help or 

impediment, of any given model. In the following section possible signatures of a 

phase transition are presented by utilizing the moments of the charge distribution. 

6.2 Phase Transition? 

Early attempts to identify the origin of multifragmentation have relied mainly on 

information arising from the experimentally determined inclusive fragment 

distributions. For instance the observation [Fin 82], made nearly one decade ago, that 

the fragment distribution measured in high-energy proton-induced reactions followed a 

power law (~ A~T) was taken as an indication of the existence of a liquid-gas phase 

transition in finite nuclei. Since then, a similar dependence has been observed in a large 

number of studies and it has become common [Tra 92 and references therein] to fit a 

power-law function A"T to the inclusive light charge or mass(2<Z<12) yield 

distributions in order to obtain the critical exponent t. Figure 6.10, is a compilation 

(taken from [Tra 92]) of power law parameters T, for a great variety of target-projectile 

combinations, extracted by fitting inclusive cross sections. 

The predicted power law dependence (~ A -1) applies to fragment distributions 

arising only from events at the critical point. In the above studies, the parameter T was 
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extracted by fitting inclusive charge distributions that include fragments originating 

from events at the critical point as well as away from the critical point This calls into 

question the applicability of the procedure utilized in the above studies to extract t. In 

order to avoid this difficulty we followed a different approach [Ca 88]; the critical 

exponent x was extracted from the coincidence data by utilizing the moments of the 

experimental charge distribution. Before presenting the results, it may be useful to give 

a brief discussion of how the critical exponent x is related to the moments of the charge 

distribution. 

6.2.1 Moment Analysis 

As was described in chapter 2, certain theories, such as percolation and chemical 

equilibrium, predict for infinite systems near the the critical point the production of 

clusters whose size distribution N is given [Sta 71, Sta 85, Her 82] by the general 

form: 

NKs^-s-^fCES0) , (6.6) 

where s is the size of the clusters, x and a are two critical exponents and £ is a variable 

i'lat characterizes the state of the system. In thermal phase transitions e =T-TC where Tc 

is the critical temperature, while in percolation theory £=p- p c and p c is the critical 

fraction of active bonds or occupied states. f(£ s°) is a scaling function that decays 

exponentially for large values of l£ I and is equal to 1 when £=0; therefore when the 

system is at criticality (£=0) equation 6.6 reduces to a power law. 

The k-th moment of the fragment size distribution N(s,£) is given [Sta 85] by the 

following equation 
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M k=Xs kN(s^) , (6.7) 
s=l 

where s is the size of the fragments and the summation runs over all finite size 

fragments. By utilizing equation (6.6), equation (6.7) becomes 

Mk ~ S sk s - T f(e s°) 

~ J sk s" T f(es°) ds 

~ e(*-i-k)/o J z*-* f(z)dz 

~ e et-i-W/o , (6.8) 

where we have replaced the summation with an integration over s and have used z= es°. 
(The integral over z runs from 0 to °° and therefore J z k " T f( z) dz is a constant. For 

instance in the case of the Fisher droplet modelfFis 67] f(z) is assumed to be f(z) ~ s" T 

exp(-const • z ) and the integral is then just proportional to die gamma function T(k-

T+U) Equation 6.8 relates the values of the critical exponents a and T to the moments 

of die charge distribution. Therefore it may be possible to extract the critical exponent x 

from the moments Mk of the experimental charge distributions. 

The experimental charge distribution however, is associated with events that are 

characterized by a range of e values. On the other hand the moments in equation 6.7 

were defined by using a distribution N(s,e) which is characterized by one (constant) 

value of e. Therefore equation 6.7 cannot be applied direcdy to the data since £ is not a 

measurable quantity. In order to avoid this difficulty, the moments of the fragment-

size distribution were determined on an event by event basis as proposed by Campi 

[Cam 86, Cam 881. Every event i can be associated to a quantity t \ which is defined 

as 
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MJ. = £ s k m*(s) , (6.10) 
s 

where m'(s)= 0,1,2... is the number of fragments of size s that appear in the event i. 

Here the sum runs over all fragments , except the heaviest one produced in the event. 

The largest fragment is excluded in analogy with the infinite percolating cluster in the 

percolation case and the condensate in the case of a liquid-gas phase transition (see 

Chapter 2). In the limit of a large number of events, all of which are characterized by 

the same e, the average value of N^ should approach the actual value of Mjj of the 

distribution N(s,e). 

The advantage of utilizing equation 6.10 is that M). can be computed for an event i 

without the knowledge of e for this event. 

I11M3 vs I11M7. 

The second and third moments were determined by means of eqn. 6.10 for each of 

the n-fold (n = 3,4,5) events produced in the 60 MeV/A Au + Cu reactions. In order to 

reduce the contamination arising from incompletely detected events only events with 

Ztot > 35 were considered. 

From equation 6.8 we see that the points Q^, M2) should fall on a straight line in 

a plot of lnM2 vs. lnM3. The value of the critical exponent T can then be determined 

from the slope \l of the line, which is given by 

d(lnM3) 
^~d(lnM 2) 

((T-l-3)/od(lne)) 
_((x-l-2)/ad(lne)) 
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Figure 6.11 shows the dependence between lnM^ ».r.d I11M3; a strong linear 

correlation is observed between the two quantities. The linear distribution of the events 

in the lnM 2 vs lnM 3 plane can be associated with an average line whose slope has a 

value n= 1.76 ± 0.15. By inserting this value in equation (6.9) the critical exponent x is 

found to be equal to 1.7± 0.1. This value is close to the x-parameter values that have 

been extracted by fitting the inclusive light fragment distributions with a power law 

function (see Figure 6.11). For comparison we mention that the value x in a liquid-gas-

type phase transition is predicted 10 be x= 2.5, while in percolation, theory it is ^ .aid 

to be x= 2.2 [Cam 86]. 

However, further investigation has shown that the strong linear correla-ion 

observed in Figure 6.11 is not only characteristic of a power law distribution, but can 

arise from other distributions as well. For instance Figure 6.12 shows the coincidence 

charge distribution from which the moments M2 and M3 were determined. The 

coincidence charge distribution is not characterized by a power law form, although a 

best fit through the points with a power law function gives x=1.7, This limitation calls 

into question the approach of extracting information from a plot of lnM2 vs lnM3. 

lnfZmaxJvslntMz/Mi) 

The critical behavior of nuclei can be investigated further by examining the 

correlation between the heaviest fragment Znux and ln(M2/Mi). In this case one expects 

to see a two-branch feature [Cam 88, Jaq 91] which is believed to reflect the occurrence 

of a liquid-s;as phase transition in nuclear matter. This feature is characterized by an 

upper branch with a negative slope and a lower branch with a positivt slope. The upper 

branch is associated with subcrilical events; that is events with temperature T less man 

the critical temperature T. On the other hand the lower branch corresponds to events 
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with temperature T greater than the critical temperature Tc; these events are called 

supercritical everts. The two branches are expected to meet at the critical point 

In the upper- leftmost portion of Figure 6.13 a contour plot of 1H(ZIIMX) versus 

ln(M;2/Mj) is shown for Au+ Cu at 60 MeV/A. The distribution of the events populates 

a large portion of the available phase space and the correlation is very broad. Similar 

correlations have been observed in References (Kre 92, Jak 90]. The lack of a strong 

correlation is due to the large fluctuations of Zmax in the finite system (Au + Cu). 

Nevertheless, by utilizing the average of ln(M2/Mi) two correlated branches can be 

roughly obtained. Figure 6.14 shows InCZnux) as a function of <ln(Mj/Mi)> were the 

two branches are clearly visible. In determining the averages < ln(M2/Mj) >, events 

arising from symmetric fission were not included; these events are well separated from 

the two branches and are marked by large values of lnCZm,*) and ln(M2/Mi). The need 

to remove such events before calculating these averages has been emphasized by 

Jaqaman and Gross[ Jaq 91 j . Jaqaman et. al. suggest that in order to compare the phase 

transition in the nuclear case with the liquid-gas or percolation phase transition, it is 

important that the fission events are excluded from the analysis. However such an 

approach is not justified since the 2, 3, 4 and 5-fold events may arise from similar 

mechanisms. Therefore it would be more fitting to include the fission events in the 

analysis. 

Figure 6.13 shows the evolution of all the events in the IntZmax) - ln(M2/Mi) plane, 

including the fission events, as a function of excitation energy. The numbers in each of 

the subplots represent the average excitation energy per nucleon of the events. The 

excitation energy was calculated from the source velocity by means of equation 5.6 (see 

section 5.2.5). At very low energies (1 MeV/A) only the upper branch associated with 

the subcritical events is populated. The high intensity of contour lines around the point 

(3.5, 3.7) can be associated with events arising from the fission of the Au-like 
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projectiles produced in peripheral collisions. As the excitation energy per nucleoli 

increases(5-7 MeV/A) the events fill up i < whole available area and a smooth 

transition is observed between the two branches. At high excitation energies(9 MeV/A) 

only the lower branch associated with supercritical events is populated; these events 

are chawcterized by small values of Zmax. This evolution may indicate the presence 

of a phase transition in multifragmentanon. 

<fc> VS Zto, 

Information regarding the "phase transition" of nuclear matter can be obtained also 

by examining the following combination of moments[Cam 88] 

M2X Mp 
M i 2 72= tt.2 • ( 6- I 2> 

which can be re-expressed in terms of the normalized charge variance 

Y 2 = ^ i +1 , (6.13) "<Z>2 

where a is the variance of the charge distribution within the event and <Z> is the 

average charge of the event. When all the charges in the event are of the same size, 

then 72 reaches its lower limit of 1. This limit is approached for three types of events: 

a) those with light evaporated fragments, b) symmetric fission of Au-like projectile, and 

c) total disassembly of the system. A large value of 72 means that the fragments of the 

event are quite different in size. 

Although in percolation theory 72 diverges for infinite systems at the critical point, 

in finite systems it is predicted to show a smooth peak. In Figure 6.15 we have plotted 

<72> versus Ziot for the 60 MeV/A Au + Cu reactions. A peak is observed in the 

experimentally determined <72> distribution; this may be an indication of a phase 
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transition. A similar behavior has been observed in References [Kr92, Jak90J. The 

height of the distribution is reduced primarily by the large number of two-fold events 

(since they have a value of Y2=l) and by our experimental threshold Z>5. As for the 

calculated values (from LV + GEMINI) they show no strong indication of a peak. 

In summary we have searched for possible signals of a phase transition by 

examining various combinations of the conditional moments of the charge distribution 

arising from the coincidence events. The overall event-by-event moment analysis 

suggests that the hot nuclear systems formed in the 60 MeV Au-induced reactions may 

break up into 3,4 and 5 fold events by undergoing a phase transition. 

6.3 Statistical Multifragmentation ? 

In reference [Mor 69] the statistical nature of the rise of the fission probability P 

with excitation energy E has been demonstrated [Mor 69] by the presence of a linear 

dependence between the variables ln(P) and E' 1 ' 2 . In this section we apply a similar 

approach to intermediate-energy heavy-ion reactions in order to demonstrate the 

statistical nature of the multifragmentation branching ratios. 

6.3.1) The method 

As was discussed in Chapter 2, the binary decay of a nucleus is determined by a 

barrier associated with a saddle point in the nuclear potential energy surface of the 

nucleus. Let us assume that a similar barrier exists for higher-order decays and let B2, 

B3,... B n be the average barriers associated with binary, ternary, and n-body decays. 

There might exist a class of barriers such that all the binary configurations would have 
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tamers closer to each other than to those of the ternary configurations, and so on. 

Then, the decay probability for each exit channel is given by 

Pn^-pCE-BJ, (6.14) 

where p(E - Bn) is the level density of the system at an excitation energy equal to the 

available energy E minus the barrier B n . For a Fermi gas level density equation 6.14 

becomes 

P „ ( E ) ~ e 2 V ; i ^ (6.15) 

where a is the level density parameter. When the available energy E is much greater 

than the barrier B„ the Taylor expansion of (E - Bn)- , / 2 in powers of Bn can be utilized, 

and one obtains from eqn 6.15: 

P„(E) ~ e2^t-B„-4m> <* e-Bnn- (6.! 6) 

By constructing the ratio of the n-fold events to the binary events we obtain 

ln(Pn/P2) ~ -Va/E(Bn-B2) . (6.17) 

This suggests that a plot of 

ln(P„/P2) vs. E->« (6.18) 

should give a straight a line. 
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tn reference [Mor 69] this dependence was empirically confirmed for the overall 

fission probabilities in the Pb region and was then used to prove that the sharp rise of 

the fUsion cross section in e* induced reactions of similar nuclei is also of a statistical 

nature. Figure 6.16a shows the total fission probability as a function of B-lf2 for three 

a-induced reactions : ^PbCHcf), 1 9 7Au( 4He,f) and 1 8 4W( 4He,f). For all reactions a 

linear dependence is observed. The slopes of the lines can be associated quantitatively 

with the known fission barriers. In figure 6.16b a similar plot is shown for the 

photofission cross-sections of 2 0 6 Bi , 2 0 8 P b , 1 7 4 Yb, and 154Sm obtained by the unfolding 

of the respective electron-induced fission cross sections from the virtual photon spectra. 

The linear distribution of the points and the close relation of the slopes with the fission 

barriers, confirmed that the rise of the photofission cross section with increasing photon 

energy is a statistical effect determined from the phase space associated with the 

competing decay channels. 

In this section we apply a similar approach to the 60 MeV/A Au + Al, V, and Cu 

reactions in order to determine if the nature of the multifragmentation branching ratios 

can be characterized as statistical. 

6.3.2) Results 

To determine whether a linear dependence exists in the data we have plotted in 

Figure 6.17, for the 60 MeV/A Au + Al, V, and Cu reactions, the natural logarithm of 

the corrected probabilities P(n)/P(2) (n=3,4,5) as a function of E I / 2 , where E is the 

excitation energy of the decaying source. The memod used to obtain the corrected 

probabilities is model dependent and was outlined in Chapter 5 (section 5.2.6). In 

Chapter 5 it was also emphasized that it was necessary to gate on the Ztot (Ztot > 35) of 

each event in order to reduce the contamination arising from incomplete events. 
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However since the probabilities are corrected for detection efficiency, no such gate was 

required. 

An interesting feature is that the data from all reactions fall on the same curves. 

This indicates, that once the multifragmentation source is characterized in terms of the 

kinematically determined excitation energy, the branching ratios for the various 

multifragment channels are independent of the specific reaction that has produced the 

source. This decoupling between the entrance and exit channel suggests that the 

dynamics of the reaction may be limited to the formation of a source of a given mass, 

energy and angular momentum through a mechanism similar to incomplete fusion. 

Once this source is formed, its decay is independent of its mode of formation. 

Furthermore Figure 6.17 shows that the points for all three types of decay(3, 4, and 

5-body decays) fall on straight lines, suggesting that the branching ratios between the 

various multifragmentation channels may be controlled by the available phase space. 

Finally, for completeness we mention that the above method does not discriminate 

between prompt and sequential statistical decay. For instance, if the system undergoes 

sequential decay with probabilities that are much smaller than 1 then the probability to 

obtain n fragments is given by: 

Pn(E)« K(n)e-V T > e ^ 7 * - - K ( n ) e - ( b " * b * ~ ) / T ~ K ( n ) e " B " / T 

« K(n) e-B»'vta'E>" (6.19) 

where bi, b2, b3,...bn are the barriers for the successive binary decays, K(n) is a 

combinatorial factor and B„ = bj + bj + From this last relation (6.19), we see 

that even for multiple sequential binary decay we expect a linear dependence of In P n 

versus E 1 ' 2 . Therefore the observed linear dependence does not distinguish between 
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simultaneous and sequendal statistical decay. But since the barrier Bn can be obtained 

from die slope of the straight line, which is given by 

^ ( l n ^ ) = -Va"(B„-B 2) (6-20) 

and B n could be very differenr for simultaneous and sequential decay, further work 

widi both die data and die models might lead to a differentiation between die two decay 

mechanisms. 
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Chapter 7 

Conclusion 

The goal of this thesis was to study the emission of complex fragments in the 60 

MeV/A Au + C, Al, V, Cu and Au reactions. In this section we summarize the results 

of this work and present our conclusions. 

60MeV/Ai!"Au + i2C 

In the 60 MeV/A Au + C reactions, the complex fragments are produced mainly in 

highly equilibrated binary processes; in particular, they arise from the compound binary 

decay of Au-like nuclei. Although the complex fragments may be emitted from a range 

of sources formed in incomplete fusion processes, the small size of the carbon target 

limits the range of mass transfers that can occur from the target to the projectile. 

Therefore the sources that can be formed in the Au + C reactions are very similar in 

size with the Au-like projectile. 

The relaxed nature of the decay process has been determined from the angular 

distributions and emission velocities of the fragments. The fragment angular 

distributions are flat (do"/d6 =const.) over a large range of atomic numbers, and 
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demonstrate the complete relaxation of the angular degrees freedom. The fragment 

emission velocities are consistent with the Coulomb repulsion in a binary decay. 

The binary nature of the decay process has been illustrated by the well defined 

Coulomb rings and by the 2-fold coincidence events (Zl + Z2) which sum up to values 

around the atomic number (Z = 79) of Au. Furthermore the shape of the charge 

distribution is consistent with fission from a compound system above the Businaro-

Gallone point. 

Higher n-fold events (n=3, and 4) have also been observed but are less than 2% of 

the total coincidence events. This is because the small mass of the carbon limits the 

range of mass transfers that can occur from the target to the projectile and therefore also 

limits the formation of highly excited nuclear systems that would ultimately decay by 

multi fragmentation. 

60 MeV/A i»7Au + 2 7 Al, siV, «a Cu, and 1 9 7 Au 

In the 60 MeV/A 1 9 7 A u + 2 7 Al, 5 1 V , « Cu, and 1 9 7 Au reactions, complex 

fragments are produced not only in binary processes, but also in multifragmemation. 

This is because the larger range of mass transfers available from the heavier targets 

gives rise to a larger range of excitation energies that favor multifragmentation relative 

to binary decay. 

Although significant multifragmentation decay leads to a filling-in of the Coulomb 

rings, the flat isotropic angular distributions of the fragments along with their Coulomb 

like emission velocities suggest the presence of a strong compound binary component 

in the inclusive data. This component is associated with the compound nucleus decay 

of Au-like projectiles generated in peripheral collisions and dominates the singles cross-

sections. 
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For these targets, the shape of the charge distributions cannot be associated 

completely with statistical emission from systems eidier above or below the Businaro 

Gallone point. Although most of the fragments produced in these reactions are 

attributed to the decay of Au-Iike sources produced in peripheral reactions, a significant 

yield of lighter fragments (Z < 25) is due to multibody decay. The yield of lighter 

fragments is comparable in magnitude to the fission fragment yields(Z ~ 40), and 

increases as a function of the mass of the target; due to the large available center of 

mass energy, multifragmentation becomes increasingly important for the more 

symmetric entrance channels. 

In order to untangle the various decay processes we have used the source velocity 

Vs as a measure of the excitation energy E*. The excitation energy E* was calculated 

from the source velocity within the incomplete fusion picture. High source velocities 

and low excitation energies are associated with peripheral reactions and lead 

predominantly to the binary decay of Au-like projectiles. As we progressively move to 

lower source velocities, the characteristic binary signature disappears, and the highly 

excited nuclear systems disintegrates preferentially into several small fragments. 

Excitation functions for the multifrigment events were constructed over a large 

range of excitation energies and for all targets. The excitation functions increase 

substantially with excitation energy E*. Furthermore the data from all reactions fall on 

the same curves. This indicates that the dynamics of the reaction may be limited to the 

formation of a source through a mechanism similar to incomplete fusion. 

Neutron Calorimeter 

The neutron multiplicity is utilized in the present experiment as an independent 

measure of the deposited excitation energy; low neutron multiplicities are associated 

with low excitation energies generated in peripheral reactions, while high neutron 
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multiplicities arise from the more central collisions and are characterized by high 

excitation energies. Furthermore, massive fragments are unlikely to survive the most 

dissipitaove, central collisions selected by high neutron multiplicity gates. Instead, for 

these events the nuclear system is observed to disassemble in small fragments and a 

huge number of light particles. 

An interesting dependence between the average neutron multiplicity <Mn> and the 

excitation energy E* of the decaying system was also determined by examining directly 

the relationship between E* and Mn. For all targets the average neutron multiplicity 

increases initially as a function of energy, it reaches a saturation value and remains 

approximately constant with increasing excitation energy. This behavior can be 

attributed to charged particle emission that becomes increasingly important with 

increasing excitation energy. Therefore the neutron multiplicity may not be an accurate 

measure of E* at high excitation energies because of the increasing competition of 

charged particle emission. 

Landau-Vlasov + Gemini Calculations 

In an attempt to reproduce the 60 MeV Au-induced reactions we have coupled a 

kinetic description of the dynamical stage of the collision with a subsequent statistical 

decay of the primary sources. The dynamical evolution of the Au + C, Al, V, and Cu 

reactions at 60 MeV/A is simulated by solving the BNV equation up to a time teq. This 

time tcq that we call "equilibration time" must be long enough to assure that all the pre-

equilibrium processes are already finished. At teq a clustering procedure is used to 

determine, for each impact parameter, the primary fragment mass, charge, velocity, 

angle, exitation energy and angular momentum. The final step in the calculations is to 

use the values of the mass, charge,... of the primary fragments as inputs to the 

statistical code GEMINI. 
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The calculations predict reasonably well certain features of the inclusive and 

exclusive data. For instance the shape of the inclusive charge distributions from the Au 

+ C, V, and Cu reactions is well reproduced. Furthermore the calculations predict 

within a factor of 2 the magnitude of the experimental cross-sections over a large range 

of atomic numbers. However, for the Al target, strong disagreement in the shape of the 

charge distribution is observed over almost the entire range of atomic numbers. 

Comparisons with the coincidence data, show that the V s and Ziota] distributions 

of the two-fold events are well reproduced; however the calculations do not adequately 

predict the V s and Ztotal distributions of the 3-, 4-, and 5-fold events. Furthermore, 

reasonable agreement between the calculations and the data is obtained for a set of 

observables. These observables have been successfully used in other studies to 

discriminate between models of nuclear disassembly and include: the average charge of 

the largest fragment <Zmax>, the average IMF (intermediate mass fragment) 

multiplicity <MJMF>> the average value of the relative asymmetry between the two 

largest fragments < A2> and the average three body asymmetry < A$>. 

The overall agreement obtained between the simulation and the experimental data 

suggests that such a dynamical-statistical coupling may be a powerful tool for the 

understanding of multifragmentation. 

Phase Transition 

The possibility thai the system undergoes a phase transition (percolation-like or 

liquid vapor-like) has been investigated by examining observables that behave 

qualitatively differently whether a phase transition is present or not. These observables 

were constructed from the event-by-event moments . the fragment charge 

distributions. 
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This analysis shows that the correlation between ln(Z m a l ) and <ln(M2/M])> is 

characterized by two clear branches that can be used to classify events as sub- and 

super-critical events. The evolution of the experimental events in the InCZm )̂ -

ln(M2/Mi) plane as a function of excitation energy shows a changing population of 

sub- to super-critical events that is consistent with a per x>lation-like critical behavior. 

Furthermore a peak is observed in the experimentally determined <y2> distribution that 

may be taken as an indication of a phase transition. 

The overall event by event moment analysis suggests that the hot nuclear systems 

formed in the 60 MeV Au-induced reactions may break up into 3,4 and 5 fold events 

by undergoing a phase transition. 

Statistical Multifragmentation 

The possibility that the break-up of the system into several fragments may be 

determined by some kind of a barrier was also examined. We searched for statistical 

effects by utilizing a generic attribute of statistical decay that has been verified with 

well understood fission reactions. In low-energy reactions the statistical nature of the 

rise of the fission probability P with excitation energy E has been determined by the 

presence of a characteristic energy dependence. A similar approach was applied to the 

3-,4-,and 5-fold events from the 60 MeV/A Au + Al, V, and Cu reactions. 

The points for all three types of decay(3-, 4-, and 5-body decays) fall on straight 

lines, demonstrating the statistical nature of the multifragment branching ratios. The 

qualitative features of the excitation functions do not permit distinguishing between a 

sequential or simultaneous decay mechanism, but the quantitative features may contain 

relevant information in this regard. 
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Appendix 1 

The fission decay width is calculated according to the Bohr-Wheeler formalism 

which makes use jf the transition state method. The fission decay width is given by: 

E-Bf 
r f = ~27ti(E) fp*(E-Br-e)de , (Al.l) 

where p(E) and p*(E - Bf - £) are the level densities of the compound nucleus and of 

the fission saddle point; e is the kinetic energy along the fission mode and Bjis the 

fission barrier. 1 he transition-state model of complex fragment emission, as developed 

by Moretto, generalizes the Bohr-Wheeler formalism by extending the saddle point to a 

ridge line of Z-dependent conditional saddles by utilizing the charge-asymmetry 

coordinate ZaSy=Z / Z t o I f where Z is the emitted fragment charge and Ztot is the 

compound nucleus charge. In this case, the decay width at any conditional saddle is 

proportional to the number of states above the conditional barrier, and is given by: 

~2;tp(E) JP* 1 |p*(E-B 2-E)d£ (A1.2) 

where p(E) is the compound nucleus level density and p*(E - B z - e) is the level density 

at the conditional saddle of energy Bz, which the system is transiting with kinetic 

energy £. Equation ( A 1.2 ) can be simplified by expanding p*(E - B z - £) about £=0 : 
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hi<p*(E-Bz-e))= ln(p*(E-Bz)+ '"•P'jg- B^(E-Bz-e-E+B)+~-

= ta(p*(E-BI) + (-eVT+.... (A1.3) 

where ^g—*- = 1/T, and T is the nuclear temperature at the saddle point 

From eqn. (A.I.2) and (A.I.3) we get: 

r*~lnp(EJ P*(E-Bz) Jexp(-£/T)de 

T p*(E-Bz) (A1.4) 2Jtp(E) 

Equation (A.I.4) can be further simplified, if in the limit of high excitation energy E 

we expand p*(E-Bz) about Bz= 0 to obtain: 

F z " l i f e P*® e"Ban" = "S e " B Z ^ ° c e rBa / I" ( A 1 > 5 ) 

In the above equation p(E) and p*(E) cancel out because at high excitation energy 

p(E) = p*(E). T is calculated at an excitation energy Ex=E - Bz=a T 2 , where a is the 

nuclear level density parameter, usually taken to be in the range of A/10 to A/8. 

From (A.I.5) we see that the mass- or charge-yield mirrors the ridge line, being 

characterized by high emission probabilities in the regions of low potential energy and 

vice-versa. 
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Appendix 2 

Statistical model calculations were performed with the Monte Carlo computer code 

GEMINI[Cha 88]. This code follows the decay of a compound nucleus. All possible 

binary decays from light-panicle emission to symmetric division are considered. After 

each binary division, further decay of the resulting excited fragments is followed until 

all of the available excitation energy is exhausted. 

The decay width for the evaporation of fragments with Z < 2 is calculated using the 

Hauser-Feshbach formalism[Hau 58]. For the emission of a light particle (Zi, Ai) of 

spin Jj from a system (Zo,Ao) of excitation energy E* and spin Jo, leaving the residual 

system (Z2, A2) with spin J2, the decay width is given by 

2J]+1 J0+]2 [ " 
rB(Z , ,Ai ,Z2 ,A2) - -^ - I JTi(e)P2(U2J2)de (A2.1) 

In the above equation E and 1 are the kinetic energy and orbital angular momentum 

of the emitted particle, po is the level density of the initial system, B is the binding 

energy, Erot(J2) ' s m e rotation plus deformation energy of the residual system, and 

P2OJ2, J2) is the level density of the residual system with thermal excitation energy 

U2=E*-B-Erot(J2)- e. (A2.2) 
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The transmission coefficient Tj(e) is calculated within the sharp cat-off 
approximation for a classical system of absorptive radius R, and is equal to 

h21(1+1) 
0 for e<Ecoul+ 3 ^ 2 

T(e)= (A2.3) 
h21(1+1) 

1 for e >Ecoul+ 2uR2 

The Coulomb barriers Ecoul arc calculated using the empirical expressions of Vaz 

and Alexander[Vaz 84] and the absorptive radius is equal to R=1.16 A2 + 2.6 fm for 

proton and neutron emission and R=1.16 A 2 + 3.7 fm for alpha particle emission. 

The decay width for the emission of heavy fragments (Z > 2) is calculated using the 

transition state formalism of Moretto[Mor 75] . The decay width is given by the 

following equation: 

r(Zi,Ai,Z2,A 2) = - 2 ^ JpsadOWWdE (A2.4) 

Here U5aa and pSad are the thermal energy and level density of the conditional saddle-

point configuration. Esad(Jo) is the deformation plus rotation energy of the saddle-

point configuration and £ is the kinetic energy of the translational degree of freedom. 

The barriers used in these calculations were obtained from the RFRM[Kra 79] using 

a two spheroid parameterization for the shape of the conditional saddle-point 

configurations. This parameterization generates conditional barriers which are within 2 

MeVof the saddle point energies calculated with more realistic shape parameterizations 

for A=110[Dav 85]. To correct for this difference, the two-spheroid saddle point 

energies are scaled by a constant factor for all mass asymmetries and angular 
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momentum. The scaling factor is chosen so that for symmetric division the scaled 

saddle-point energy was equal to the value calculated with the more realistic shape 

parameterization by Sierk[Sie 86, Dav 85]. 

The level density is given by the Fermi gas expression[Bet 36, Boh 69] 

p(U, J) = (2J +1) (jj) 3 ' 2 ^2 IP ' * A 2 5 ' 

where I is the moment of inertia, U is the thermal energy of the system and a is the 

level- density parameter. The level-density parameter a is related to the single-panicle 
JT H A 

level density g by the expression a = -g and was given the value a = jr? MeV-1. 
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Footnotes 

1 Within the incomplete fusion model, the dependence of the excitation energy 

upon source velocity can be derived from kinematical considerations. For instance let 

Mp and Vp be the mass and the velocity of the projectile and let Ms and Vs be the 

mass and the velocity of the source formed in the incomplete fusion process. Then 

from conservation of momentum and by neglecting the recoil of the target-like remnant 

we obtain: 

Mp Vp = Ms Vs 

1/2 Mp (Vp)2 Mp = 1/2 Ms (Vs)2 Ms 

EpMp = EsMs (F.l) 

where Ep and Es are the total kinetic energy of the projectile and the source 

respectively. The excitation energy E* deposited in the source can be then calculated 

from: 

E*=Ep-Es = Ep( l - M £) = Ep(l-^i) ^ 

From the above relation we see that lower values of Vs( more central collisions) 

correspond to larger values of excitation energy E* and larger values of Vs (more 

peripheral collisions) are associated with smaller values of E*. 
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2 Bohr's classical formula gives a reasonable description of the energy loss for 

heavy particles such as the a-parucle or heavier nuclei. However for lighter panicles, 

such as the proton, the formula breaks down because of quantum effects. It 

nevertheless contains all the essential features necessary to describe the energy loss by 

charged particles due to electronic collisions. 

The correct quantum mechanical calculation was first performed by Bethe and 

Bloch. In the calculation the energy transfer is parametrized in terms of momentum 

transfer rather than impact parameter. The Bethe-BIoch formula is given by : 

dE « >. i -i Z z 2 , , , 
" d x = 2 , t N r m c P A jp I ln(-' 

•y -SL m v 2 vy 
(F.3) 

with 

N : Avogadros number = 6.022 10 2 3 mol"1 

p : density of absorbing material 

z : atomic number of incident particle 

e : elementary charge 

v : velocity of particle 

co : mean orbital frequency of electrons 

I : mean excitation potential 

A: atomic weight of absorbing material 

Z : atomic number of absorbing 

materia] 

r : classical electron radius 

m : electron mass 

7 : 1/Vl - P 2 

P : v/c of incident particle 

W : maximum energy transfer in 

a single collision 

3 Angular distributions can be shown in terms of da/dfl or do7d6. Isotropic 

distributions in the reaction plane mean that do"/d6=constant and are equivalent to 

dc/dfi <* l/sin9, which is the equilibrium distribution of fragments emitted from 
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systems with high angular momentum. In this work angular distributions will be 

understood in terms of do~/d9 unless otherwise stated. 

4 The emission velocity of a fragment emitted in a compound binary decay (in the 

center-of-mass) is approximately given by : 

W 2 ( M ; ) E C Q U I 

M, M, ' ( V A > 

where Mi and M2 are the masses of the fragment and its partner, respectively, and Ecui 

is the Coulomb energy between the two fragments at scission. Assuming that E C 0 U | ~ 

ZjZ 2 and Z « M the above equation may be simplified to 

V i « Z s - Z , , (F.5) 

where Z s = Zj + Z2 is the atomic charge of the composite system. Therefore as Zi 

increases, V] becomes progressively smaller. 
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Figure Captions 

Chapter 1 

Figure 1.1 Dependence of the total integrated cross section on the center-of-mass 

energy for emission of complex fragments from the reaction Cu + C. The points and 

error bars correspond to the experimental cross sections and statistical errors. The lines 

are calculations with the statistical model. 

Figure 1.2 A diagram illustrating the approximate domains of the various nuclear 

decay processes. 

Figure 1.3 Systematics of Gaussian source radii extracted for a variety of reactions 

[Zhu91]. 

Figure 1.4 Apparent emission temperatures for Ar induced reactions on Au at 60 

MeV/A. The histogram shows the result of a quantum statistical calculation which 

includes the feeding by sequential decay [Poc 87]. 

Chapter 2 

Figure 2.1 Schematic ridge-line potentials (solid curves)and expected yields 

(dashed curves) as a function of the mass-asymmetry coordinate for a) a heavy system 

above and b) a light system below the Businaro-Gallone point. 

Figure 2.2 Schematic potential-energy surface as a function of the reaction and 

mass-asymmetry coordinates. 

Figure 2.3 Comparison of experimental and calculated(GEMINI) charge 

distributions at six bombarding energies for the Cu + C reactions. The experimental 
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data are indicated by the diamonds with their respective statistical error. The calculated 

values are shown by the solid line. 

Figure 2.4 Pressure versus density isotherms calculated with a Skyrme force for 

nuclear matter. The spinodal region is indicated by the dashed lines. The heavy line 

shows the liquid-gas coexistence region [Sau 76]. 

Figure 2.5 The relative probability of evaporation, binary fission, cracking and 

vaporisation mechanisms responsible for the fragment yield as a function of excitation 

energy of the 2 3 8 U nucleus, calculated using the microcanonical multifragmemation 

model of Gross et al.[Gro 87] 

Figure 2.6 BNV calculations for a head-on collision (b=0) of the 55 MeV/a Mo + 

Mo reaction at time steps of (a) 20, (b) 60, (c) 120, and (d) 180 fm/c. The front and side 

views of the colliding systems are given in columns 1 and 2 respectively for a value of 

the incompressibility constant K = 200 MeV [Mo 92]. 

Chapter 3 

Figure 3.1 Schematic representation of the reverse kinematics production of a 

compound nucleus and its decay by fragment emission. 

Figure 3.2 Schematic representation of the experimental setup. 

Figure 3.3 Photograph of the detector(Si-array) confuguration. 

Figure 3.4 Shematic drawing of the 300 and 5000 urn Si detectors. The thick 

curved line represents the plastic(Lexene) strip on which the telescopes were mounted 

and illustrates how the telescopes overlapped in order to minimize the dead areas. 

Figure 3.5 Schematic representation of the neutron calorimeter. 

Figure 3.6 Electronics diagram for the experiment. 

Chapter 4 
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Figure 4.1 Raw position spectra for a 300 urn Si detector(top) and a 5000 um 

detector(bottom). In both cases the Energy signal (electrons) is plotted versus the 

(Position x Energy)signal(holes). The 15 diagonal lines correspond to the 15 discrete 

position elements of the devices. 

Figure 4.2 Calibrated position spectra from the raw data shown in Figure 4.1. 

Figure 4.3 Typical raw ADC energy spectra of the 55 MeV/A coctail beam in a 

300 jun Si detector(top) and a 5000 u.m detector(bottom). 

Figure 4.4 Uncorrected(top) and corrected(bottom) energy spectra. 

Figure 4.5 Density plots of AE vs E for the reaction 60 MeV/A Au + C for 

fragments detected at forward laboratory angles. 

Figure 4.6 Particle identification spectra for the reaction 60 MeV/A Au + C 

shown for a telescope near(top) and far(bottom) from the beam. The individual peaks 

correspond to different elements. 

Figure 4.7 Particle identification spectra for the quadruple^ coktail) calibration 

beam. 

Figure 4.8 Representative spectrum of the total neutron light output in MeVee 

obtained from the 60 MeV Au + Cu reactions. 

Figure 4.9 Light yield distributions for simulated(top) and experimental(bottom) 

data with neutron(14 MeV) multiplicities of 10,20 and 30. 

Figure 4.10 Average total light output responce vs the average total number of 

neutrons emitted at each impact parameter a predicted by the simulations for the 60 

MeV Au + Cu reactions. 

Chapter 5 

Figure 5.1 Schematic representation of the cross-section 3 2 a / dVj. dVn for 

complex fragments emitted in a panicular asymmetric binary decay from a single 
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equilibrated source with a well defined source velocity Vs. Vi and V2 are the 

velocities with which the complex fragments are emitted in the source frame. 

Figure 5.2.a Experimental cross section d^a / dVj. 3Vn in the Vx -Vu plane 

for representative Z-values between 10 and 54 for the 60 MeV/A 1 9 7 Au + 1 2 C reaction. 

Figure 5.2.b Experimental cross section dza / dV± dV\i in the Vj. -V( plane 

for representative Z-values between 10 and 54 for the 60 MeV/A I 9 7 Au + 2 7A1 

reaction. 

Figure 5.2.C Experimental cross section 32o" / ffV± 3Vn in the Vx -\\\ plane 

for representative Z-values between 10 and 54 for the 60 MeV/A I 9 7 Au + 5 I V reaction. 

Figure 5.2.d Experimental cross section 3 2 a / 3Vx 3Vn in the Vx -VH plane 

for representative Z-values between 10 and 54 for the 60 MeV/A 1 9 7 Au + 6 3Cu 

reaction. 

Figure 5.2.e Experimental cross section 32o" / 3Vx 3V|| in the Vx -VJI plane 

for representative Z-values between 10 and 54 for the 60 MeV/A 1 9 7 Au + 1 9 7 Au 

reaction. 

Figure 5.3 Average source velocity(normalized to beam velocity) as a function of 

the charge Z of the detected fragment for all targets: C, Al, V, Cu and Au. 

Figure 5.4 Predicted emission barriers from the Rotating Finite Range Model for 
1 9 7Au at zero angular momentum. 

Figure 5.5 Average emission velocity(squares) in the source frame , as a 

function of the charge (Z) of the detected fragment for all targets: C, Al, V, Cu and Au. 

For comparison a calculation on the based on the Viola systematics(solid line) is also 

shown. 

Figure 5.6.a Angular distributions (do/d9) in the source frame for representative 

Z-values from the 60 MeV/A Au + C reactions. The Z values and normalization factors 

are indicated for each set of points. The curves are fits to the data. 
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Figure 5.6.b Angular distributions (do/dO) in the source frame for representative 

Z-values from the 60 MeV/A Au + Al reactions. The Z values and normalization 

factors are indicated for each set of points. The curves are fits to the data. 

Figure S.6.C Angular distributions (do/d6) in the source frame for representative 

Z-values from the 60 MeV/A Au + V reactions. The Z values and normalization 

factors are indicated for each set of points. The curves are fits to the data. 

Figure 5.6.d Angular distributions (da/dO) in the source frame for representative 

Z-values from the 60 MeV/A Au + Cu reactions. The Z values and normalization 

factors are indicated for each set of points. The curves are fits to the data. 

Figure 5.6.e Angular distributions (da/d6) in the source frame for representative 

Z-values from the 60 MeV/A Au + Au reactions. The Z values and normalization 

factors are indicated for each set of points. The curves are fits to the data. 

Figure 5.7 Angle integrated cross-sections of products from the 60 MeV/A 1 9 7 A u 

+ 1 2 C, 2 7 A1, 5 1 V , 6 3 Cu and I 9 7 A u reactions. In all cases the statistical errors are smaller 

than the size of the data points. 

Figure 5.8.a Charge distributions selected by fragment size(largest, 2nd largest, 

and so on) for coincidence events (2,3,4and 5-fold) arising in the Au + C reactions. 

Figure 5.8.b Charge distributions selected by fragment sizeflargest, 2nd largest, 

and so on) for coincidence events (2,3,4and 5-fold) arising in the Au + Al reactions. 

Figure 5.8.C Charge distributions selected by fragment sizeQargest, 2nd largest, 

and so on) for coincidence events (2,3,4and 5-fold) arising in the Au + V reactions. 

Figure 5.8.d Charge distributions selected by fragment size(largest, 2nd largest, 

and so on) for coincidence events (2,3,4and 5-fold) arising in the Au + Cu reactions. 

Figure 5.8.e Charge distributions selected by fragment sizeQargest, 2nd largest, 

and so on) for coincidence events (2,3,4and 5-fold) arising in the Au + Au reactions. 
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Figure 5.9.1 II) Contour plots of the extracted source velocity (Vs) versus total 

detected charge Ztot for 2, 3, 4, and 5-fold events from the Au+ C reactions. I) 

Projection of the events in II along the Vs axis. The top and bottom arrows indicate the 

beam and complete fusion velocities respectively. Ill) Projection of the events in II 

along the Ztot axis. 

Figure 5.9b Same as in Figure 5.9.a for the Au + Al system. 

Figure 5.9.C Same as in Figure 5.9.a for the Au + V system. 

Figure 5.9.d Same as in figure 5.9.a for the Au + Cu system. 

Figure 5.9.e Same as in Figure 5.9.a for the Au + Au system. 

Figure 5.10 Schematic representation of the effect of light charged-particle 

evaporation on the correlation between Vs and Ztot. The thick solid curve represents 

the correlation for the primary fragments. Going from right to left the 3 dashed lines 

represent cases of low, mode ate and high excitation energy, respectively, which 

corresponds to increasing amounts of light charge particle emission. 

Figure 5.11 Total detect d charge for the 60 MeV/A Au + C,Al,V,Cu and Au 

reactions; row 1, 2-fold events; row 2,3-fold events; row 3,4-fold events; row 4, 5-fold 

events. 

Figure 5.12 Source velocity distributions for the 60 MeV/A Au + C,Al,V,Cu and 

Au reactions; row 1, 2-fold events; row 2,3-fold events; row 3,4-fold events; row 4,5-

fold events. 

Figure 5.13 Linear contour plots of the correlation between Zj and Z2 for the 2-

fold coincidence events from the Au + C, Al, V, Cu and Au reactions. The 

distributions have been symmetrized by randomly assigning Zi and Z2. 

Figure 5.14 Proportion of2-,3-, 4-, and 5-fold events as a function of excitation 

energy per nucleon for the diff rent targetsCsymboIs, see inset) studied at 60 MeV/A. 
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Figure 5.15 Corrected(for detector efficiency) proportion cf 2-, 3-, 4-, and 5-

fold events as a function of excitation energy per nucleon for Au + Cu at 60 MeV. 

Figure 5.16a Charge distributions for different gates on the source velosiry for the 

Au + C reactions. The number written in each frame is the excitation energy per 

nucleon calculated from the average source velocity by means of equation S.S. 

Figure 5.16b Same as in Figure 5.16.a for the Au + Cu system. 

Figure 5.17 Proportion of complex fragments as a function of excitation energy 

per nucleon for Au + Cu at 60 MeV 

Figure 5.18 Neutron multiplicity distributions for the 60 MeV/A Au + Al, V, Cu 

and Au reactions. 

Figure 5.19 Neutron multiplicity distribution for Pb + Au at 29 MeV/A[Pi 91]. 

Figure 5.20 Distribution of reaction products as gated by contiguous neutron 

multiplicity bins for the Au + Cu reactions at 60 MeV/A. 

Figure 5.21 Proportion of 2-, 3-, 4-, and 5-fold events as a function of neutron 

multiplicity for the different targets studied at 60 MeV/A. 

Figure 5.22 Neutron multiplicity versus excitation energy for the different targets 

studies at 60 MeV/A. The excitation energy was determined by means of equation F.2. 

Figure 5.23 Average neutron multiplicity versus excitation energy for the different 

targets studied at 60 MeV/A. The excitation energy was determined by means of 

eolation F.2. 

Figure 5.24 Neutron multiplicity versus excitation energy for several reaction 

systems in the fissility range x=0.82-0.91[Kno 92]. 

Chapter 6 

Figure 6.1 Au + Cu collisions at 60 MeV/A calculated with the Landau-Vlasov 

equation for several impact parameters. The evolution of the reaction can be seen in 
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both, die X-V(iop) and Y-Z<bottom) reaction planes. The tune increments «re in steps 

of20fnVe. 

Figure 6.2 Scatter plot of the evolution of the Au + Al collision at b=0 as 

predicted by the Landau-Vlasov calculations. 

Figure 6.3 Time dependence of the emitted nucleon mean velocity in the center of 

mass as predicted by the Landau-Vlasov calculations for the different targets studied at 

impact parameter b=3. 

Figure 6.4 Comparison of the experimentally determined(squares) and 

calculated(Xs) inclusive cross sections for the 60 MeV/A Au + C, Al, Vand Au 

reactions. 

Figure 6.5 Comparison of the experimental(solid lines) and calculated(dashed 

lines) total charge and source velocity distributions for different fragment multiplicities 

in the case of the 60 MeV Au + Cu reactions. The spectra have been normalized to the 

same maximum. The rightmost arrow corresponds to the beam velocity while the arrow 

on the left to the complete fusion velocity. 

Figure 6.6 The average Zma* as a function of Z^iai for Au 60 MeV/A collisions on 

Cu. The model calculations(LV + GEMINI) are represented by the line and the 

experimental data by the points (diamonds). 

Figure 6.7 The average multiplicity of IMFs Mimf as a function of Zu,tai for Au 60 

MeV/A collisions on Cu. The points are the experimental data and the line is the 

Landau-Vlasov + Gemini prediction. 

Figure 6.8 The average value of the relative asymmetry for the two largest 

fragments as a function of Ztoua for Au 60 MeV/A collisions on Cu. The points are the 

experimental data and the line is the Landau-Vlasov + Gemini prediction. 
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Figure 6.9 The avenge value of the three-body asymmetry <a3> as a function of 

Ziouj for Au 60 MeV/A collisions on Cu. The points are the experimental dau and the 

line is the Landau-Vlasov+Gemini prediction. 

Figure 6.10 Systemtics of the T parameter. The reactions and the references are 

indicated[Tra 92]. 

Figure 6.11 Single event moments M3 plotted against M2 for the 60 MeV/A Au + 

Cu reactions. 

Figure 6.11 The coincidence charge distribution from which the moments M2and 

M3 were determined. The line is a best fit to the data 

Figure 6.13 Contour plots of ln(Zmax) versus ln(M2/Mi) for different values of 

the excitation energy. The numbers in each of the subplots represent the excitation 

energy per nucJeon of the events. The upper-leftmost subplot includes all events. 

Kgure 6.14 The average value of ln(M2/Ml) as a function of ln(Zmax) for 60 

MeV/A Au collisions on Cu. 

Figure 6.15 The average value of 72 as a function of Zt o l a] for Au 60 MeV/A 

collisions on Cu. The points are the experimental data and the line is the Landau-

Vlasov + Gemini prediction. 

Figure 6.16 a) The fission probability plotted as a function of E"1^2 for the cc-

induced reactions 2 0 6 Pb(a, f), 1 9 7Au(a,f), and 184W(oc,f) and b) for the electron-

induced reactions 209Bi(e,f), 208Pb(e,f), 174Yb(e,f), and 154Sm(e,f)[Mor 69]. 

Figure 6.17 The natural logarithm of the ratio of the 3, 4, and 5-fold to the 2-fold 

probability(symboL) as a function of E'1^2 for the 60 MeV Au + Al, V, and Cu 

reactions. The lines are best fits to the data. 
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